1960


1961


1963


1964


1965


1966


"Are Young Architects Designing Prototypes of Your Future Models?" American Builder, October 1966, pp. 60-71. (Venturi House)


"Foggy Days at Yale or the Grand Design," Pennsylvania Punchbowl, March, 1966, p. 16. (Reprinted Perspecta 10, Yale University, 1966) (Grands)


Scully, Vincent, "America's Architectural Nightmare: The Motorized Megalopolis," Holiday, March 1966, pp. 94-95, 142-143. (Article includes Robert Venturi's theories and others)


1967


David, Marie, “Houston Rates High With Billboard-Watching Pair,” Houston Chronicle, December 18, 1967. (Profile on DSB/RV)

"Fourteenth Annual Design Awards," Progressive Architecture, January 1967, pp. 144-154. (The Frug House; Town Hall/YMCA/Library; Princeton Memorial Park, mentions Columbus Firehouse No. 4)


Morris, Philip, “Architect Casts Vote For BIGGER Billboards,” The Oklahoma Journal, November 10, 1967. (Photo of RV - RV visited the area to give a seminar)


“A Salute to Columbus Architecture,” September 21, 1967. (Program printed for dinner event - RV listed for Fire Station No. 4)


**1968**

“Art or Literature?” *Las Vegas Sun*, October 24, 1968. (Blurb about Yale Studio - great photo of RV&DSB)


Record of Submissions and Awards, *Competition for Middle Income Housing at Brighton Beach*, HDA, City of New York, Brooklyn, 1968. (Jury comments)

"Two New Buildings by Venturi and Rauch," *Progressive Architecture*, November 1968, pp. 116-123. (Fire Station #4, Columbus, Indiana, and the Medical Office Building, Bridgeton, N.J.)
1969

Detweiler, Jr., Willard S., Chestnut Hill Architectural History, 1969. (Vanna Venturi House on p. 79.)
Donohoe, Victoria, "Advocacy Planners Put Hope in Ghetto," The Philadelphia Inquirer, July 6, 1969. (South Street)
K.I.A. Journal, January 1969. (Special issue on architecture, article on R. Venturi.)
1970


Berson, Lenora, "Dreams for a New South Street are Spun at Theatre Meetings," **Center City Philadelphia**, February 1970.


"Co-op City: Learning to Like It" (letters to the editor), **Progressive Architecture**, February 1970.


Flanagan, Barbara, "Experts Split on Saving Hennepin," **The Minneapolis Star**, April 25, 1970, pp. 1, 3A. (RV Quote, "You can't change Hennepin enough so why not make it more like what it is? One way is to make the signs bigger.")

Flanagan, Barbara, "What to do with Dirty Hennepin?" **The Minneapolis Star**, April 28, 1970. (Barbara Stauffacher Solomon disagreed with RV on the suggestion of discovering the ordinary)


Steele, Mike, "Architecture’s ‘Bad Boy’ Defends,” Minneapolis Tribune, May 3, 1970. (“RV is used to being controversial”)


1971


Cliff, Ursula, "Are the Venturis Putting Us on?" Design and Environment, Summer 1971, pp. 52-59ff.


Glueck, Grace, "Don't Knock Sprawl," New York Times, October 10, 1971, p. 16D.


Osborn, Michelle, "The Crosstown is Dead. Long Live the Crosstown," *Architectural Forum,* October 1971, pp. 38-42. (South Street)


1972
"Aprendiendo de Todas Las Cosas," Arte Y Comento (Bilbao), November 20, 1972.
Groat, Linda, "Interview: Denise Scott Brown," Networks 1, California Institute of the Arts, 1972, pp. 49-55.
Marvel, Bill, "Can McDonald's, Chartres Find Happiness?" The Miami Herald, February 20, 1972, pp. 49K-50K.

McQuade, Walter, "Giving Them What They Want: The Venturi Influence," Life, April 14, 1972, p. 17. (review of LLV with images of Guild House and Firehouse #4)


Scully, Vincent, "Introduction to Learning from Las Vegas," Unpublished and unsigned manuscript, Date unknown. (draft manuscript of essay, attributed to Scully)

Sealander, John, "Appreciating the Architectural UGLY," The Highlander (University of California at Riverside), November 30, 1972, p. 10.

"Un diseno per al consumisme," Serra D'Or, Oriul Bohigas, February 1972, p. 18. (Review of Aprendiendo)


1973


"En Passant Par Las Vegas," Architecture, Mouvement, Continuite, September 1973, pp. 28-34. (Review of Learning from Las Vegas)


Moore, Charles, "Learning from Adam's House," Architectural Record, August 1973, p. 43. (Review of Learning from Las Vegas)


1974


Allen, Gerald, "Venturi and Rauch's Humanities Building for the Purchase Campus of the State University of New York," Architectural Record, October 1974, pp. 120-124. (profile of building with images and drawings, also includes post-construction evaluation by Denise Scott Brown, Elizabeth and Steven Izenour. See also: Biblio C, 1974, “A post-construction evaluation”)


Hine, Thomas, "City Planners Often Forget That People Must Live There," The Philadelphia Inquirer, May 6, 1974, p. 11E.
Hine, Thomas, "Franklin Shrine to Center on Abstract 'Ghost' House," *The Philadelphia Inquirer*, July 19, 1974, pp. 1-D, 3-D.


"Nears Final Design," *The Hartford Times*, June 1974. (Hartford Stage Company)


1975
Hine, Thomas, "East Poplar's Curious 'Victory'," *The Philadelphia Inquirer*, June 29, 1975. (Fairmount Manor and Poplar Community project)
*Archithese 13*, 1975, pp. 5-32. (In German and French)

1976
Beck, Haig, "Elitist!," *Architectural Design*, November 1976, pp. 662-666. (Firm's ideas and philosophy mentioned throughout)


41st International Eucharistic Congress (Sponsor), *Exhibition of Liturgical Arts*, 1976, fig. 274 and pp. 63-64.  (Exhibition catalog; includes designs by firm for St. Francis de Sales Church)

"Franklin Court," *Progressive Architecture*, April 1976, pp. 69-70.  (This issue is devoted to the "Philadelphia Story"; Venturi and Rauch mentioned throughout)


Hine, Thomas, "Shrine for Now, a Park Forever," *Philadelphia Inquirer*, April 18, 1976, pp. 1, 8B.


Hoffman, Donald, "Art Talk," *The Kansas City Star*, February 8, 1976, p. 3D.  (Exhibition at Kansas City Art Institute)
Hughes, Robert, "Overdressing for the Occasion," *Time*, April 5, 1976, pp. 42, 47. (Review of "200 Years of American Sculpture")


"Off the Skyline and into the Museum" *Newsday*, April 14, 1976, pp. 4A-5A.

Orth, Maureen, with Lucy Howard, "Schlock Is Beautiful," *Newsweek*, March 8, 1976, p. 56. (Review of "Signs of Life")


Quinn, Jim, "Learning from Our Living Rooms," *Philadelphia Magazine*, October 1976, pp. 156ff. (Review of "Signs of Life")


Reichlin, Bruno, and Martin Steinman, eds., *Archithese 19*, pp. 3-11. (Issue on Realism)


Shore, Benjamin, "'Symbols of American City' a Monument to Bad Taste?" *St. Louis GlobeDemocrat*, April 8, 1976.

"Signs of Life," *Signs of the Times*, November 1976, pp 38-39. (Recapitulation of "Signs of Life" exhibit and sampling of visitor reactions)


Stern, Robert A.M., "Gray Architecture as Post-Modernism, or, Up and Down from


Vrchota, Janet, "Preservation," Design & Environment, Fall 1976, pp. 30-31. (Article saluting NPS -- Franklin Court)


1977


Britton, II, James, "America's Finest City?" Convention San Diego, 1977 (AIA Convention), pp. 8-26. (Reference on page 8 regarding "Venturifying" the city.)


"Elitismo e/o establishment" ("Elitism and/or the Establishment"), L'architettura, February 1977, pp. 548. (Report of debate between DSB and unnamed opponent)


Filler, Martin, "Seeing the Forest for the Trees," Progressive Architecture, October 1977, pp. 56-59. (Penn Faculty Club)


"A Man and His Home," *Industrial Design*, July-August, 1977, p. 29. (Franklin Court)
"Mobili parlanti per il 'Bicentennial'," *Modo*, June 1977, p. 5. (Brief mention of "Signs of Life")


"Non la Ricostruzione ma l'Idea," *Domus*, March 1977, p. 53. (Franklin Court)


Skude, Flemming, "USA -- Valgfriheden som Kulturel Kataljsator," *Louisiana Revu*, JuneAugust 1977, pp. 6-7. (Issue on "Alternative Architecture," in Danish; summary in English)


Architecture," Architectural Design, June 1977. (Catalog to two exhibitions at the CooperHewitt Museum and The Drawing Center, New York City, 1977; includes drawing by Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown)


“Venturi and Rauch: Ski House, Vail Colorado, USA 1975-77,” GA Houses, 160-167. (Rare photos)

"Views," Progressive Architecture, December 1977, p. 8. (Letters reacting to Martin Filler's article on the Penn State Faculty Club, P/A, October 1977)


1978


"Backstage along The Strand," Progressive Architecture, November 1978, pp. 72-77. (Galveston)


Donohoe, Victoria, "Can a Rebel be at Home in the Establishment?" The Philadelphia Inquirer, May 9, 1978, pp. 1-C, 4-C.


Donohoe, Victoria, "A Teacher Who Fills the House," The Philadelphia Inquirer, March 6, 1978, pp. 1D-3D. (Profile of Vincent Scully, Jr., mentioning incident when he rejected AIA award because Robert Venturi had been denied a Fellowship)


Edwards, Ellen, "Architects Arrive to Tackle Washington Avenue Project," The Miami Herald, August 11, 1978, p. 4D.

Emery, Marc, ed., L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui, No. 197, June 1978. (Monograph on the firm: Tucker House, Lieb House, Houston Jazz Club, Penn State Faculty Club, Marlborough Blenheim, INA, Eclectic Houses, Brant House-Bermuda, Allen Memorial Art Museum at Oberlin, Charlotte Science Museum, SUNY Humanities Building, SUNY Social Sciences Building, County Federal Savings and Loan) (In French and English)

"Forceful Gesture on a Wooded Hillside," AIA Journal, Mid-May 1978, pp. 102-105. (BrantJohnson House)


Goldberger, Paul, "Architecture: Venturi and Rauch," Architectural Digest, January-
February 1978, pp. 100-107. (Tucker House)


"Learning from Versailles," Horizon, August 1978, p. 51.


Luschin, Hanno, "Robert Venturi & Geometric Form." (Unpublished)


Sarbib, Jean-Louis, "Popu-lore Architecture," L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui, No. 197, June 1978, pp. 2-6. ("Social Thought of RV & DSB") (In French and English)

Sarbib, Jean-Louis, "Venturi and Rauch as Planners: An Analysis of a Few Recent Planning Projects," L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui, No. 197, June 1978, pp. 76-79. (In French and English)


"Universitatsclub, State College, USA," Baumeister, December 1978, p. 1106. (Penn State Faculty Club)


von Moos, Stanislaus, editor, "Hotel·Casino in Atlantic City, N.J.,” Werk·Archithe·se, May/June 1978, pp. 53-54. (Marlborough·Blenheim)


1979

Bell, David, "Unity and Aesthetics of Incompletion in Architecture," Architectural Design, July 1979, pp. 175-182. (Franklin Court)

Best Products, Best™ 1979 Annual Report, Richmond, VA: Best Products Co., Inc., 1979. (image of VSBA's Best Products showroom in accompanying material)

Bowles, Jerry, "Building in the Vernacular," Today, The Inquirer Magazine, Philadelphia, September 23, 1979, pp. 12, 15, 18, and 34. (Firm's theories and design concepts)


Clark, Roger H. and Michael Pause, and 20 students of the School of Design, Analysis of Precedent, Vol. 28. The Student Publication of the School of Design, North Carolina State University at Raleigh, 1979, pp. 9-211 passim.


Esposito, Francesca, "L'Opera di Robert Venturi," (Graduation thesis Facolta di Architettura Firenze; unpublished)


Finkelperald, Philip J., “Contemporary Confrontations,” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians, May, 1979. (Attention/Publicity given to Venturi, Rauch and Denise)


Hughes, Robert, "Doing Their Own Thing," *Time*, January 8, 1979, pp. 52-59. (Reprinted in Italian as "Mr. Architetto Ad Una Svolta," *Casa Vogue*, June 1979, pp. 168-177)


Kallmeyer, Lothar, "Funktionalismus und Widerspruch," *Problemfeld Architektur*, March 1979, pp. 113-122. (Brant-Johnson House)

Klotz, Heinrich, "Zuruck zur Fassade!" *Problemfeld Architektur*, March 1979, pp. 129-133. (Trubek House)

"Kunstgewerbemuseum Zurich: Venturi and Rauch," *Schweiz*, November 1979, pp. 57-58. (Review of "Venturi and Rauch, Architektur im Alltag Amerikas" exhibition, Kunstgewerbemuseum, Zurich, Switzerland)


Roose, Harry and Thomas Schregenberger, "Weniger Ist Langweilig," *Tages Anzeiger*, October 1979, pp. 6-9. (German) (Guild House, Football Hall of Fame, Oberlin, Franklin Court, Brant Houses)


"Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown," *Summarios*, May 1979. (Monograph on the firm)


von Moos, Stanislaus (Organizer), "Venturi and Rauch", *Architektur im Alltag Amerikas*, 1979, Kunstgewerbemuseum Zurich. (Exhibition catalog)

1980


“And the new honorary alumni are...,” The Pennsylvania Gazette, June 1980, p. 11. (RV received Doctor of Fine Arts from the University of Pennsylvania)


“Boston: Forty Years of Modern Architecture,” Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston exhibition catalog, 1980, p. 13. (RV design entry to re-design of Copley square competition)


"Forum Discussion," The Harvard Architecture Review. Vol. 1, Spring 1980, p. 190. (Discussion of Allen Memorial Art Museum at Oberlin. See also "Interview" same issue pp. 228-239)

Friedman, Arnold, "Postmodernism," Interior Design, March 1980, pp. 232-235. (Knoll Showroom) (See also article in same issue by Edie Lee Cohen, pp. 226-231, same subject matter)

Fujii, Wayne N.T., Editor, "Venturi Rauch & Scott Brown," GA Document (Global Architecture), Summer 1980, pp. 82-83. (Institute for Scientific Information) (In Japanese and English)


Hine, Thomas, "Philadelphia Influence in Architecture on Decline," The Philadelphia Inquirer, September 8, 1980, pp. 1M-2M.


MacNair, Andrew, "Venturi and the Classic Modern Tradition," *Skyline*, March 1980, pp. 4-5. (Interview with Robert Venturi on Knoll Showroom)


"Milwaukee's Lakefront · Final Report · Planning and Design Competition," 1980. (R. Venturi member of jury)


Reese, Teresa, "Rude Graphics, or Learning from Las Vegas," Print, September-October 1980, pp. 42-51, 92 and 94. (Firm's theories)

Rixse, James, "Blueprints Sketch Butler Collge Social Center," The Daily Princetonian, pp. 1, 8.


Scully, Vincent, "Where is Modern Architecture Going?" GA Document (Global Architecture), Summer 1980, pp. 8-11. (RV mentioned, Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture mentioned.) (In Japanese and English)


1981


Baymiller, Joanna, "Learning from Las Vegas," Progressive Architecture, July 1981, pp. 31 ff. (Controversy over Hennepin Avenue)


"Budget Lighting has the Attributes of Quality," Architectural Record, February 1981, pp. 108-111. (ISI corporate headquarters)


Dean, Andrea O., "Eero Saarinen In Perspective," AIA Journal, November 1981, pp. 36-51. (Saarinen's work and influence on prominent architects of today such as Venturi)


“An Exhibit that Really is Realistic,” Philadelphia Inquirer, September 18, 1981, p. 34. (Photograph of Steve Izenour)

Forgey, Benjamin, "Magnets for People: Planning the Parks Along Pennsylvania Avenue," The Washington Post, December 19, 1981. (Reference to Western Plaza)

Freeman, Robert, "Venturi," Attenzione, February 1981, pp. 30-35. (RV profile)


Graham, Dan, "Not Post-Modernism: History as Against Historicism, European Archetypal Vernacular in Relation to American Commercial Vernacular, and the City as Opposed to the Individual Building," *Artforum*, December 1981, pp. 50-58. (Franklin Court design as example of Venturi "Pop-Art" style; also photos of PADC)


Deutsches Architekturmuseum, Frankfurt am Main, and Braunschweig/Wiesbaden: Vieweg, 1981. (In German)


"La Caserma Dei Pompieri," Interni, April 1981, pp. 44 and 45. (Dixwell Fire Station, New Haven)


"Memorials to the Man," Benjamin Franklin's Good House, 1981, pp. 56-63. (Franklin Court)


Moore, Charles, "Moore is More," RIBA Journal, November 1981, pp. 35-38. (Excerpts from talk given at RIBA; contrasts his user-centered design with RV's populist enthusiasms)


Morris, Michele, "Beached in Bermuda," Diversion, December 1981, pp. 219-222. (Brant House, Bermuda)


"Opere di Architettura Mostra all'Accademia," La Nazione, October 29, 1981, p. 11. (VRSB show in Italy)


"Park Design Regency-Inspired," The Houston Post, September 5-6, 1981, p. 7DD. (Park Regency Development)

"Park Regency Chosen for Exhibit," The Houston Post, October 3-4, 1981, 11DD.

"Park Regency Cites Architect," The Houston Post, August 29-30, 1981, pp. 1DD and 5DD.


Pettena, Gianni, and Maurizio Vogliazzo, Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown, 1981. (In Italian.)


"Reamenagement D'Hennepin Avenue Minneapolis," L'Architecture D'Aujourd'hui, October, 1981, pp. 44-48. (Hennepin Avenue planning.)

Sachs, Randi T., "Large Success From a Small Budget," Administrative Management, March 1981, pp. 26-29, and 68. (ISI Corporate Headquarters)


Sanderson, W., ed., International Handbook of Contemporary Developments in Architecture, Westport & London: 1981. (See chapter by Eugene J. Johnson, "United States of America")

Sharp, Dennis, Sources of Modern Architecture, 1981. (Listing of R. Venturi and D. Scott Brown.)


"Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown," Progressive Architecture, January 1981, p. 98. (Urban Design and Planning Citation, for Jim Thorpe Study)

Viladas, Pilar, "Life After Mies," Interiors, January 1981, p. 64. (Knoll International Showroom wins Interiors Award)


1982


"Art in Public Places: The One-Percent Solution," *Houston Arts*, Second Quarter, 1982, p. 5. (PADC cited as example of Art in Public Places)


Baeza, Alberto Campo, "¡kk nino kk! Con Ocasion De Una Fascinante Exposicion," *Consejo Superior de Los Colegios de Arquitectos*, December 1982, pp. 30-33. (Review of exhibit "5 Arquitectos + 5 Escultores" that included Western Plaza) (In Spanish)


Butler, F. Joseph, “Buildings, Paintings, Ships,” *Avenue* [University of Oregon], Vol. 11 No. 10, pp. 5, 8. (mentions RV)


"The Contemporary Coffee Pot (and Tea Service) as Fine Art," *Architectural Record*, MidFebruary 1982, p. 35. (Designs by Venturi for Alessi)


Ecole de Philadelphia—Steven Izenour, Paul Muller, Marc Schimmenti, Frederic Schwartz, John Reddick, *La modernite ou l'espirit du temps*, *Biennale de Paris*, section architecture, 1982. (Brief descriptions of projects by above VRSB architects) (In French)

Eisenman, Peter, "Entretien avec Peter Eisenman," *La Modernite ou L'Esprit du temps*:  

A---40


Filler, Martin, "History Reinvented: Adam and his Heirs," Art in America. Summer 1982, pp. 87-97. (Knoll International Showroom ceiling design)


Furer, René, "Robert Venturi, Charles Moore · Auf der Suche nach einer amerikanischen Architektur" ("In the Search of an American Architecture"). Werk, Bauen + Wohnen 5, 1982, pp. 24-27. (In German)


Gimenez, Carmen and Juan Munoz, (curators) "Correspondences, 5 Architects, 5 Sculptors," an Exhibition at Palacio de las Alhajas, Madrid, Spain, October-November 1982. (Catalogue in Spanish, also soft back pamphlets of text in English)


Guerra, Ramon, "5 Arquitectos, 5 Escultores," Consejo Superior de Los Colegios de Arquitectos. December 1982, pp. 33-37 (Review of exhibit that included Western Plaza) (In Spanish)

Habermas, Jurgen, “Modern and Postmodern Architecture,” 9H4. 1982. (reprinted in


Hine, Thomas, "Today's Atlantic City, where character is as much at stake as cash," Philadelphia Inquirer, pp. 1D and 4D.


Munoz, Juan, and Carman Gimenez, (curators) "Correspondences, 5 Artists, 5 Sculptors," an exhibition at Palacio de las Alhajas, Madrid, Spain, October-November 1982. (Catalogue in Spanish, also soft back pamphlets of text in English)


(Architecture in Islamic Countries, Second Exhibit of International Architecture) (Khulafa St., Baghdad, Iraq) (In Italian)


Romano, Carlin, "Finally, a Memorial to Penn," The Philadelphia Inquirer, October 29, 1982, p. 1.C. (Welcome Park)


"Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown," Gran Bazaar, February 1982, p. 43. (See also article in same issue by RV, "Il Proprio Vocabolario.")


Viladas, Pilar, "Deco Rating," Progressive Architecture, November 1982, pp. 90-95. (Miami Beach Deco District & Washington Avenue) (See also p. 35)

Viladas, Pilar, "Wall papers at Protetch," Progressive Architecture, November, 1982, p. 35. (Review of exhibition at Max Protetch Gallery) (See also pp. 90-95)

"We breathlessly Announce...," Houston City, May 1982, p. 93. (Advertisement for Houston's Park Regency, apartments designed by R. Venturi.)


Werner, Frank, "8 Einsichten an 16 Beispielen," Bauwelt, January 8, 1982, pp. 22 and 23. (West Side Highway. See also "Zwei Museen" article mentioning Franklin Court, and "Sir Edwin Lutyens" article mentioning RV)


1983


Aldegheri, Claudio and Sabini, Maurizio (eds), Immagini del Post-Moderno, Venice: Edizioni Cluva, 1983. (Various reprinted articles by or with references to Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown) (In Italian)


Brickhouse, Robert, "Championing the Ugly and Ordinary in Architecture," The Daily Progress, April 17, 1983, pp. F1, F3. (Profile of Venturi)

Busch, Akiko, "By Design," Metropolis, Sept. 1983, p. 25. (Photo and caption on stenciling at Metropolitan)


Dietsch, Deborah, "A Degree of Design Innovation on Campus," Interiors, December 1983, p. 32. (Mention of Wu Hall)


"Gordon Wu Hall Dedicated at Reunions," Campaign Bulletin, Princeton University, Summer 1983, p. 8. (Wu Hall)


Hargreaves, George, "Post Modernism Looks Beyond Itself," Landscape Architecture, July/August 1983, pp. 60-65. (Reference to Venturi; ISI)

Clay, Grady, “Sense and Nonsense of Place,” Landscape Architecture, September/October 1983, pp. 111. (Robert Venturi as architectural theorist)


"HQ Cited as 'Ornamental' Architecture," Vision, August 1983, p. 3. (ISI Headquarters)


Hine, Thomas, "Welcome Park's Exposed Look Overshadows its Tribute to Penn," Philadelphia Inquirer, Jan 14, 1983, pp. 1-D and 8-D.
Horrocks, Thomas D., *The Venturi Stew*. 1983. (Thesis for School of Architecture, Carleton University, Ottawa Canada.)


"Learning from Minneapolis," *Planning*, March 1983, p. 4. (News column item on Hennepin Ave.)


"Life at the Top," *Vogue*, Aug. 1983, p. 283. (Brief interviews with 21 career women, incl. DSB)


Officina Alessi, Tea & Coffee Piazza. Crusinallo: Shakespeare & Company, 1983. (11 tea & coffee services designed by architects) (In Italian and English)

"Old World Charm..." Houston Post, August 13, 14 1983. (Advertisement for Houston's Park Regency, apartments designed by R. Venturi.)

Olsen, Florence, "Romantic Victorian: An Old, New Look," Houston Home & Garden, July 1983, pp. 30-34. (Description of Val Glitsch house design; contrast to VRSB Tucker House design mentioned)

"Park Design Regency-Inspired," The Houston Post, Sept. 5-6, 1981, p. 7DD. (Park Regency)


Plumb, Barbara, "Living: Discoveries," Vogue, Nov. 1983, p. 336. (Photo and caption re VRSB "Mirror in the Greek Revival Manner")

Portoghesi, Paolo, "Com'e vera quest'illusione," Europeo, June 25, 1983, p. 103. (House in Delaware) (In Italian)


Scalvini, Maria Luisa, "Learning from Princeton," Domus, December 1983, pp. 18-23. (Wu Hall)


Watson, Keith, “Art Notes,” Post [Houston, Texas], June 5, 1983. (VRSB announced as architects for Laguna Gloria Art Museum)

1984

A Campaign for Princeton, summer 1984, cover. (Photograph of Wu Hall)


Adams, Brooks, "Architects at Tea," House & Garden, May 1984, pp. 52-60. (Alessi tea sets)

Alba, Angel Fernandez, "In the Beginning Was the Word," Quaderns, 162 (1984), pp. 112-114. (Wu Hall) (In Spanish and English)

"American Living Monuments," Connoisseur, July 1984, pp. 96-101. (Listing includes RV, p. 97)

"Architects' Product Designs," Avenue, April 1984, pp. 141-145. (Includes RV Knoll furniture, Formica mirror, Alessi tea service)

"Architects who turn houses into homes," Avenue, April 1984, p. 141. (Design Arts - Swid Powell and Knoll)


Brown, Kim, "Living Theater," Diversion, September 1984, pp. 241-244. (Izenour house)


Chevron, Doris, "Einkanfenin...", Architectural Digest, January 1984, pp. 160, 162. (Knoll Design Arts) (German edition)


Davis, Derek, "Breaking out of the mold," Zoo One, Fall 1984, pp. 6-7. (Treehouse)

Davis, Douglas, "Mr. Post-Postmodern," Newsweek, July 9, 1984, pp. 78, 80. (Recent VRSB work)

Dean, Andrea Oppenheimer, "Cerebral Campus Center that Abounds in Contradictions," Architecture, May 1984, pp. 200-203. (Wu Hall)

De Bonis, Antonio, "Under Two Cultures," Eupalino, Spring 1984, pp. 6-13. (Izenour House and Baghdad Mosque) (In Italian and English)


"Design Eclettico," Domus, September 1984, pp. 74-75. (Knoll furniture) (In Italian and English)


Filler, Martin, "Past With a Future," House & Garden, July 1984, pp. 46-50. (Knoll furniture)


"Gordon Wu Hall, Butler College, Princeton University," *Quaderns*, 162 (1984), pp. 107-111. (In Spanish and English)


Grabar, Oleg, "From the Past into the Future: On Two Designs for State Mosques," *Architectural Record*, June 1984, pp. 150-151. (Text and illustrations of VRSB mosque design on pp. 142-149)


Guerrera, Giuseppe, and Michele Cometa, "Decoration as Quotation and Comment, A reading of the 'architectures' of Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown," 1984. (Unpublished manuscript, University of Palermo)


Hamm, Madeline McDermott, "Architect's Furniture Designs are Fat, Flat, Fun," Houston Chronicle, June 21, 1984, Section 6, pp. 1 & 2. (Knoll furniture)


Hennessee, Judith Adler, "Designers at the Table," Town & Country, October 1984, pp. 265-270. (Includes Swid Powell tableware: Alessi coffee/tea set)


Hine, Thomas, "His Chairs Aren't Just Furniture," The Philadelphia Inquirer, May 2, 1984, pp. 1D, 3D. (Knoll furniture)


"Insenierungen der Erinnerung" ("Mise-en-Scène of a Memory"), Werk, Bauen + Wohnen, April 1984, pp. 28-33. (Three projects by VRSB: Penn's Light, National College Football Hall-of-fame, Franklin Court)

"Interview: Jean Nouvel," L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui, February 1984, pp. 3-14; English translation, pp. XLVI-LII. (Mentions RV)

"Interview: Stanley Tigerman," Transition, April 1984, pp. 24-29. (R. Venturi mentioned)

"Interview: Steven Izenour," Transition, April 1984, pp. 19-23.

Ishii, Kazuhiro, "Interview with Kazuhiro Ishii: Architecture, the Chair and Cardboard," SD (Space Design), October 1984, pp. 56-60. (In Special Feature section on Venturi furniture for Knoll) (In Japanese)

Janjigian, Robert, "Contextual Credit," Interiors, January 1984, pp. 146-147. (Wu Hall - Interiors Institutional Design Award)

(Cites D. Scott Brown) (In German, with English Summary)

Kallmeyer, Lothar, "Place - Challenge and Opportunity," Ort•Zumutung und Chance, January 1984, pp. 63-64. (D. Scott Brown and R. Venturi mentioned) (In German and English)


"Khulafa Street," Quaderns, 162 (1984), p. 130. (In Spanish and English)

Knight, Carleton III, "The Park Service as Client: II," Architecture, pp. 48-55. (Reference to Franklin Court)

La Badie, Donald, "Jack Tucker," The Commercial Appeal, Memphis, September 23, 1984, pp. F1, F2. (Memphis planning)


Markoutsas, Elaine, "An Architect Borrows a Line or Two from the Classics," Chicago Tribune, June 10, 1984, Section 15, pp. 1 & 4. (Knoll furniture)


"Mesquita Estatal d'Irak," Quaderns, 162 (1984), pp. 128-129. (State Mosque, Baghdad, Iraq) (In Spanish and English)

Miller, Nory, "Grandma Never Looked So Good," Metropolis, June 1984, pp. 24-28, 39. (Knoll furniture)

Mladenovic, I., "Robert Venturi," nas dom, January 1984, pp. 29-32. (Biography and listing with photographs of many projects) (In Yugoslavian)

"Molecular Biology Building," Quaderns, 162 (1984), pp. 115-117. (Lewis Thomas Laboratory) (In Spanish and English)


Northcott, Kaye, "In Recognition of John Watson," Third Coast, September 1984. (Laguna Gloria Art Museum)


Ogawa, Moriyuki, "Second Glance Chair," SD (Space Design), October 1984, p. 60. (In Special Feature section on Venturi furniture for Knoll) (In Japanese)

Ohashi, Teruaki, "Empathy and Estrangement," SD (Space Design), October 1984, pp. 54-55. (In Special Feature section on Venturi furniture for Knoll) (In Japanese)


"Petrie House," Quaderns, 162, 1984, pp. 118-121. (In Spanish and English)

Petzke, Diane, "Architects Target America's Table," Streets, December 16-22, 1984, p. 6. (Swid Powell Tableware)

"Philadelphia Firms Win PSA Awards," AIA Philadelphia Chapter Newspaper, October 1984, pp. 6-7. (Silver Medal awarded to VRSB for Izenour House)


Plumb, Barbara, "Big-name architects create exciting table accessories," Vogue, October 1984, p. 510. (Swid-Powell dishes)

Plumb, Barbara, "Living: One-of-a-Kind," Vogue, August 1984, pp. 256-258. (Knoll furniture, p. 258)

Presidential Design Awards 1984, 1984, p. 16. (Franklin Court recipient of Award.)


Reed, J.D., "Their Plates are Smashing," Time, December 17, 1984, p. 90. (Swid Powell Tableware)


Revson, James A., "architects dish it out," Newsday, June 5, 1984, pp. 6-7, 9. (Swid Powell design arts)

Rights, Susie, "Women Designers: If You Are a Girl Wanting to be an Architect...," The Sentinel, August 24, 1984, p. 32. (Career advice; quotes DSB)


Sanmartin, Antonio (interviewer), "Robert Venturi," Quaderns, 162 (1984), pp. 96-101. (In Spanish and English)

Schmertz, Mildred F., "Design Competition Entry for the State Mosque, by Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown," Architectural Record, June 1984, pp. 142-149. (Critique by Oleg Grabar on pp. 150-151)


Schmidt, Burghart, "Kaufliche Schonheit," Umriss, 1 + 2/1984, pp. 47-56. (Cites Learning from Las Vegas) (In German)


Slavin, Maeve, "Out on the Table," Interiors, August 1984, pp. 152-155. (Mentions RV's Swid Powell dinnerware)


Stockman, Leslie Ensor, "Originals," *Builder*, August 1984, pp. 82-95. (Ten American original houses, incl. Vanna Venturi House, p. 94)

Takase, Hayahiko, "Columbus, Indiana: Museum of Modern American Architecture," *SD* (Space Design), June 1984, pp. 27-41. (Fire Station No. 4, p. 38) (In Japanese)


Tarzan, Deloris, "Museum architect is named," *Seattle Times*, September 26, 1984. (Seattle Art Museum)

Tarzan, Deloris, "Museum design finalists differ widely in style," *The Seattle Times*, August 29, 1984, pp. F1, F7. (Seattle Art Museum)


Thorne, Marta, "My Tailor is Rich," *Quaderns*, 162 (1984), pp. 122-125. (Knoll furniture) (In Spanish and English)

"Three New Residential Colleges for Princeton University," *American School & University*, November 1984, pp. 16-18. (Louis I. Kahn Citation)

"Times Square," *Quaderns*, 162 (1984), pp. 126-127. (In Spanish and English)


Tusquets, Oscar, "Learning from Venturi," *Quaderns*, 162 (1984), pp. 102-106. (In Spanish and English)


"Venturi from Afar," *Quaderns*, (1984), p. 131. (In Spanish and English)


Viladas, Pilar, "Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown," *Progressive Architecture*, October 1984, pp. 88-93. (Khulafa Street, Treehouse, Primate Facility, Lewis Thomas Laboratory)


Walsh, Michael, "Venturi’s New Chairs are Tongue in Chic," Chicago Sun-Times, June 13, 1984, p. 47. (Knoll furniture)


Wood, Charles G., Letter to the Editor, Architectural Record, March 1984, p. 4. (Questions Postmodernism)

"Wu Hall Honored," Princeton Alumni Weekly, June 1, 1984, p. 22. ("Princeton Notebook" column item on Wu Hall)

1985


Alhadeff, Gina, "E'la Volta del Neogotico," Casa Vogue, June 1985, pp. 166-167. (Delaware country house) (In Italian) (Photo by Matt Wargo)

"Alumni Receive AIA Award," Penn in Ink, Fall 1985, p. 12. (AIA Firm Award)


Beispiele, Sechs, "Ziegel alsbestimmendes Fassadenmaterial," Baumeister, November 1985, pp. 21-41. (Gordon Wu Hall) (In German)


Brown, Patricia Leigh, "Visions of the Vet," The Philadelphia Inquirer, August 30, 1985, pp. 1-C, 4-C, 5-C. (Proposals to improve Veteran's Stadium)


Campolieti, Giuseppe, "Larchitectura Utopica Spinge su Strade Nuove," De Gazzettino, September 17, 1985. (mentions RV; in Italian)


Crosbie, Michael J., "The Making of a 'Magical Place'," *Architecture*, October 1985, pp. 5461. (Treehouse)

Davis, Douglas, "Campus Americana," April 1985, pp. 22-27. (Mentions Gordon Wu Hall)


"Denise Scott Brown," *Interni*, July/August 1985, p. 29. (Issue devoted to women in the visual arts)


"Design Futures 85: Stirling," *Prospect* (RIAS Journal), Summer 1985, p. 9. (R. Venturi addresses RIAS Convention, Stirling, Scotland)


Dillon, David, "What Makes a City?", *The Dallas Morning News*, May 20, 1985, pp. 1-E, 3-E. (Conference: R. Venturi was panelist)


Donohoe, Victoria, "Center City Location of Temple Gallery is a Masterstroke," *The Philadelphia Inquirer*, November 1, 1985, p. 35.


Ferretti, Fred, "Good Design is Good Business," *United*, March 1985, pp. 50-53, 125-126. (Knoll furniture.)

(Review of book by Ada Louise Huxtable; R. Venturi mentioned throughout)


"$500,000 Gift Makes Possible a New Entrance to Campus ...," Princeton University *Campaign Bulletin*, Spring 1985, p. 8. (Stockton Court)


"Franklin Court is a Winner," *The Philadelphia Inquirer*, January 31, 1985, p. 6-D. (Presidential Design Award)


Guenzi, Carolo, *Le Affinita' Elettive*, 1985: Electa Editrice, pp. 153-158. (Bureau in William and Mary Style shown.) (In Italian)


Hine, Thomas, "The Zoo's New Answer to the Call of the Wild," The Philadelphia Inquirer, April 10, 1985, pp. 1D, 6D. (Treehouse)

Hine, Thomas, "Zoo's New Tree House Wins the Laurels of Local Architects," The Philadelphia Inquirer, June 21, 1985, p. 3-E.


Horn, Richard, Fifties Style: Then and Now, New York: Beech Tree Books, pp. 102, 121, 138. (Mentions Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture, Learning from Las Vegas, Best Products)


"Imparando da Las Vegas," Domus, October 1985. (Review of Italian edition of Learning from Las Vegas)

"Intarsien und Mehrfarbigkeit," Baumeister, December 1985, pp. 44-49. (Gordon Wu Hall) (In German)

Izenour, George C., "Shaping Sound," Architectural Record, October 1985, pp. 170-173. (Describes acoustical design of Izenour house)


Klotz, Heinrich, Guest Editor, "Robert Venturi," *AD - Revision of the Modern*, March/April 1985, pp. 76-78. (Copley Square Competition, Boston [1966]; Vanna Venturi House)


Lavin, Sylvia, "Vincent Scully," *Domus*, October 1985, p. 22. (Interview, Discusses R. Venturi) (In Italian and English)


Miller, R. Craig, "No 661 Queen Anne Chair and No. 664 Sheraton Chair," *Notable Acquisitions - 1984-1985 -- The Metropolitan Museum of Art*, p. 61. (Knoll Chairs)


"NEA Inaugurates Presidential Design Program with 13 Awards," Architecture, February 1985, pp. 11,16. (Franklin Court)


Paulis, Margherita Rossi, "Officina Alessi · Robert Venturi," 1985. (Brochure for Campidoglio Tray.)


Price, Libby, "Prize-Winning Firm to Send Representative to May Chapter Meeting," OC/AIA Advisor (Oklahoma Chapter), April 1985, pp. 1-3. (S. Izenour to address chapter meeting)


"Progress on Westway & Westway Park," Oculus, January 1985, p. 11.

Prowler, Donald, Modest Mansions, Emmaus, PA: Rodale Press, 1985. (Chapter on Trubek-Wislocki Houses, pp. 202-209; also illustration of "Eclectic House" facades, p. 16)


Restany, Pierre, "Le Affinita Elettive," Domus, April 1985, cover and pp. 81-87. (R. Venturi designed "William and Mary" chest of drawers on cover.)


Rossi, Aldo, "Architetti di tutto il mondo... confrontatevi!" Marco Polo, July-August 1985, pp. 42-45. (Venice bridge) (In Italian)


Sporkin, Elizabeth, "Designing Duo," *USA Today*, February 4, 1985, p. 3D. (Profile of RV & DSB)


"The Venturi Collection," *ID*, July/August 1985, p. 119. (Knoll chairs)


Waldron, Ann, editor, "To 'open and broaden ... minds that can solve the problems...';" *Campaign Bulletin*, Princeton University, February 1985, p. 6. (Forbes College)


1986
"Addressing the American City: Four Interviews," Crit 17, Fall 1986, pp. 6-8. (Includes interview with Denise Scott Brown)


"Big Things for Big Cities," Oz (journal of the College of Architecture and Design, Kansas State University), 1986, pp. 42-43. (VRSB project descriptions of designs for Marconi Plaza and Times Square Plaza)

Binzen, Peter, "Local Architects Build an International Name," The Philadelphia Inquirer, May 26, 1986, p. 3-E. (Business section profile of VRSB)


Branston, John, "Downtown's Changing Face," The Commercial Appeal Mid-South Magazine, August 3, 1986, pp. 6-12, 14. (Memphis)


Colquhoun, Alan, "Moderne Architektur und Geschichtlichkeit," Archithese, No. 5, 1986, pp. 8-24. (ISI building; in German)

Cometa, Michele and Giuseppe Guerrera, "La Decorazione tra Citazione e Commento," In Architettura, March, 1986, pp. 32-33, 44-45. (Commentary on VRSB designs and philosophy) (In Italian)


Diamonstein, Barbaralee, "A lot of architects say the idea is the thing, but it isn't. The detail is what carries the building," House Beautiful, April 1986, p. 180. (Interview with Philip Johnson, who states "Robert Venturi seems to me the most important architect in the world today.")


"8th Annual Interior Design Guild Designer of the Year Awards in South Florida," *The Designer/Specifier*, July 1986, p. 64. (First place award winner has Venturi designed Knoll chair in photo.)


Fuchsberg, Paula, "Zoo's primates ready for guests at new home," *The Philadelphia Inquirer*, June 6, 1986, pp. 3-4 (Friday Section.) (Primate Center)


Gubler, Jacques, "Laboratorio di Biologia Molecolare della Princeton University," *Casabella*, September 1986, pp. 4-13. (Lewis Thomas Laboratory) (In Italian and English)


Hackett, Regina, "Venturi on Seattle: Buildings are friendly, but he is reserved," *Seattle Post-Intelligencer*, July 5, 1986, pp. C1, C3. (Seattle Art Museum)


"Here We Go Round the Square Again," *Art & Design*, March 1986, pp. 40-41, Back Cover. (“Inside Story” gossip column on Sainsbury Wing competition and RV’s selection, back cover image of RV)


Hine, Thomas, "Laboratory, park site cited by architects," *The Philadelphia Inquirer*, June 6, 1986, p. 5-C. (Molecular Biology Building, Princeton)


“Jewelry and Silver Objects,” Osterreichische Gallery, Vienna Exhibition Catalog, 1986, p. 20. (photograph of earring designed by RV)


Kapadia, Kiran K., "A Lost Identity -- An Appraisal of Sir Edwin Lutyens with Particular Reference to His Work in India," Thesis. (quotes RV and DSB)


Niesewand, Nonie, "Bold Venturi," *House & Garden*, July 1986, pp. 94-95. (Knoll chairs)


"Ovations," House Beautiful, April 1986, p. 29. (Treehouse)


Owen, Mike, “Best of Both Architectural Worlds,” The Sun News [Myrtle Beach, SC], June 12, 1986, p. 17-C. (Interview with RV and DSB)


"Un Palazzo Ducale di Filadelfia" ("A Doge's Palace for Philadelphia"), Abitare, April 1986, pp. 113-114. (Italian and English; Project for Marconi Plaza)

"Pennsylvania Avenue Development Corporation: Plans and Projects," Lotus International, 1986/2, pp. 75-89. (Includes VRSB project description of Western Plaza, p. 87; illustrations, pp. 88-89) (In Italian and English)


"Republic Square District, Austin, Texas," Lotus International, 1986/2, pp. 90-105. (Excerpts from DSB's "Plan for the Republic Square District"; also Laguna Gloria Art Museum) (In Italian and English)


Riordan, Kevin, “Plan Gives Bridge New Night Look,” Courier-Post, October 1, 1986. (Ben Franklin Bridge)

"Robert Venturi: Learning from Trafalgar Square?," Art & Design, March 1986, pp. 6-7, and back cover. (Excerpts from speech given by RV in London on 24 January 1986) (Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery of London)


St. Clair, Rita, "Venturi's post-modern fun furniture," Baltimore Sun, June 22, 1986. (Knoll furniture)


Stewart, Doug, "Modern designers still can't make the perfect chair," Smithsonian, April, 1986, pp. 96-105. (Knoll chairs)


Tarzan, Deloris, "New Museum 'Tangible at Last'," The Seattle Times, September 3, 1986, p. 1. (Seattle Art Museum)

Tarzan, Deloris and David Berger, "Art Fans Like the Man and His Plan," The Seattle Times, September 4, 1986, p. C-1. (Seattle Art Museum)


Whiteson, Leon, "P/A Awards Update -- Malls of Academe," Progressive Architecture, October 1986, pp. 90-96. (UC Irvine Graduate School of Management building.)

1987


Bennington, Geoff, "Complexity Without Contradiction in Architecture," AA files 15, Summer 1987, pp. 15-18. (Referring to Complexity and Contradiction... by RV.)


Capella, Juli and Quim Larrea, "Robert Venturi," Diseno de Arquitectos en Los 80, 1987, pp. 172-179. (Knoll and Swid Powell design arts) (In Spanish)

Capuano, Alessandra, “Venturi Rauch e Scott Brown allo Zoo di Filadelfia,” Arredo Urbano (AU) 23, October-December 1987, pp. 77-83. (Philadelphia Zoo)


Cohn, Roger, "Installation of Bridge Lights Set," The Philadelphia Inquirer, June 16, 1987, pp. 1-B, 3-B.


Crosbie, Michael J., "Skillful Duet on an Academic Theme," Architecture, May 1987, pp. 174-176. (Lewis Thomas Laboratory)


Fox, Howard N., Avant-Garde in the Eighties, Exhibition at Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Los Angeles: Museum Associates, Los Angeles County Museum of Art, April 1987, p. 61. (Western Plaza)

Freiman, Ziva, "Venturi’s Triptych Art-chitecture," Metropolitan Home, October 1987, p. 30. (Metro" column item on VRSB designs for Laguna Gloria Art Museum, Seattle Art Museum & NG)


Gast, Dwight V., "Block Island Memories," Diversion, August 1987, pp. 199-202. (CoxeHayden house)


Grutter, Ghisi, "Rassegna e Schedatura Critica," Il Disegno Degli Architetti Americani Contemporanei, 1987, pp. 77-210. (VRSB listed on pp. 121-129, Learning from Las Vegas; Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture; Hennepin Ave., Minneapolis Study; Washington Avenue Miami Beach; Schuykill River Corridor; Scranton murals; Times Square 'Big Apple'; Laguna Gloria Art Museum) (In Italian)


A---75


“Infill to the nth,” *Architectural Record*, March 1987, pp. 106-111. (Tarble Student Center, Swarthmore College)


Latham, Ian, "London Calling," *Building Design*, May 1, 1987, p. 16. (National Gallery; interview with RV and DSB)


Mazzurco, Philip, "Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown," *Lighting Dimensions*, May/June 1987, pp. 45-47. (Steve Izenour interviewed about lighting design)

McCarthy, Vivien,” He’s Designing a New Concert Hall for Phila.,” *Mt. Airy Express* [Philadelphia], Vol. 7 No. 12, October 1, 1987, pp. 1, 18. (POH)


McEwen, John, "Britain's Best and Brightest," *Art in America*, July 1987, pp. 31-41. (Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery of London)


"Michael Blackwood Productions," *Graham Foundation Annual Report and Guidelines*, 1987, p. 8. (Grant awarded for $10,000 to produce film on RV.)


"Notes and Comments -- National Gallery Extension VI," *The International Journal of*

"Oddball Architect Heading into the Trafalgar Storm," The Sunday Times (London), April 12, 1987, p. 10. (Profile of RV)


Pawley, Martin, "The Man Who Learned from Las Vegas," InterCity, November/December 1987, pp. 12,13,15,17. (Profile of RV) (British Railways magazine)

Pawley, Martin, "Renaissance Light on a Serious Love Affair," The Guardian, April 15, 1987, p. 25. (National Gallery)


Pherson, Clint, "Column of Many Orders," Arcade, June/July 1987, p. 4. (Seattle Art Museum)


Sherman, Beth, “Reactions to the ’50s ‘Glass Box,’” Newsday, August 27, 1987, p. 15. (RV, Vanna Venturi House)


“Stony Creek Office Center,” Building Operating Management [BOM], September 1987, pp. 42-46.


Svendler Nielsen, Hans Peter, "The Venturis in Europe," Skala, August 1987, pp. 26-29. (Primarily National Gallery, briefly Frankfurt Museum and Ponte Dell'Accademia) (In Danish and English)


Turnovsky, Jan, Die Poetik eines Mauervorsprungs, 1987. (Vanna Venturi house discussed and floor plan shown on p. 108.) (In German)


"Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown has won....," Architecture, February 1987, p. 14. (Lighting of


Woodward, Mark, "The Directions of Growth," *Directions* (published by Thayer School of Engineering), Fall 1987, pp. 10-11. (Thayer School)
1988


Alessi, Alberto, "Not in Production/Next to Production," (exhibition catalogue), 1988. (R. Venturi saltshaker and candlestick shown)


Anghini, Alberto Alessi, Four Designer Clocks, 1988. (Biographies of 4 architects including Venturi, with their Alessi clocks.)


Davidson, Jim, "Las Vegas - Forty two miles of neon and two million light bulbs," *Lighting Dimensions*, April 1988, pp. 50-52, 70-71. (Learning from Las Vegas)


"Fauna de sobremesa.,” ARDI, May/June 1988, pp. 124-131. (Campidoglio tray, p. 129) (In Italian)

Filler, Martin, "The New Brick Layers," *House & Garden*, June 1988, PP. 28-29. (Reference to Lewis Thomas Laboratory in "HG Notes" column)


Goldberger, Paul, "Fitting In on Campus at Princeton and Bard," The New York Times, February 28, 1988, pp. 36, 37. (Lewis Thomas Lab)


Graves, Brad, "Museum of Contemporary Art to begin $11 million expansion," La Jolla Light, May 12, 1988. (La Jolla/San Diego Museum of Art)


Herries, Karsten, "The Voices of Space," Buildings and Reality, 1988: Rizzoli, pp. 34-49. (Learning from Las Vegas)

Henderson, Justin, "Lighting," Interiors, November 1988, pp. 32, 138. (Ben Franklin Bridge lighting)

Herndon, Constance, "Puttin' on the Glitz," Print, May/June 1988, pp. 80-87. (Learning from Las Vegas)


Jensen, Peter, "The Venturi effect," San Diego Home/Garden, July 1988, p. 15. (La Jolla/San Diego Museum of Art)


Lampugnani, Vittorio Magnago, "Seattle Art Museum," Domus, November 1988, pp. 36-40. (In Italian and English)


McNamara, Martin H., Editor, "Awards of Merit : The 1988 Awards for Design Excellence, Columns, insert in CitySITES, Summer 1988, pp. 6-7. (Ben Franklin Bridge lighting)


"Progetto per l'ampliamento della National Gallery," la Nuova, May 19, 1988, p. 27. (Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery of London) (In Italian)

Reginato, James, "On the Drawing Board," Avenue, November 1988, pp. 122-133. (Warren Pearl houses, p. 128)


Richards, Frederick, "Restoring a Masterpiece," CitySITES (Foundation for Architecture magazine), Fall 1988, pp. 4-5. (Furness Building)


Schmertz, Mildren F., FAIA, Editor, "Furness expurgated," Architectural Record, June 1988, p. 69. (Furness Library)


Slovic, David, "Interiors Platform," Interiors, November 1988, pp. 18-19, 24. (Mentions R. Venturi as one of "Philadelphia School" Kahn students)

Spungen, Elizabeth F., A Decade of Pattern: Prints, Pieces, and Prototypes From the


Sudjic, Deyan, Editor, "Clock Faces," Blueprint, April 1988, pp. 24-25. (Alessi clock, Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery of London)

Svendler Nelson, Hans Peter, "Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown," Arkitekten, October 1988, pp. 221-233. (Trubek, Wislocki, Lieb, Brant (both Colorado and Bermuda), Tucker houses; Franklin Court: Western Plaza Washington DC; Westway Park; Gordon Wu Hall; Molecular Biology Bldg. Princeton; Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery of London) (In Finnish)


Tuchman, Laura J., "La Jolla Art Museum's New Look," The Orange County Register, May 5, 1988, p. K-1. (La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art)

Tufte, Edward, "Attention to Detail, or Less is a Bore," PC/Computing, November 1988, pp. 110-115. (uses RV's famous quote)

Tyler, David, "MoCA panel: City-museum link vital," The Transcript, December 12, 1988. (Mass MoCA)


Viladas, Pilar, and Susan Doubilet, "UC Builds," Progressive Architecture, May 1988, pp. 85-93. (Medical Research Laboratory, University of California, Irvine)


Webster, Daniel, "Orchestra reports raising $10 million for hall," The Philadelphia Inquirer, June 25, 1988, p. 4-D. (Philadelphia Orchestra Hall)

Welsch, Wolfgang, Unsere postmoderne Moderne, 1988, pp. 25, 119, 121, 125, 129, 325. (Complexity, in German)


Whiteson, Leon, "A Campus by Design," Los Angeles Times, December 12, 1988, p. 1, 2. (View Section) (University of California, Irvine, Research Lab)

"Works from the Collections," Canadian Centre for Architecture - The First Five Years 1979-1984, 1988, pp. 35-108. (R. Venturi's drawings shown on p. 95 · · "Two elevation studies for the Eclectic House Series") (In French and English)

**1989**


Barrick, Adrian, "Venturi looks set to design scheme in Edinburgh docks," *Building Design*, July 21, 1989, p. 3. (Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery of London/Edinburgh Maritime Co. redevelopment.)


Blau, Eve and Edward Kaufman (editors), *Architecture and Its Image*, Montreal: Canadian Centre for Architecture, 1989. (Exhibition publication; includes Eclectic Houses, pp. 324-325; other references to RV, pp. 149, 304)

Boles, Daralice D., "Reordering the Suburbs," *Progressive Architecture*, May 1989, pp. 7891. (Includes "Learning from Levittown" illustration and caption, p. 84; mentions RV on p. 83.)


Bos, Jan, "Joke's on Him," *Lear's*, November 1989, p. 20. (Letter to the Editor, suggests they publish article on D. Scott Brown instead of Philip Johnson.)

Brown, Patricia Leigh, "Famed architect tries hand at developing housing," *The Island Packet*, July 23, 1989, p. 4-C. (Warren Pearl homes)


Cenicacelaya, Javier, editor, *Arquitectonica*, No. 4, October 1989, pp. 25-96. (Issue containing RV's Cubitt Lecture plus illustrations and VSBA project descriptions of Wu Hall, USA Pavilion for EXPO '92 in Spain, Philadelphia Orchestra Hall, Clinical Research Building, Laguna Gloria Art Museum) (In Spanish and English)


Cohen, Michael, "20 'golden rules' to govern MoCA," *The Transcript*, October 9, 1989, pp. 1, 13. (Mass MoCA)


Crosbie, Michael J., "Referential, Spacious, Tightly Wrapped," *Architecture*, October 1989, pp. 82-83. (House by T. Vaughan on same site as Trubek and Wislocki houses)
Crosbie, Michael J., "Venturi's House for His Mother Wins AIA 25-Year Award," Architecture, May 1989, p. 28.  (Vanna Venturi House)


Dooley, Maureen, with Kim Kopple and F. Cinnie Morgan, "The Object is... to Design," Philadelphia Architect, December 1988 - January 1989, pp. 6, 9.  (Design arts)

"Edible Architecture - Delicious Designs," December 14, 1989.  (catalogue for auction presented by DIFFA, held at Sotheby's.  R. Venturi's work listed as items 36-40.  [Battery Park])


"From the Hill," Carolina Alumni Review, Summer 1989, p. 3.  (RV shown receiving honorary degree)


Gavinelli, Corrado, "L'architettura grafica di Las Vegas," Disegno, July/August 1989, pp. 46-49.  (Learning from Las Vegas) (In Italian)


Gillespie, Angus Kress and Michael Aaron Rockland, Looking for America on the New Jersey Turnpike, 1989.  (Quotes from discussions with SI, pp. 180-181)

Greenspan, Stuart, "The 11 Most Uncomfortable Chairs ... and two that look uncomfortable but aren't," House & Garden, January 1989.  (RV's Knoll Queen Anne Chair listed as "divinely comfortable.")


Holmes, Ann, "Site Near Park Selected for Children's Museum," Houston Chronicle, October 25, 1989, pp. 1D, 7D.

Kariel, Henry S., The Desperate Politics of Postmodernism, Amherst, MA: The University of Massachusetts Press, 1989, pp. 20, 42.  (References to RV)

Kolson, Ann, "For Women Only," The Philadelphia Inquirer, July 26, 1989, pp. 1F, 8F. (quotes D. Scott Brown and mentions Philadelphia Orchestra Hall, regarding number of ladies' rooms in buildings)


"Mass MoCA would create ...," The Berkshire Eagle, October 3, 1989. (Mass MoCA)


McGuigan, Cathleen, "High Style in the 'Burbs," Newsweek, March 27, 1989. (PearlBreakers West)


Muschamp, Herbert, "Venturi to Order," House & Garden, August 1989, pp. 104-108, 141. (PearlBreakers West)


Naeve, Milo M., Identifying American Furniture: A Pictorial Guide to Styles and Terms Colonial to Contemporary, Nashville: American Association for State and Local History, 1989, p.54-55. (Queen Anne Chair: photo and caption)


Paulis, Margherita Rossi, "Biography": "The Design of 'The Campidoglio' tray": "Complexity and contradiction in architecture", Officina Alessi, Crusinallo: Alessi, 1989, p. 31-34. (in Italian, English, and German)

"Pay the bill or lights go out," ENR, February 9, 1989, p. 14. (Ben Franklin Bridge lighting)

"Philadelphia Orchestra Hall," *Progressive Architecture*, September 1989, p. 36. ("In Progress" column item)


Robineete, Kathryn, "Brining Style to Suburbia," *Palm Beach Post*, March 12, 1989, pp. 1H, 4H. (Warren Pearl Homes)


Schwartz, Bonnie, "Airbrush · Renderings that make the difference," *Lighting Dimensions*, May/June 1989, p. 48. (Ben Franklin Bridge)

Scully, Vincent, "Introduction," in *American Classicist: the Architecture of Philip Trammell Shutze*, Elizabeth Meredith Dowling, New York: Rizzoli International Publications, Inc., 1989, p. xii. ("his buildings … seem to lack that … tension between common vernacular traditions and rhetorical classical ideals that endows Jefferson’s buildings with so much of their vitality, and which Robert Venturi has exploited so wittily in recent years.”)


Wigley, Mark, "The Decorated Gap," *Ottagono 94*, March 1989, pp. 36-55. (Discussion of decorated shed concept, LLV & C&C, illustrations of National Football Hall of Fame, USA Pavilion for Seville 1992 Expo, Penn Clinical Research Building, Philadelphia Orchestra Hall, UCLA MacDonald Medical Research Laboratories, Westway, clock, lowboy, and Empire sofa designs.) (In Italian and English)

1990


Abram, Joseph, "Impressions sur la ville 'telle-quel}'," Autrement, January 1990. (In French) (RV mentioned)


Arcidi, Philip, "Inquiry: Laboratories," Progressive Architecture, August 1990, p. 102. (Clinical Research Building, University of Pennsylvania)


Crosbie, Michael J., "The Making of a 'Magical Place'," American Architecture of the

Darley, Gillian, "The skin is not the real thing," *Observer*, December 30, 1990, p. 36. (Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery of London)


"Fisher gift of $5 million helps construct economics building," *Princeton Today*, Summer 1990, p. 11. (Fisher Hall)


Gabby, Brent, "About Face," *Architecture*, April 1990, pp. 113-114, 141-143. (Article about brick specs, mentions Clinical Research Building at the University of Pennsylvania)


Gandee, Charles, "The Writing on the Wall," *House & Garden*, February 1990, pp. 142147. (Frederick Schwartz project using R. Venturi designed furniture.)


Times. October 7, 1990, p. 35. (Review of exhibition "The History of History in American School of Architecture" at Columbia University, comments on Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture)


Hackett, Regina, and M.L. Lyke, "SAM's 'Hammering Man' to pound out praise to workers," Seattle Post-Intelligencer, June 6, 1990, pp. C·1, C·16. (Seattle Art Museum)


Hirst, Arlene, "Hot Properties," Metropolitan Home, October 1990, p. 42. (R. Venturi designed mailbox)


Lehrer, Ute, Westway - No Way!, 1990 (384 page book · in-depth study of Westway project history.) (In German)


Manousoff, Edward, "Robert Venturi · architecture of antithesis," Living, (month in Greek) 1990, pp. 90-99. (Profile of R. Venturi, in Greek, English translation enclosed in magazine [a separate document])


Miller, R. Craig, Modern Design 1890-1990 In The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1990, pp. 252, 268-169, and inside back flap. (Design Arts)

Moccia, Federico D., "Le case di Filadelfia," Citta americane, 1990, pp. 43-82. (Chinatown New Housing p. 76: Franklin Court) (In Italian)

"Moderne Weltwunder," Freitag, 6 April 1990, p. 7. (Vanna Venturi House) (In German)

Moneo, Rafael, "Gropius Lecture," given at Harvard Graduate School of Design on April 25, 1990. (Discusses Philadelphia Orchestra Hall)


"Notes," House & Garden, March 1990, pp. 52-53. (R. Venturi designed Louis XV and Louis XVI lowboys.)


1990, pp. 10-40. (VSBA rendering of proposed museum renovation on p. 40.)

Oppenheimer Dean, Andrea, "Offices with Class," Architecture, January 1990, p. 71. (University of California at Irvine, Graduate School of Management)

Parman, John, "Utopia Revised," Architecture, pp. 66-77. (Buildings at University of California at Irvine by VSBA and others, including Graduate School of Management)


Pawley, Martin, "Sticks and Stones," Time Out 20/20, August 1990, pp. 34-38. (Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery of London)

Pawley, Martin, "Tales of an American architect in London," Building, July 6, 1990, p. 33. (Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery of London)

Perl, Jed, "Culture Shock," Vogue, October 1990, pp. 377-383. (Article includes statements by various people including RV [p. 382] about the relations between high art and popular culture.)


"Right Angles are rare at Seattle Art Museum," Civil Engineering, unknown date (1990), p. 30. (Seattle Art Museum)


"Robert Venturi Centerpiece," Swid Powell · The Architect's Collection, 1990, pp. 10-11. (Design Arts · porcelain and sterling silver centerpiece.)


Selwyn, Jeremy, "Building boasts novel design, research," The Daily Pennsylvanian, January 25, 1990, pp. 1, 9. (Clinical Research Building at the University of Pennsylvania)


Sintra Triennial of Architecture Catalog, 1990, p. 45. (gives biography of RV; Hayden-Coxe House/Studio)


Slesin, Suzanne, "Style Setters, Take a Number," The New York Times, March 8, 1990, pp. C1, C6-C7 (The Home Section) (Review of "Design 100," a show sponsored by Metropolitan Home, with R. Venturi and D. Scott Brown listed as number 10 out of 100 "Style and Trend Setters.")

"Space, Light, and Close Colleagues," Penn Medicine, Winter 1990, pp. 25-27. (Clinical Research Building at the University of Pennsylvania)


Strong, Ann L. and George E. Thomas, The Book of the School: 100 Years of the Graduate School of Fine Arts of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia: Graduate School of Fine Arts, 1990. (Exhibition publication; biographical entry for RV, p. 192, RV essay on Vanna Venturi House, p. 193; biographical entry for DSB, p. 202, excerpt from DSB article "Between Three Stools," pp. 153-55; other references to RV, DSB, VSBA throughout)

Tapert, Annette, "Robert Venturi," Swid Powell - Objects By Architects, 1990, pp. 114-123. (Design Arts. See also pp. 9, 30, 31, 32, 126, 132, 135, 137)

"The Rebirth of Theory - Reconstructing Venturi at MoMA," Newsline - Columbia University, May, 1990, pp. 2-3. (Statements by participants at symposium held at MoMA with architectural theorists including Catherine Ingraham, Michael Rotondi, John Whiteman, Beatriz Cololina, Stanley Tigerman, Jeffrey Kipnis, Jennifer Bloomer, Bernard Tschumi, Philip Johnson, Peter Eisenman, Robert Somol, Mack Scogin, K. Michael Hayes, with a letter from R. Venturi also published.)

"The View from 2090." Life, special Fall 1990 issue, pp. 114-116. (R. Venturi listed as potential "100 most important Americans of 21st Century.)

Tufte, Edward R., Envisioning Information, 1990, see especially pp. 26, 34, 51. (Quotes and photographs from Learning from Las Vegas, and Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture.)


"Venturi, Scott Brown and Associates," A+U (Architecture and Urbanism), June 1990, pp. 39-130. (Special feature on VSBA, including photos and VSBA project descriptions of: Primate Center; Lewis Thomas Laboratory for Molecular Biology, Malcolm S. Forbes Jr. College, Princeton University; Gordon Wu Hall, Princeton University; Venturi House [RV/DSB residence]; House on Long Island Sound; House in Northern Delaware; Coxe/Hayden House and Studio; New Campus Entrance Guard Booth, Princeton University; Tarble Student Center, Swarthmore College; Tree House, Philadelphia Zoo; Alessi Library; Welcome Park; Lighting for Benjamin Franklin Bridge; Contemporary American Realism since 1960 exhibition; High Style: 20th Century American Design exhibition; Display Window at Bergdorf Goodman; Formica Mirror; Furniture Design for Knoll International; Bureaus for Arc International; Alessi Cuckoo Clock; William and Mary Bureau; Swid Powell Plates, Cups and Saucers; Swid Powell Candlestick; Alessi Campidoglio Tray; Alessi Tea Service; Swid Powell Village Tea Set; Munari Jewelry; "Brief History" on pp. 40-41; essay by Stanislaus von Moos on pp. 121-130.) (In Japanese and English)


Wang, Wilfried, "Peter Celsing e la classicita nel moderno," Casabella, October 1990, pp. 42-50. (Quotes from Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture and Learning from Las Vegas.) (In Italian)

"We are Architects Who Love Classical...", Materia 4 (An Architectural Review), 1990, pp. 18-31. (Brief statement by RV on architectural orders; illustrations of Swid Powell serving set, Butler College column, Allen Art Museum column, Sainsbury Wing iron column sketches, House in Northern Delaware, House on Long Island Sound exterior columns, House in Seal Harbor interior and exterior columns, La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art central court, Gallo Winery Visitor's Center facade sketch, Children's Museum facade sketch, Thayer School interior columns, UCLA MacDonald Medical Research Laboratories facade showing cast iron columns, Sainsbury Wing model.) (In Italian and English)

"Who needs candles," The Pennsylvania Gazette, October 1990, pp. 36-37. (Kahn show at Penn, Vanna Venturi house)

(Comments on Learning from Las Vegas and Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture.)
(In Italian and English)

Wood, Lois Hottel, Editor, "Places to Work In," Thayer School of Engineering Directions.
Fall 1990, pp. 46-48. (Thayer School of Engineering, Dartmouth College)

Venturi and Denise Scott Brown; in Japanese)

at, May 1990, pp. 7-17. (In Japanese)

"You wanted the Princeton Club...," Princeton Alumni Weekly, April 18, 1990, inside cover
and p. 1. (Advertisement for Princeton Club picturing and discussing R. Venturi.)
1991


Amery, Colin, "In search of an architect," The Financial Times, July 9, 1991, p. 15. (Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery of London)


"Architecture award affirms 'less is a bore'," Daily Freeman. (Kingston, NY) April 9, 1991, p. 11. (Pritzker Prize)
Arcidi, Philip, "Mending a 'Difficult Whole'," *Progressive Architecture*, May 1991, pp. 81-89. (Furness Library Restoration)


Boschmann, Hella, "Ich mag Kompromisse lieber als das Makellose," Sonntag, December 8, 1991, p. 64. (Seattle Art Museum) (In German)


Branch, Mark Alden, "Robert Venturi Wins 14th Pritzker Prize," Progressive Architecture, May, 1991, p. 27. (Pritzker Prize)


"Bravo Venturi!" The Philadelphia Inquirer, Editorial, p. 16-A. (Pritzker Prize)


Brownlie, Victor, "Jobs saved in Liverpool," New Builder, February 27, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


Buchanan, Peter, "Unter erschwerten Bedingungen," Bauwelt, October 4, 1991, pp. 19881997. (Sainsbury Wing) (In German)


Campbell, Robert, "Robert Venturi wins top prize in architecture," The Boston Globe, April 8, 1991, pp. 38, 41. (Pritzker Prize)

Canty, Don, "New Museum is a Compelling Showcase for Art," Seattle Post-Intelligencer, December 5, 1991, Section C, pp. 1-5. (Seattle Art Museum)


Cohn, David, "De Roma a Las Vegas," Casa Vogue España, October 1991, pp. 22, 23. (Profile of RV) (In Spanish)


Cork, Richard, "Drawn, hung and finely quartered," The Times Saturday Review, November 30, 1991, p. 27. (Sainsbury Wing)


"The Critics ...," Telegraph, June 26, 1991, Peterborough section. (Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery of Art)


The Daily Telegraph, (cartoon), July 9, 1991, p. 15. (Sainsbury Wing)

"Dandy, but just too dainty," The Daily Telegraph, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing and Seattle Art Museum)


DiBattista, di Nicola, "Berlino domani - Idee per il cuore di una metropoli," Domus, March 1991, pp. 54-63. (Brandenberg Gate Competition) (In Italian)

Dillon, David, "Robert Venturi wins top architecture award," The Dallas Morning News, April 10, 1991, p. 7C.


Downey, Roger, "Warts and glories," Seattle Weekly, December 18, 1991, pp. 57-68. (Seattle Art Museum)

Drummond, John, "Summer in the City," The Guardian, August 3-4, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


Eichel, Larry, "IRA targets the British pocketbook," The Philadelphia Inquirer, December 17, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


Enlow, Clair, "Side glances and quick takes," Daily Journal of Commerce, Seattle,


Falk, Nicholas and Nathan Silver, "Don't give an incomplete picture of the National Gallery extension," *The Independent on Sunday*, Letters to the Editor section.  (Sainsbury Wing)


"Fire station to get towering repairs," *The Republic*.  (Columbus, Indiana), December 30, 1991, p. 1.  (Repairs to fire station #4)


"Focho," *Architectura Viva*, May 1991, p. 66.  (Cartoon regarding Pritzker Prize)  (In Spanish)


Francia, Evelina, and Caroline Vaccaro, "Libri/Books," *Domus*, October 1991, pp. 86-
87. (Review of Urban Concepts by Denise Scott Brown) (In Italian and English)


"Gallery architects dismiss criticism," *The Daily Telegraph*, July 9, 1991, p. 4. (Sainsbury Wing)


Glancey, Jonathan, "But where would we be without that shrillness?" *The Independent*, July 10, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


Glancey, Jonathan, "What happened to that sense of humour?" *The Independent*, June 26, 1991, p. 17. (Sainsbury Wing)


Gordon, Alastair, "All Boats Don't Float," Fan Fare, June 23, 1991, pp. 24-25. (House in Glen Cove)


"The guest list is ready and you're on it," SAM Goes Downtown - A Seattle Post-Intelligencer Special Section, November 21, 1991, p. E1. (Seattle Art Museum)

Hackett, Regina, "Art museum architect wins top design prize," Seattle Post Intelligencer, April 8, 1991. (Pritzker Prize)


Hackett, Regina, "Museum's worldview is truly a respecter of all cultures and art," SAM Goes Downtown - A Seattle Post-Intelligencer Special Section, November 21, 1991, pp. E4E5. (Seattle Art Museum)


Hackett, Regina, "Venturi draws the critics' contempt," Seattle Post Intelligencer, July 1, 1991, Section C, pp. 1-2. (Sainsbury Wing)


Harrod, Tanya, "Beauty where it counts," The Independent on Sunday, June 30, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


Hebert, Hugh, "From carbuncle to building society," The Guardian, July 9, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


Hellman, Louis, "Archi-Têtes," (Hepworth Building Products Calendar), 1991. (February features Robert Venturi caricature and history)


Hersey, Jan, "Arc designers on Design," Furniture/Today, April 1, 1991. (Arc lowboys)

"High-tech touch at the National" The Daily Telegraph, Peterborough Section, June 26, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


Hine, Thomas, "Architecture that makes the art look wonderful," The Philadelphia Inquirer, July 14, 1991, Section H, pp. 1, 6. (Sainsbury Wing)


1-D, 8-D. (Review of show "Louis I. Kahn: In the Realm of Architecture" at the Philadelphia Museum of Art, mentions lectures by Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown)

Hine, Thomas, "Venturi and Moore: The post-Masters of their universe," The Philadelphia Inquirer, Section I, pp. 1, 6. (Pritzker Prize)

Hine, Thomas, "Venturi wins architecture prize," The Philadelphia Inquirer, Monday, April 8, 1991, pp. 1C, 10C. (Pritzker Prize)

Hirst, Arlene, "Learning from Seattle," Metropolitan Home, November 1991, p. 36. (Seattle Art Museum)


Holmes, Ann, "Venturi gets top prize in architecture," Houston Chronicle, April 8, 1991, pp. 1D, 10D. (Pritzker Prize)

Homer, Steve, "Leonardo comes to the small screen," The Independent, July 15, 1991, p. 15. (Sainsbury Wing)


Hovey, Richard, "Elegant Sainsbury Wing premiers," The Artistic Traveler, November/December 1991, p. 2. (Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery of Art)


Hovey, Richard, "Special Events Log," The Artistic Traveler, November/December 1991, p. 4. (Seattle Art Museum)


"I'm going down to Sainsbury's too...," The Daily Telegraph, July 9, 1991, p. 15 (comic) (Sainsbury Wing)

"If you want to put a museum on the map, Venturi is our man," Traveler, December 1991, p.
43.


Katz, Ian, "The prince is pleased with the pretender," *The Guardian*, July 9, 1991, p. 20. (Sainsbury Wing)


Kent, Sarah, "View points," unknown British publication, July 19, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


Köksal, Aykut, "Venturi Mimarligi Sorguluyor," Arredamento Dekorasyon, May 1991, p. 94. (Pritzker Prize, VSBA firm profile) (In Turkish)


Köksal, Aykut, "Venturi Mimarligi Sorguluyor," Arredamento Dekorasyon, May 1991, p. 94. (Pritzker Prize, VSBA firm profile) (In Turkish)


Köksal, Aykut, "Venturi Mimarligi Sorguluyor," Arredamento Dekorasyon, May 1991, p. 94. (Pritzker Prize, VSBA firm profile) (In Turkish)


"Lasting cause for gratitude," The Daily Telegraph, Editorial Section, July 10, 1991, p. 18. (Sainsbury Wing)


Lister, David, "Architects defend gallery extension," The Independent, July 9, 1991, Home News Section p. 3. (Sainsbury Wing)

Lister, David, "Art at your finger tips," The Independent, June 25, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)

Lowry, Patricia, "Philly architect wins profession's top prize," The Pittsburgh Press, April 8, 1991. (Pritzker Prize)


Lyke, M.L., "Come rain or shine, the climate inside is perfect for each artwork," SAM Goes Downtown - A Seattle Post-Intelligencer Special Section, November 21, 1991, p. E3. (Seattle Art Museum)
Lyke, M.L., "The turmoil of creation leads at last to a Dec. 5 opening as Seattle gets ready to
greet its new civic beauty," SAM Goes Downtown · A Seattle Post·Intelligencer Special
Section, November 21, 1991, p. E1. (Seattle Art Museum)

Lynham, Tom, and Sara Stallard, "Robert Venturi y Denise Scott Brown · Desde la
polemica," Diseno Interior, October 1991, pp. 70-73. (Interview with R. Venturi and D. Scott
Brown, re: Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery of London) (In Spanish)


Mahfuz, Edson, "Espaço Aberto: Aprendendo Com Venturi," Arquitetura Urbanismo,
August/September, 1991, pp. 100-105. (in Portuguese)

"Manayunk-Based Architect Named 1991 Laureate -- The Pritzker Architecture Prize," The
Manayunk Quip, pp. 16-17. (Pritzker Prize)

Maricola, Paula, "Design for Living," An Industrious Art: Innovation in Pattern and Print at
25

Marks, Laurence, "Rooms with sweeping views across Europe," The Observer on Sunday,
June 30, 1991, p. 47. (Sainsbury Wing)

Marsden, Bruce, "Where's the punchline?," Building Design, Letters Section, July 26, 1991,
p. 12. (Sainsbury Wing)

Marshall, John, "Over 10,000 line up to tour new Seattle Art Museum," Seattle
PostIntelligencer, December 6, 1991, p. 1. (Seattle Art Museum)


Maxwell, Robert, "Both serious and popular: Venturi's Sainsbury Wing," Architecture Today,
July 1991, pp. 30-41. (Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery of Art)

May, Derwent, "Unexpected treasure," Elan, June 28, 1991, p. 29. (Sainsbury Wing)

14-15. (notes from R. Venturi's essay reading at 1991 AIA Convention [essay read from was
by R. Venturi & DSB)


McEwen, John, "Everything just right in place and time," The Sunday Telegraph, July 7,
1991, p. xv. (Sainsbury Wing)

(Sainsbury Wing)

(Article on Furness: DSB spoke out in 1960 for saving Penn Library-RV wrote of Furness in
Complexity)

(Sainsbury Wing)

1990 awarded to R. Venturi)


"The Much Loved Friend? A portrait of the National Gallery," (a BBC production,) *Times*, July 8, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)

"The Much Loved Friend?" (a BBC production,) *Daily Telegraph*, July 8, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)

"The Much Loved Friend?", (a BBC production,) *Observer*, July 7, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


"The Much-Loved Friend?", (a BBC production,) *Guardian*, July 8, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


A---113
"The National Gallery frames a new image," Design Week, August 2, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


Pawley, Martin, "PS," RIBA Journal, September 1991, p. 73. (Sainsbury Wing)

Pawley, Martin, "Viewpoint," Architectural Record, October, 1991, p. 75. (Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery)


Pawley, Martin, "Why Mr. Venturi has played to the gallery," The Independent, June 26, 1991, p. 17. (Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery)


Pearman, Hugh, "Designed to steal the show," The Sunday Times [London], May 12, 1991, pp. 10-11. (Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery)


Pigafetta, Giorgio, "Venturi a Trafalgar," Casabella, September 1991, pp. 34-35. (Sainsbury Wing) (In Italian)


"Portfolio," Metropolis, July/August 1991, p. 51. (DesignTex advertisement for Portfolio fabrics)


"Pritzker Prize Announced," Art World Section, Art in America, July 1991, p. 166. (Pritzker Prize)


"Pritzker Prize Nominations," Deadlines, May 1991, p. 4. (Pritzker Prize)


Rabino, Max, "Alla National Gallery il futuro ha un'ala in piu'", La Stampa, August, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery of Art) (In Italian)


Rampton, James, "Python at the pictures," The Independent, July 8, 1991 ("The Much Loved Friend," a BBC production.) (Sainsbury Wing)

Rattenbury, Kester, "Venturi awarded Pritzker Prize," Blueprint Magazine, April 12, 1991. (Pritzker Prize)

"Readers Respond," Architecture, September 1991, pp. 91-94. (Responses to reader survey listing R. Venturi's work as #5 "Most Admired" and #5 "Most Despised.")

Rentner, Stephen P., "The envelope please...," The AIA Memo, October 1991, pp. 6-7. (R. Venturi listed as No. 2 "Most influential living American architects")


"Robert Venturi wins architecture prize," St. Petersburg Times, April 8, 1991. (Pritzker Prize)

"Robert Venturi wins top architecture prize," Mt. Airy Express, April 17, 1991, p. 2. (Pritzker Prize)

"Robert Venturi...," Chestnut Hill Local, May 9, 1991, p. 42. (Pritzker Prize)


Rothschild, Jacob, National Gallery News, July, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery of Art, pamphlet)

"Royal Engagements," The Independent, July 9, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)

Rule, Bruce, "Venturi wins architecture prize," The Muncie Evening Press, April 8, 1991, p. 11. (Pritzker Prize)


"Sainsbury Wing Facts", The Daily Telegraph, Peterborough Section, June 26, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)

"Sainsbury Wing to Open in London," Art World Section, Art in America, July 1991, p. 168. (Sainsbury Wing)

"Sainsbury's discover six French Impressionists that won't cost you a fortune," (advertisement), The Daily Telegraph, July 9, 1991, p. 5. (Sainsbury Wing)

"Sainsbury's Success," The Times, Editorial, July 9, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)
"The Sainsbury Wing of the National Gallery, London," *Zodiac* 6, March/August 1991, pp. 90-125. (in Italian and English)

Saint, Andrew, "Rest for the sated eye · The National Gallery's new wing," *TLS*, July 19, 1991, p. 15. (Sainsbury Wing)

Sanders, James, "Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown... ," *Los Angeles Times*, August 18, 1991, Section M, p. 3. (Interview of Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown)

Sanderson, Gerald, "Don't make style a straitjacket," *Building Design*, Letters Section, July 26, 1991, p. 12. (Sainsbury Wing)

*Scape* 21, 1991. (Japanese magazine – Basco “O” is on the cover)


Sewell, Brian, "Grey days for posterity," *Evening Standard*, August 1, 1991, p. 2. (Sainsbury Wing)

Sewell, Brian, "The National mistake we wanted to make ... or did we?", *Evening Standard*, June 28, 1991, p. 10. (Sainsbury Wing)


"Son of carbuncle opens its doors," *Design*, July 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


Stamp, Gavin, "The Battle of Trafalgar Square," *The Times*, May 4, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


"Still life with gallery," Times, July 8, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


"Summing up Venturi," The Economist, December 7-13, 1991, p. 110. (Seattle Art Museum)

Susskind, Jonathan, "There's a real art to creating dishes for this new eatery," SAM Goes Downtown · A Seattle Post-Intelligencer Special Section, November 21, 1991, p. E8. (Seattle Art Museum)


Tanyeli, D., "islevselelik. Evet, ama...", Arredamento Dekorasyon, May 1991, p. 98. (Pritzker Prize, VSBA firm profile) (In Turkish)

Tanyeli, Ugur, "Venturi'Den Ne Ögrenmeli?", Arredamento Dekorasyon, May 1991, pp. 84-90. (Pritzker Prize, VSBA firm profile) (In Turkish)


"Television -- The Much Loved Friend?," (a BBC production.) *The Times*, July 9, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


Theophilus, Jeremy, "Writing on the Wall," *Crafts Magazine*, August 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)

"This Week's Television," *Independent on Sunday*, July 7, 1991. ("The Much Loved Friend," a BBC production.) (Sainsbury Wing)


"Today's Television," unknown British publication, unknown date. ("The Much Loved Friend," a BBC production.) (Sainsbury Wing)


Vaizey, Marina, "Visualising a journey through art history," *The Sunday Times*, July 8, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


"Venturing Out," Building, January 11, 1991, p. 10. (Sainsbury Wing)

Vernon, John, "What more can we ask?," The Architectural Review, October 1991, p. 10. (Letter to Editor re Sainsbury Wing, National Gallery of London) von Moos, Stanislaus,


"Waiting in line for Bob and Denise," Building Design, July 26, 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


Weasel, The, "Up & Down the City Road," The Independent, July 13, 1991, pp. 9-10. (Sainsbury Wing)


Wilkins, Bridget, "Writing on the Wall," Crafts Magazine, August 1991. (Sainsbury Wing)


Young, John, "National Gallery trustee steps up as chairman," The Times, July 9, 1991, Home News Section, p. 2. (Sainsbury Wing)

Young, John, "Prince hails triumph of National Gallery wing," unknown British publication, unknown date. (Sainsbury Wing)

Zelinsky, Marilyn, "Designers Saturday Program," Interiors, September 1991, pp. 30-35. (R. Venturi program at Designers Saturday)


1992

Academy of Music 135th Anniversary Concert and Ball Program Book, 1992, p. 78. (Photo and caption of RV, DSB, I. Adamson and R. Wolff)


Albisinni, Piero, "La rappresentazione dell'ambiente nello sperimentalismo degli anni settanta," Disegnare 5 (December 1992) pp. 71-79. (Learning from Las Vegas)

"Alumnus Gives $10 Million for MoBio Lab," Princeton Alumni Weekly, October 28, 1992, Volume 93, Number 3. (George LaVie Schultz Laboratory)


Andersen, Kurt, "Pioneer's Vindication: The founder of Postmodern architecture adds the Seattle Art Museum to his string of triumphs," TIME, February 17, 1992, p. 82-83.


"Architect Robert Venturi," AMEPNKA, [America Illustrated], March 1992, pp. 13-17, and back cover. (In Russian) (Picture portfolio of RV and DSB buildings)


Belluzzi, Amedeo, Venturi, Scott Brown e Associati, Editori Laterza, 1992. Roma-Bari: Guis. Laterza & Fig.i Spa. (Monograph on VSBA work) (in Italian)
Belluzzi, Amedeo, "Venturi, Scott Brown e Associati a Seattle," Abitare, April 1992, pp. 182-187. (Seattle Art Museum) (In Italian and English)


Bonetti, David, "Seattle has a Change of Art," San Francisco Examiner, February 20, 1992, pp. C1, C3 and C5. (Seattle Art Museum)


Bradley Ruder, Debra, "Gift Establishes Student Commons in Memorial Hall," Harvard University Gazette. September 25, 1992, pp. 1, 14-17. (Harvard Memorial Hall)


Brown, Jeff, "Big-time Controversy over this ferry idea," The Philadelphia Inquirer, November 24, 1992, p. C1-C2. (Whitehall Ferry Terminal)


Canty, Donald, "SAM galleries work: getting to them is the problem," Seattle PostIntelligencer, December 1992, pp. C1-C2. (Seattle Art Museum)

Castiglione, Sergio, "Diseñar a partir de la memoria: La ampliación de la National Gallery de Londres" *Arquitectura & diseño*, March, 1992, pp. 1, 2, 8. (Sainsbury Wing) (In Spanish [Argenitala])

Castiglione, Sergio, "Museo de arte en Seattle: La Obra Mas Reciente Del Estudio Venturi-Scott Brown Y Asociados," *Arquitectura & diseño*, June, 1992, pp. 1, 2, 8. (Seattle Art Museum) (In Spanish [Argentina])

Chandler, Mary, "3 institutions team up to benefit all," *Rocky Mountain News*, March 1, 1992, p. 150-151. (Denver Art Museum)

Chandler, Mary, "Venturi balances ivory tower theories with a need to please the people," *Rocky Mountain News*, March 8, 1992, p. 124-125. (Seattle Art Museum)


Clausen, Meredith L., "Venturi & the Condition of Postmodernity," course description at University of Washington, Spring 1992.


"Columbus Monument Ground Breaking at Penn's Landing," *Sons of Italy Times*, Phila., June 22, 1992, p. 1. (Christopher Columbus Monument)

"Columbus 500th Celebration in Pictorial Review," *Sons of Italy Times*, Phila., November 9, 1992, pp. 4-5. (Christopher Columbus Monument)


Dudar, Helen, "A welcoming new museum for the city on the sound," *Smithsonian*, April 1992, pp. 47-56. (Seattle Art Museum)


Fish, Larry, "City architect to design $30 million Dartmouth Library," *The Philadelphia Inquirer*, November 6, 1992. (Dartmouth Baker Library)


Ford, Christine, Editor, "Growing the Circle: Arc a Scott Brown master stroke at Civic Center," *The Urban Design Forum*, September/October 1992, pp. 1, 6-7. (Denver Civic Center)


Gapp, Paul, "Vegas craps out," *Chicago Tribune*, April 26, 1992, pp. 14-15. (SOM chosen to design Chicago gambling complex; discussion of *Learning from Las Vegas*)


"Grand Lodge to Honor Robert Venturi," *Sons of Italy Times*, Philadelphia, February 17, 1992, p. 1. (RV will be honored as "Man of the Year")


Hackett, Regina, "SAM's World View" *Seattle Post-Intelligencer*, February 3, 1992, pp. C1, C3. (Seattle Art Museum)


"Homage to Louis I. Kahn: Extracts from the 1991 Kahn Lectures," Penn in Ink, May 1992, Volume 1, Number 1, p. 6. (Extracts from R. Venturi and D. Scott Brown from the Kahn Lectures at GSFA)


"Honorary Degree to Architects," The Review (Roxborough/Manayunk), June 3, 1992, p. 3. (Honorary degree for RV and DSB from Philadelphia College of Textiles and Science)


Kamin, Blair, "Gotham's alarming clock," Chicago Tribune, December 27, 1992, pp. 1, 3. (Whitehall Ferry Terminal)


Ketcham, Diana, "Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown: More is More," ARTnews, April 1992, pp. 90-95. (Profile of RV and DSB)


Lavin, Sylvia, "Outside with the Venturi's," 1992. (manuscript not yet published)


Linder, Mark, "Dumbfounded Architecture...Enough Unsaid," *A+U*, June 1992, pp. 64-67. (References to R. Venturi)


Loomis, John, "La conservazione: il futuro del passato," "Conservation: the future of the past," *Casabella*, January-February 1992, p. 82. (Furness Library Restoration) (In Italian and English)


Mendini, Allessandro, *Alessandro Mendini and...La Fabbrica Estetica*, Crusinallo: F.A.O., 1992, pp. 10, 89-90, 408-409. (Results of project that concluded in manufacture of 10,000 porcelain vases, one designed by RV) (In Italian and English)


Morgan, Jessica, "Mt. Airy architects draw national acclaim," Mt. Airy Times/Express, November 18, 1992, pp. 22-23. (Profile on RV and DSB)


Parish, Betsy, Houston Post, March 10, 1992, (Society column mentions RV and DSB's speech at University of Houston's College of Architecture)

"People," Art in America, August 1992, p. 31. (Photo of RV, mentions Pritzker Architecture Prize)


Portoghesi, Paolo, "The Decoration," Materia, 1992 No. 9, pp. 3-39. (UCLA MacDonald Medical Research Laboratories) (in Italian and English)


"Purple Aster Ball," *Sons of Italy Times*, Philadelphia, February 3, 1992, p. 2. (RV selected as honoree: Columbus Monument)


Sailer, John, "English tradition evolves -- slate replaces marble," *Stone World*, June 1992, pp. cover, 27-28, 82, 84, 86. (Sainsbury Wing)

"Sainsbury Wing of the National Gallery," *Museo d'arte e architettura*, Catalog of exhibition at the Museo Cantonale d'Arte, Lugano, Italy, September 20 through November 22, 1992, pp. 110-116. (In Italian and English)


Simko, Alison, "Design Team Wins Ferry Terminal Contract," *Downtown Local*, October 26, 1992, p. 4. (Whitehall Ferry Terminal)


Tzonis, Alexander and Liane Lefaivre, "Venturi, Scott Brown and Associates, Inc., The


Voelz Chandler, Mary, "3 neighbors formulate cultural vision," Rocky Mountain News, April 22, 1992, p. 24. (Denver Civic Center)


"Writing on the Wall," Metropolitan Home, November, 1992, pp. 90-94. (Photo of RV and DSB's dining room frieze)

1993

Academy of Music 136th Anniversary Concert and Ball Program Book. 1993, p. 52. (Photo of Philadelphia Orchestra Hall)


Bensi, Giorgio, "Citazioni per gioco," Construire. June 1993, pp. 146-149. (In Italian) (The Children's Museum of Houston)


Bowen, William G., "Remarks at Presentation of Philadelphia Award to Denise Scott Brown and Robert Venturi", May 18, 1993, pp. 1-6. (Philadelphia Award)


Casuscelli, Carlos, "La Revolucion Silenciosa", Europ-Art Internacional. May/June 1993, p. 30-33. (Fire Station # 4) (in Spanish)


The Charles P. Stevenson, Jr., Library, Bard College, May 28, 1993, Dedication Ceremony Program. (The Stevenson Library, Bard College)


Cohen, Jean Louis, “Main Street Blues: Frank O. Gehry’s Festival Disney,” *Lotus 77*, 1993, pp. 81-91. (brief mention of RV)


George LaVie Schultz Laboratory, Princeton University, 1993, Dedication Booklet. (George LaVie Schultz Laboratory)


Irace, Fulvio, "Case di Legno [Houses of Wood]," Abitare, February 1993, pp. 78-79. (Izenour House) (in Italian and English)


Jarmusch, Ann, "Salk project will proceed despite architects' pleas," The San Diego Union Tribune, February 19, 1993, pp. 1, 19. (RV is quoted)


Kishimoto, Akihiro, "Whitehall Ferry Project", Eciffo, Summer 1993, p. 50. (Whitehall Ferry Terminal) (In Japanese)


Lambsdorff, Ursula Grafen, "Manhattan: Time is Money", Ambiente, January/February
1993, p. 20. (Whitehall Ferry Terminal) (in German)


Maniaque, Caroline and Daniel Naegele, "Louis I. Kahn", L'architecture D'aujourd'hui, February 1992, p. 87. (refers to RV's lecture "Louis I. Kahn: In the Realm of Architecture") (In French and English)

McDonough, Michael, "Learning from Sony," Avenue, April 1993, p. 8. (Whitehall Ferry Terminal)

Memorial Hall Harvard University, special edition presented to Walter H. Annenberg, Cambridge: The Bow and Arrow Press, Harvard University, June 1993, p. 44. (RV's handwritten note)


Moore, Charles W., “Bernini, Borromini, Yin-Yang, and the New World Disorder,” Common Knowledge, Fall 1993, p. 146. (mention of RV's “gentle manifesto”)

Moorhead, Gerald, "Caryakids At Play," Architectural Record, March 1993, pp. 78-83. (The Children's Museum of Houston)

Morteo, Enrico, "Robert Venturi e Denise Scott Brown: La Scelta della Ricchezza," Domus, March 1993, pp. 17-28 (Interview with RV and DSB) (In Italian and English)


“New Buildings at the Building Site,” Groninger Museum Catalog, 1993, pp. 74-75. (Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam)

Nicholas, Charles A., "A New Building for a New Medicine: The Center for the Study of Human Diseases", A New Medicine for a New Century, New Haven: Yale University School of Medicine, Office of Development, 1993, pp. 7-12. (Yale Medical Building)

Noel, Tom, "Celebrity architects blemish Civic Center," The Denver Post, November 13, 1993, p. 7B. (Denver Civic Center Cultural Complex)


Ockman, Joan with collaboration of Edward Eigen, Architecture Culture 1943-1968: A Documentary Anthology, New York: The Trustees of Columbia University and Rizzoli International, 1993, pp. 389 and 446. (Biographical information on RV and DSB, includes articles by RV and DSB)


"PC or not PC," The Architects' Journal, October 6, 1993, p. 10. (Astragal column item about The Children's Museum of Houston)

Peeters, Tracy, "For the Young and the Young-at-Heart," Texas Highways, July 1993, pp. 46-51. (The Children's Museum of Houston)


"Phila. architects honored for wing of British gallery", The Philadelphia Inquirer, October 27, 1993, p. E3. (RV and DSB awarded the Benjamin Franklin Medal by the Royal Society for the Encouragement of Arts)

Prinsloo, Ivor, "The Sixties Revisited," Architecture SA (Journal of the Institute of South African Architects), July + August, 1993, pp. 31-41. (References to RV and DSB, essay by RV on p. 34, photo of Beach House)

Prowler, Don, "Does Ave. of Arts need a French design spirit?," The Philadelphia Inquirer, November 21, 1993, pp. K1 ff. (Philadelphia Orchestra Hall; DSB quoted on deficiencies of competitions)


Rosa, Giancarlo, "Learning from London' The Sainsbury Wing by Venturi, Scott Brown and Associates," Frames 42, February/March 1993, pp. 62-69. (Italian and English)


Ruder, Debra Bradley, "Memorial Hall: Center of Attention for Architects, Engineers, Planners," Harvard University Gazette, April 9, 1993, pp. 1, 12-13. (Harvard Memorial Hall restoration)


"Seattle Art Museum" Images in Stone International Award Architecture in Stone 93, Milan: Electa, 1993, pp. 50-69. (in Italian and English) (includes RV and DSB biography, plates)


Steinberg, Harris, "Venturi, Scott Brown & Associates at the ICA," The Philadelphia Architect, April 1993, p. 4. (Review of ICA exhibit)


Tate, Anne, review of Mother's House: The Evolution of Vanna Venturi's House in Chestnut Hill, by Frederic Schwartz, GSD News, Harvard University Graduate School of Design, Fall 1993, p. 41.


Nieuwenhuyzen, Martijn, "Uitbreiding Stedelijk Museum" ("Addition to the Stedelijk Museum"), Stedelijk Museum Bulletin, March 1993. (In Dutch) van Toorn, Roemer, "Interview with Denise Scott Brown," Archis, January 1993, pp. 4047. (In Dutch and English) (Text is an abridged version of an interview to be published in
Ole Bouman and Roemer van Toorn, The Invisible in Architecture, Rizzoli, New York, 1993.)

"Venturi to Oversee Barnes Renovation," Art in America, February 1993, pp. 29-30. (Item in Front Page column, Barnes Foundation)


"Waterjet System Helps Create A Lasting Monument," Fabricator, September-October 1993, pp. 36-37. (Monument To Christopher Columbus)


"Whitehall Ferry Terminal Competition," Compe & Contest No. 31, November 1993, pp 1, 2124. (in Japanese)


The Whitehall Ferry Terminal in Lower Manhattan,” The New City: The American City, University of Miami School of Architecture, 1993, pp.96-105.


1994


Andersen, Kurt, "Las Vegas, USA," Time, January 10, 1994, pp. 42-51. (Learning from Las Vegas) (Casino culture becoming mainstream)

Antonelli, Paola, "Columbus, an architecture collection," Abitare 327 (March 1994), pp. 148, 155. (Fire Station No. 4: Front Door Project, Columbus, Indiana)


Bugatti, Angelo, "Quando la forza e' l'immagine," Construire, February 1994, pp. 104-106. (in recent work) (in Italian)


Duncan, Sarah, "In the Best Possible Light," Metropolis, April 1994, pp. 58-63. (National Gallery Sainsbury Wing) (Museum lighting; Paul Marantz)

Dunlop, Beth, "Fire Cracker," Architectural Record, May 1994, pp. 94-97. (Reedy Creek Emergency Services Center [Disney fire station])


"Flap over UD hall renovation misguided, unfair to designer," Editorial, News Journal [Wilmington, DE], June 27, 1994. (Student Center Complex for the University of Delaware)
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Hardy, Lawrence, "Defending His Design," *News Journal* [Wilmington, DE], June 23, 1994, p. B1. (Student Center Complex for the University of Delaware)


Moneo, Rafael, "Reflecting on Two Concert Halls: Gehry Versus Venturi," El Croquis, 64, February 1994. (In English and Spanish) (Walter Gropius Lecture, Graduate School of Design, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, April 25, 1990)


Muschamp, Herbert, "'Boss' Design: A Los Angeles Sketchbook," New York Times, June 12, 1994, p. H34. (MacDonald Medical Research Laboratory, UCLA)


Nicholas, Charles A., "A New Building for a New Medicine: The Center for the Study of Human Diseases," A New Medicine for a New Century, pamphlet, Yale University School of Medicine Office of Development. (Fundraising booklet)


Philadelphia Orchestra Association, The Philadelphia Orchestra Concert Hall, pamphlet. (Fundraising booklet)

Portoghesi, Paolo, "Da Roma a Las Vegas," L'Informazione [Rome], May 26, 1994, p. 17. (In Italian)

Portoghesi, Paolo, "Homage to Roberto Venturi: Honorary Degree from the University of Rome," Metamorfosi No. 24, 1994, pp. 79-80. (In Italian and English)


“Robert Venturi,” *Materia*, No. 17, 1994, p. 16-21. (Fire Station No. 4, Reedy Creek Fire Station, Dixwell Fire Station)


Scully, Vincent, "Urban Architecture Awakens from a Bad Dream," *City Journal*, Autumn 1994, pp. 75-80. (The development of historic preservation, several VSBA projects mentioned as examples)


"(Still) Learning from Las Vegas," *The New Yorker*, May 23, 1994, p. 38. (Reedy Creek Emergency Services Center [Disney fire station], Michael Eisner, Disney)


Tuzi, Stafania, "Robert Venturi," *Materia* 15 no. 1, February 1994, pp. 12-17. (Children's Museum of Houston: Christopher Columbus Monument) (In Italian and English)
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"Welcome Park: Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown," pp. 50-58. (In English and Japanese; publication unknown)


Williams, Lorna, "Learning from Philadelphia," *Mid-Atlantic*, October 1994, pp. 54-59. (Profile of RV and DSB)


1995


“At Denver Art Museum, Denver CO”, *Elle Decor*, February/March 1995, p. 32. (Brief mention of RV chair in exhibit)


“Denver Opens Design Galleries,” *Vail/Beaver Creek Times*, 1995. (Picture of Queen Anne chair from Denver Art Museum Exhibit)


Dutton, John, “Architectural Competitions and the American City after 1960,” Rassegna, 1995, p. 36-44. (Mention and photos of City Edges, Yale Mathematics Building, Guild House)

“An Excellent Student Center,” The Crimson Staff, December 12, 1995. (Harvard Memorial Hall)


1995, pp. 18-21. (Briefly refers to RV, DSB, Learning from Levittown, National Gallery, Seattle Art Museum)


Klemmer, Clemens, “Komplexitat und Widerspruch,” Neue Zürcher Zeitung, June 1995, p. 45. (Vanna Venturi House, Complexity; in German)


“Museum Gallery Makes Debut,” Journal Advocate [Sterling, Colorado], February 8, 1995, p. 4. (brief mention of RV)

“Museum of Contemporary Art, San Diego to Open Expanded La Jolla Facility with Public Celebrations in March 1996; $8.3 Million Renovation to Improve Facility for Art and Visitors,” News Release, MoCA, San Diego, June 1995. (La Jolla)


Ourousoff, Nicolai, “A Slimmed-down MASS MoCA is Back on Track,” *Architectural Record*, October 1995, p. 27.

Scott Brown, Denise, “The Perelman Quadrangle as Campus Center,” *University of Pennsylvania Almanac*, April 25, 1995, p. 3. (Excerpts from Report)


“The Perelman Quadrangle as Campus Center,” *University of Pennsylvania Almanac*, April 25, 1995, p. 3. (Drawing by VSBA of Logan Hall)


“Rethinking What is ‘Japanese’ From the Viewpoint of a Western Eye,” *Nikkei Design*, April, 1995, p. 55. (In Japanese: Photo and caption · PMA exhibit of Venturi collection of Japanese objects)

R.K., “AIA Diversity Conference Held in San Francisco,” *Architecture*, October, 1995, p. 27. (Discusses AIA Diversity Conference at which DSB was the conference chair)


Schimek, Heimo, *Dune*, 1995, p. 7-13. (German student project for design of hotel in Las Vegas; References and reproductions from *Learning from Las Vegas*)


“Venturi, Scott Brown and Associates: International Directory of Interior Designers and Architects,” Architectural Digest, September, 1995, p. 130. (Citation of VSBA as one of 100 firms)


Wlodarczyk, Marcin, “Straz Pozarna z Krainy Disney'a” [A Firehouse in Disney World], Architektura & Biznes, No. 4, 1995, p. 75. (in Czech)


1996

“111 Chairs Designed by Architects,” *Space Design*, June 1996, p. 131. (RV’s ‘Queen Anne’ chair)


“Bricks,” Architectural Design, no. 121, p. 16. (Brief review of Disney Fire Station including photo)


“Celebrating a Renaissance,” Annenberg Hall Inaugural Dinner for the Class of 1999 at Harvard University, Event Program, February 8, 1996. (Memorial Hall)


Colafranceschi, Daniela, Sull’Involucro in Architettura, Rome: Edizioni Librerie Dedalo, 1996. (Chapter on RV; in Italian)

“Competition III: On Your Mark,” Cite 35 (Fall 1996), p. 6. (Cites Photoshop Award given to Steve Izenour, John Izenour, Dianne Golomb of VSBA, at Rice Design Alliance competition)


The Denver Art Museum The First Hundred Years, Denver, Colorado: Denver Art Museum, 1996. (Few sentences on VSBA’s involvement with Civic Center master plan)

Dirks, Christine, “Motel strip that cars spawned survives in spite of Highway 401,” The London Free Press, December 14, 1996. (LLV cited as related reading in urban design article)


Downes, Peggy, Ilene Tuttle, Patricia Faul, and Virginia Mudd, The New Older Woman: A Dialogue for the Coming Century, Berkeley: Celestial Arts, 1996. (DSB participates in the dialogue & her career is described by editors)


(Celebration Bank)


“The Great Sanders Restoration Recital,” Office for the Arts at Harvard and Radcliffe publication, September 20, 1996, p. 27. (Mention of VSBA as project architects of Memorial Hall)

Harvey, David, “The Cuisine of Post-Modern Simulcra,” *Casabella*, January/February 1996, pp. 101-105. (Quotes *From Rome to Las Vegas*, selected drawings of “eclectic houses” from 1977; in Italian and English)


http://www.findarticles.com/cf_0/m0FQP/n4294_v125/18538875/p1/article.jhtml?term=%22robert+venturi%22


Nesbitt, Kate, Ed., *Theorizing A New Agenda for Architecture: An Anthology of Architectural*

“New Face for Independence Mall,” Architectural Record, April 1996, p. 15. (Independence Mall, Gateway Visitor’s Center)


“The New Romantic Style: About the ‘100% Make-Up’,” Alessi Tendentse Catalog 1996, pp. 3-9. (RV’s ‘Vase with Lid’ design)


Officina Alessi Catalog 1996, Tea and Coffee Service of 5 Pieces, p.138. (Design by RV)


“Opinions and Projects by...,” Casabella, January/February 1996, pp. 106-117. (Toulouse Project; in Italian)


Panizza, Mario, Edifici per lo Spettacolo, Rome: Editori Laterza, 1996, pp. 140-143. (POH)


The Philadelphia Inquirer, April 2, 1996. (Photo of DSB, Independence Mall)


Pincus, Robert L., “Bigger, but only marginally better for art,” The San Diego UnionTribune, March 10, 1996, E1, E9. (La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art)


Pollan, Michael, “Sticks & Stones: Mickey for Mayor?” *House & Garden* October 1996, p. 68
(Brief mention of Disney Bank)


(RV among people interviewed)


“Queen Anne, 1984” *SD (Space Design)*, June 1996, p. 131. (Photo and text on Modified Queen Anne chair, in special issue on “111 Chairs Designed by Architects”)


Schwendinger, Leni, and Kramer, Mark, “Ben’s Lights,” *Seven Arts*, April, 1996, p. 43, cover. (Ben Franklin Bridge Lighting)


*Space Magazine*, May 1996, advertisement for The New Architecture: An Ongoing Film Series about Contemporary Architects and Architecture. (One of the videos is about VSBA: in Japanese)


“University Center’s opening day exceeds expectations,” University of Delaware Update, May 2, 1996, p. 3. (University of Delaware Student Center)


Vowell, Sarah, Radio On: a listener’s diary, New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1996, p. 151. (Excerpt from Vowell’s call to Talk of the Nation RE: selection of Pei to design Rock & Roll Hall of Fame • quotes RV, “I.M. Pei will never be happy on Route 66”)
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1997


“AIA 1997 Honors & Awards,” Architectural Record, May 1997, p. 68, 70. (Memorial Hall)


“Alan Levy Celebration,” Penn in Ink, October 1997, p. 3. (Mention of DSB as a party guest)

Anderson, Kurt, “City on a Hill,” The New Yorker, September 29, 1997, p.66. (Mention of “Post-Venturian” in article on Meier’s Getty Center)


“A Basket or a Decorated Shed?” Architectural Record, December 1997, p.35. (Brief mention of RV and DSB)


Broto, Carles, Commercial Spaces, Barcelona: Links International, 1997, p.170. (Disney Gas Station)


“City/People/Light,” Philips Lighting, 1997, pp. 58, 105. (Quotes and gives biographies of DSB, RV, SI)


Clafen, George, “From the President: Independence Mall, What’s at Stake?” The Philadelphia Architect, November 1997, p.2. (GVC; includes sidebar quote by DSB)

Cohen, Jean-Louis, “Saper vedere Las Vegas [Knowing How to Look at Las Vegas],” Lotus 93, 1997, pp.96-108. (In Italian and English)


“Correction,” [Letters Section], The New York Times, May 18, 1997. (Whitehall Ferry Terminal correction to article wrote April 6, 1997)

“The Dean's Desk,” Penn in Ink, October 1997, p. 1. (Mention of RV)


Dugdale, Juanita, “Wayfinding Takes a Detour,” Print, July/August 1997, p. 59, 63 (Photos of Loker/Memorial Hall, Signs of Fun exhibit)

“L'école Buissonière,” d'Architectures, December 1997, p. 15. (Toulouse; briefly mentions RV)


Fiske, Diane M. “Architects Discuss Designs for Orchestra Hall,” Art Matters, June 1997, pp. 6-7. (Article incorporating interview with RV and DSB)


“The Gonda (Goldschmeid) Neuroscience and Genetics Research Center,” UCLA Medicine, Spring 1997, p.25.


Knoll Museum Catalog No. 1, September 18, 1997. (Photograph and description of Empire Chair 663 and Table 64R54)


Marpillero, Sandro, “42nd Street: Peepland e altre storie [42nd Street: Peepland and Other Stories],” Lotus 93, 1997, pp.109-121. (Brief mention of VRSB Apple)


“Mielparque Nikko Kirifuri,” Corporate Design 37, 1997, pp. 36-41. (Photos and description of Nikko: in Japanese and English)


“New Book by Robert Venturi,” Il Populo Italiano, April/May 1997, p. 4. (Review of Iconography, in Italian)


Pethö, Bertalan, editor, Post-Postmodernism The Nineties (Poszt-Posztmodern A Kilencvene Évek), Budapest: Platon, 1997, p. 84, 408-409, 460.


“Regional Performing Arts Center,” *Architectural Record*, March 1997. (Located in the “In Brief” column about the new project and the architects considered)


“Sansom Common – Breaking New Ground for $120 Million Change in the Campus Scene,” University of Pennsylvania *Almanac*, June 17, 1997, pp. 2-3, 24. (Bookstore and Perelman Quad)

Schnetzer, Jenny, “Electric Sign Design Contest,” *Signs of the Times*, September 1997, p. 112. (First Place award for U Delaware Trabant Center for Neon Lighting/Graphics)


“Staten Island Ferry Terminal Case,” *Architecture*, April 1997, p.33. (Whitehall)


“Universidad E Informalidad,” *Summa* 28 (Dec 1997 - Jan 1998), pp. 50-57. (Memorial Hall and Trabant Student Center)


“Venturi Redux,” *AIGA Journal of Graphic Design*, Winter 1997, p. 44. (Brief review of Iconography)


**1998**


Alessi, Alberto, The Dream Factory. Milan, Italy: Electra, 1998. (Quotes RV; photograph of RV's 'Cuckoo Clock')

AMACADMY Newsletter, 1998, pp. 8, 10, 20. (Brief mentions of RV, DSB: 2 photographs of RV)


“The Architecture of Architecture,” Archis, March 1998, p. 78. (Mentions RV as an architectural "great")


Beck, Marita, “Main Street is All Right,” Der Architekt, May 1998, p. 275. (Guild House: in German)


“Board Clears Way for Vote on TV Campaign, Student Membership,” AIArchitect, April 1998, pp. 1, 3. (Photograph of RV, DSB and Ronald Althoon)


Branch, Mark Alden, “The Building that Won’t Go Away,” Yale Alumni Magazine, February 1998, pp. 36-41. (Brief mention of RV)


Cady, Barbara, Icons of the Twentieth Century: 200 Men and Women Who Have Made a Difference, Woodstock and New York: The Overlook Press, 1998, p. xiii. (Mentions RV’s position on the Board of Advisors)


“Celebration, Orlando, California,” Archis, March 1998, p. 15. (Brief mention of RV and DSB; a building for Celebration; in German and English)

Christie’s East: 20th Century Decorative Arts Catalog, June 9, 1998, p. 55. (Photograph and blurb about the ‘Grandmother’ Chair for Knoll)

Cranz, Galen, The Chair, New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1998. (Quotes DSB and mentions RV)


“David Yust: Inclusion Series,” *The Wichita Center for the Arts Exhibition Catalog*, 1998, p. 5. (Cites RV and *Complexity* as influences on his art)

http://www.findarticles.com/cf_0/m0EIN/1998_Oct_16/53090136/p1/article.jhtml?term=frank+g+wells


“Gore Hall Opens,” *Department of Art History Newsletter*, University of Delaware, Spring 1998, pp. 1, 6. (Trabant Center)


Groves, Durham, Mail art: the do-it-yourself letterbox from workshop to gatepost, Australia: Hale & Iremonger Pty Ltd, 1998, pp. 30, 77, 85, 88, 91. (Mentions LLV, proposed redesign of Copley Square, roadside architecture - Vegas strip, & letterbox design)

“Gunter Bock: From the Emancipated Façade to the ‘Terraced Roof Garden’,” *Gedachtesund und Gebautes Exhibition Catalog*, 1998, pp. 4-6. (Mentions RV; in English and German)


Hauptman, Jodi, “Imagining Cities,” *Fernand Leger at the Museum of Modern Art Exhibition Catalog*, February-May 1998, pp. 73-120. (References RV, DSB, SI and *Learning from Las Vegas*)


“King Pack Rat,” *People Magazine*, August 10, 1998, pp. 56-57. (Quotes RV about Alex Shear)


Novitski, B.J., “Changing the Face of Practice with Digital Technologies,” Architectural Record, June 1998, pp. 72-77. (Quotes James Kalker on job list management on p.75-6)


Officina Alessi Catalog 1998, pp. 1, 152. (RV’s Tea and Coffee Service of 5 Pieces; in Italian and English)


Reading, Nigel Anthony, Dynamical Symmetries. April 1998. (A paper in which RV is quoted from Complexity)
“Rethinking Designs of the 60s,” Yale Perspecta 29, 1998, pp. 1-96. (DVSB mentioned: 83-93 and passim; mentions RV, p. 51)


Rist, Curtis, “Designing a Proper Entrance,” This Old House Magazine, December 1998, pp. 61-64. (Quotes RV on New England farmhouses)


Russell, James S., “Does structure deepen experience: Seattle got a new symphony hall quicker and cheaper, compared to Philadelphia’s ongoing project. The real test, though, will be in attracting patrons,” The Philadelphia Inquirer, October 7, 1998. (POH)


http://www.umich.edu/~newsinfo/MT/98/Spr98/mtfps98.html & http://www.umich.edu/~newsinfo/MT/98/Spr98/mt12s98.html

Sintra Triennial of Architecture Catalog, July 1998, pp. 46-47. (Section on Mielparque Nikko Kirifuri Resort·Nikko National Park)


Somol, R.E. “Still Crazy After All These Years,” Assemblage 36, 1998, pp. 84-91. (Review of Iconography)


Thomas, George, “The Wildwoods-by-the-Sea: Learning from an ‘Other-Directed’ Place,” Penn in Ink, April 1998, pp.1-2. (Describes Wildwood studio project)


Vienne, Veronique, “Destination Architecture,” Architectural Record, November 1998, pp. 109-111. (Mentions Learning from Las Vegas as the most influential book on the subject of resorts and resort communities)


Wortman, Marc, “The Hero Takes a Fall,” Metropolis, October 1998, pp. 108-113, 152. (Mention of RV, Learning from Las Vegas)

1999


Ackerman, James S., Review of The Architecture of Science, Harvard Design Magazine, Fall 1999, pp. 95-98. (Mentions in depth RV’s “Thoughts on the Architecture of the Scientific Workplace” and DSB’s “The Hounding of the Snark”)

Alessi, Alberto, The Dream Factory: Alessi Since 1921. Milan: Electa, 1999, pp. 50, 76, 94. (Cuckoo Clock, Campidoglio Tea Set, 100% Make-Up)

Alessi General Catalog. Crusinallo, Italy: Alessi, 1999. p. 89. (Tea and Coffee Service of 5 Pieces)

Ameritech Phone Book for Washtenaw County / Greater Ann Arbor / Ypsilanti Area, November 1999. (Cover features a photograph of the University of Michigan stadium)


“Bausparkasse Schwabisch Hall,” Catalog, pp. 16. (Picture of Vanna Venturi House: in German)


“Brick in Architecture Awards,” *Brick in Architecture*, vol. 56 no. 2, 1999, p. 4. (Roy and Diana Vagelos Laboratory; also inserted into *Architecture*, May 1999)


“Building,” published for Princeton University by the Office of Development Communications for the Anniversary Campaign for Princeton, 1999. (Mentions VSBA, DSB; quotes RV: Wu Hall, Frist Campus Center, Complexity, Sainsbury Wing, Disney Firehouse)


Burkhardt, François, “Simplicity and ‘New Design’ in Germany,” *Domus 814*, April 1999, pp. 76-81. (Brief mention of RV)


Calendar, Knoll Museum, East Greenville, PA, 1999. (Picture of RV's Sheraton Chair)


“Day of the Open Door,” FreiRaum [FreeSpace], January 1999, pp. 30-33. (In German: article about the office of VSBA)


Dean, Andrea Oppenheimer, “Listening To: Critics, The Stage is Set,” Architectural Record, January 1999, pp. 68-73. (Mentions RV and vernacular architecture)


Dugdale, Juanita, “Rodney Firch Redux,” How, February 1999, p. 36. (Mentions Learning from Las Vegas)


http://www.thenewrepublic.com/archive/0699/062199/filler062199.html


Főiskola, Magyar Iparművészeti, 100 Év Formatan (100 Years of Formstudies). Budapest: Szerzők, 1999, pp. 18, 90. (Hungarian: 2 small drawings by RV, & quote of “Less is a bore”; also includes course description booklet for a class taught by Főiskola).


Gura, Judith B., “Modernism at the Millennium,” Echoes, Fall 1999, Vol. 8, No. 2, pp. 50-73. (Vanna Venturi House, Grandmother Chair)

“HSP Reopens After Restoration,” Pennsylvania Correspondent, Fall 1999, Front Page. (Photograph of Ribbon-Cutting Ceremony, with Dan McCoubrey)


Heskel, Julia, Shepley Bulfinch Richardson and Abbott: Past to Present. Boston, MA: Shepley Bulfinch Richardson and Abbott, 1999, pp. 5. (Mentions RV working at Yale University)


Hine, Thomas, “Just How Good was Ed Bacon, Really?,” Philadelphia Magazine, March 1999, pp. 84-93. (Mentions VSBA’s plan for Independence Mall)

“History and Activity of the Max Protetch Gallery of New York,” Domus 813, March 1999, News section, p. 4. (Brief mention of RV)


Hybrides, Delft University Press, 1999, pp. 44-56. (Written in Dutch, Pics. from Urban Concepts, Learning from Las Vegas, & Chinatown Housing project, chapter on VSBA, re interview w/ DSB & RV.)


Joselit, David, “Moguls on Main Street,” Art in America, January 1999, pp. 51-53. (Mentions RV’s design for Disney Main Street)


Kubany, Elizabeth Harrison, “Crossing the Pond,” Architectural Record, July 1999, pp. 79-85, 174. (Sainsbury Wing, quotes DSB)


Leigh, Catesby, “Must the Minimum Be the Maximum?,” Princeton Alumni Weekly (PAW), May 19, 1999, pp. 18-27. (Wu Hall, Frist Campus Center)


Lotus International Index, volumes 1-100, 1964-1998. DSB in LI 5, 9, 28, 39, 50, 55, 58, 69, 72, 73, 74, 89. RV in 4, 5, 8, 9, 28, 39, 50, 55, 58, 69, 72, 73, 74, 75, 89.


Miller, Marguerite F., “Rooms with a View -- to Studying,” *Almanac* [University of Pennsylvania], September 14, 1999, p. 8. (Williams Hall)


Nemeczek, Alfred, *Das Bauen der Kunst*. Hamburg: Verlag Gruner + Jahr AG & Co., 1999, p. 156. (Franklin Court; in German)


“100 For the Ages,” *The Philadelphia Weekly*, April 7, 1999, pp. 20-26. (RV and DSB as one of 100 most influential people in the city of Philadelphia)

O’Connor, Michael J., “Columbus, Indiana, Among Country’s Best ‘Micropolitan’ Areas,” *Architecture*, October 1999, p. 39. (Brief mention of RV)


Open House West: Museum Architecture and Changing Civic Identity guest invitation. Photographs of MoCA, La Jolla and Seattle Art Museum.


Owen, David, “The Sultan of Stuff,” *The New Yorker,* July 19, 1999, pp. 52-63. (Alex Shear’s collection; quotes RV)


Pelli, Cesar, *Observations for Young Architects,* New York: Monacelli Press, 1999, p. 139. (Mentions RV’s name)

“Perelman Quadrangle Moving Ahead,” *PENNnews,* Spring 1999, p. 4. (VSBA and Perelman Quadrangle, U Penn)


*Princeton,* March 24, 1999. (Cover photo of excavation for Frist Center)

“Record readers were asked: Who is the world’s greatest architect?,” *Architectural Record,* January 1999, p. 26. (In the Dialogue column: VSBA as the world’s greatest architects)


Richardson, Margaret, Stevens, MaryAnne, eds., John Soane, Architect: Master of Space and Light, London: Royal Academy of Arts, December 1999, pp. 55, 59-61. (RV, DSB Sainsbury Wing extension)


Sign Gallery International. Cincinnati, Ohio: ST Publications 1999, p. 76. (Photograph of Trabant Center)


Society of Fellows of the American Academy in Rome Newsletter, Fall 1999, pp. 16-17. (Photo of RV at Mark Hampton gala)


“Study in Shadows,” *The Valley News* (Hanover, NH), February 18, 1999 (Vol. 47, No. 253), Front page. (Photograph of student sitting in Rauner Library of Webster Hall, Dartmouth College)


Vanderbilt, Tom, “It’s a Mall World After All,” *Harvard Design Magazine*, Fall 1999, pp. 89-93. (Mentions RV)

http://www.gsd.harvard.edu/research/publications/hdm/back_issues/9onplace_vanderbilt.htm


Velux America Brochure, March 1999, p.7. (Photograph of Blair Hall, Princeton University)
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World Architecture, “Events” section, April 1999, p. 41. (Brief mention of RV as one of exhibitors in the Pritzker Exhibit at the Art Institute of Chicago)

“Yale Constructs Symposium,” Retrospecta 1998-1999, Yale School of Architecture, pp. 130-131. (Brief mention of RV’s lecture at Yale University Yale Constructs Symposium, 4/99)


2000

“3 days in Boston,” Interiors, April 2000, pp. 75-76. (Mentions VSBA designed Loker Commons and has a photo of Memorial Hall)

44 Celebrity Eyes in a Museum Storeroom, The University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, April 15, 2000, pp 30-31. (Photo of DSB & RV and short text, in their words, describing the object they selected)


“Addition to H.H. Richardson’s Ames Library wins approval after delays,” Architectural Record, September 2000, p. 30. (VSBA’s ‘96 proposed addition proved too controversial and resigned - Schwartz/Silver Architects have proposed a new plan)


“Ambiance « toulousaine » à la 10e Fête du Printemps,” Le Courrier des États-Unis, April 15, 2000. (Short summary of celebration)


Architecture Faculty Exhibition at the College of Design Arts, Drexel University, Announcement card, February 7-March 2, 2000. (Photograph of A·Frame at Kamp Kippy, Mt. Desert Island, ME)


Architecture for Postal Services in Japan, Japan: Facilities Department, Ministry of Posts & Telecommunications, March 2000, pp. 66-69. (Written in Japanese, photos of Nikko “Postal Savings Comprehensive Resort”)


Azara, Pedro and Charles Guri, Architects on Stage, Barcelona, Spain: Gustavo Gili,
2000, pp.35-37, 78-83. (Discusses stage & exhibition design in 90's, mentions Franklin Court, National Football Hall of Fame, and has section covering the ICA exhibit with photos)

Bandon, Alexandra, “Classic Houses,” This Old House, January/February 2000, p. 109. (Drawing of Vanna Venturi House, example of Postmodern houses)


“Bending the Rules,” World Architecture, May 2000, pp. 82-85. (Discusses public housing in Spain, compares RGR architects to RV, regarding the use of a mottled brick exterior “Venturian” reference.)


Bizen, Peter, “Bringing structural strength to landmarks old and new,” The Philadelphia Inquirer, September 11, 2000, pp. E1, E5. (Mentions RV designed Franklin Court and Keast & Hood were the structural engineers)

Blaze, Harry, “Firehouse sign dwarfs the competition,” The Trenton Times, June 14, 2000, p. A2. (Article focuses on the size of the sign, Blaze suggests he is complaining about it, yet describes it as “breathtaking”)


Blazer, Werner, Begegnungen: an architect meets architects, Switzerland: Birkhäuser, 2000, pp. 62-63. (“Venturi to me seems to be free of material constraints and therefore able to take up the problems of design in an individual way.”)


Burnhans, Dirk, “Last of the White Towers,” Burger Boy, fall 2000, 2.6, pp. 4-6. (SI is quoted and White Towers is listed in the Biblio for the article)


Caro, Margaret Rose, “Mountain Medley,” Hospitality Design, July-August 2000, pp. 54-57. (Several exterior & interior photos of Nikko project w/ article)

Chul, Kong, “Mapping Archinet,” Space, No. 374, pp. 86-89. (Brief mention of Vanna Venturi)

Chao, Sonia R., ed., The Making of Miami Beach: 1933-1942 The Architecture of Lawrence Murray Dixon, New York: Rizzoli International Publications, Inc., 2000, pp.5, 217, 224. (Mentions DSB brought RV to see Miami & discovered South Beach - also - Paul Goldberger wrote the foreword)

“Chutzpah, Thy Name is Zaha,” Architecture, June 2000, pp.32-33. (An article describing Zaha Hadid’s speech at the 2000 AIA convention goes on to describe the exchange DSB had with Zaha during an Urban Thinking panel; also mentions DSB & RV receiving the HB Giants of Design Award)


Clark, Anna, “Bollinger defends course on gay culture,” The Michigan Daily, April 14, 2000, (Web). (Life Sciences Institute approval & reaction)


Collyer, Stanley, “From Ubiquitous Intersection to Village Icon Wheeling Millenium Plaza Competition,” Competitions, spring 2000, pp.32-33. (Steve Izenour/Rodney Robinson received an honorable mention for their entry - photo of images)

“Construction Begins on New Medical School Building,” Yale Today, 3.4, July 2000, p. 5.


Eisenberg, Paul, “Suburban office parks don’t have to be dull,” Philadelphia Business Journal, November 17-23, 2000, pp. 23,28. (Quotes from SI)

“El Capitolio de Toulouse,” Arquinauta.com, June 2000, p. 72. (Written in Spanish, brief article w/ exterior photo - Matt Wargo.)


Elgass, Jane R., “Life Sciences Institute Building project approved,” The University Record [The University of Michigan], April 17, 2000, (Web) (Description & reaction)

“Els Edificis Han De Comunicar,” Inde, July 2000, pp.6-10. (Interview w/ DSB & RV from their time spent in Barcelona, written in Catalan, several photos, including cover.)

Evitts, Ronald, “French Connection,” Architecture, July 2000, p. 27. (Letter from Ron Evitts regarding Toulouse coverage in May issue)


Filler, Martin, “Learning from Irony,” AV Monographs 84, Madrid, España• Arquitectura Viva, July-August 2000, pp. 82-97. (Section on RV & DSB Filler wrote for a monograph on “the American Century” of architecture, several photos of drawings, buildings, Las Vegas to Seattle Art Museum)


Filler, Martin, “Tate Modern and the crisis of minimalism. More or Less,” The New Republic, June 19, 2000, pp. 36-41. (Discusses Herzog & de Meuron’s experience with museum commissions; RV & DSB mention, re• Sainsbury Wing adapted Soane’s coffered skylight effect)

Filler, Martin, “Women’s Work,” House Beautiful, November 2000. (Article on the Bard Graduate Center for Studies’ exhibition• Knoll Queen Anne chair ascribed to RV & DSB for 1st time)

Finkelpearl, Tom, Dialogues in Public Art, United States: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2000, pp. 154-170. (Description of firm/work, overview of projects, focusing on Franklin Court, which initiates the interview)

Fiske, Diane, “AIA convention focuses on ‘Livable Communities’,” Art Matters, June 2000, p. 23. (Article on AIA convention • DSB was part of a panel • “Brown warned architects not to dictate other individuals’ tastes…”)


Fodor’s Exploring London, March 2000, pp. 50-51. (National Gallery listing, briefly describes the addition designed by RV)

Frank, Mary Jo, “New commons building to encourage sense of community,” The University Record (U. Michigan), September 25, 2000, p.5.

Fretton, Tony, “Into the void: Herzog & de Meuron’s Tate Modern,” Architecture Today, June 2000, pp.34-42. (Mentions lighting in the “Venturi extension to National Gallery”)

Friedman, Alice T., “The Luxury of Lapidus,” Harvard Design Magazine, summer 2000, pp. 39-47. (RV & DSB are referred to, along with Robert A.M. Stern, for their works and texts)


Gatje, Robert F., Marcel Breuer: A Memoir, New York: The Monacelli Press, 2000: p. 210 (cites RV as one of the architects under consideration to be the one to oversee design for a site that would be a “gateway to New Haven” coming off the CT Turnpike)


Gilfillian, Trudi, “Still Dancing to Doo-Wop in Wildwood,” The Press of Atlantic City, June 4, 2000, pp. G1-G2. (Several quotes from SI, describes the visual language of doo-wop, discusses old vs. new in Wildwood.)


Goldsmith, Diane, “Designs that take dares,” Philadelphia Inquirer, October 13, 2000, pp. E1, E4, E5. (Article on the “Philadelphia Designs” product design exhibit at City Hall that VSBA is Exhibiting one of the Knoll chairs. Photo of DSB & RV with chairs & VSBA work.)


Graduate School of Fine Arts, University of Pennsylvania, Catalog: 1998-2000, University of Pennsylvania. (RV and DSB)


“Historias del siglo, “Arquitectura Viva, January/February 2000. (Architectural cartoonist, Focho, spoofs the ideas of different architects using popular comic strips, RV is one of 50 architects in this issue - RV is brought to Charlie Brown to explain complexity and contradiction.)

“History of the School of Architecture,” Dialogue, July 2000, 112-113. (Written in Chinese & English. Mentions RV attended Princeton, also article on Penn campus design)


Iams, David, “Some parties that took to the skies,” [Society column], Philadelphia Inquirer, April 18, 2000. (Mentions RV & DSB’s appearance at PMA’s reception for “44 Celebrity Eyes in a Museum Storeroom”)

“Island Retreat,” Architecture + Design, May-June 2000, pp. 68-72. (Several photos, minimal text about the Dehavenon house)

Jay, Hilary, “Have a Seat,” Philadelphia Inquirer Magazine, August 27, 2000, p. 23. (Article on Richard Schultz’s Topiary line of furniture, refers to VSBA’s foray furniture & accessories)

Johnson, Hillary, “The Economy of Modernism,” Worth, July/August 2000, pp. 84-93. (Article about Columbus architecture, photo of Fire Station 4: brief statement on RV, photo of Gonda Goldschmeid Lab)

September 2000. (Article on Steve Iz.’s & VSBA’s work, Steve’s experience at Swarthmore, Las Vegas…)

Kirkham, Pat, ed., *Women Designers In The USA 1900-2000 Diversity and Difference*, New York: Yale University Press, 2000, pp. 69, 77, 323. (Book accompanies the exhibition, photo of DSB & RV, Knoll Queen Anne chair)


“La Fundació Tàpies estrena el premi Dècada d’arquitectura,” *Auni*, June 21, 2000. (Spanish article written during RV & DSB’s trip to Barcelona)

“La vitalitat de BCN sedueix el postmodern Robert Venturi,” *El Periódico*, June 20, 2000. (Spanish article written during RV & DSB’s trip to Barcelona)

“Learning from the Halo,” *Ann Arbor Observer*, June 2000, p. 11. (Describes the removal of the Mich. Stadium halo, the approval of the Life Sciences Inst. plan, & Commons appointment)


Leibowitz, Ed, “Out from under the Wrecking Ball,” *Smithsonian*, December 2000, pp. 112-118, 120, 122. (Googie architecture · quote from DSB · recalls her initial “Googie misgivings,” then LLV)

Lee, Denny, “Gambling on Illusory Homes,” *interiors*, March 2000, pp.43-44. (Article about the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas, mentions RV, Learning from Las Vegas)


Leggio, Gail, “Shingle Styles,” *American Arts Quarterly*, winter 2000, pp. 8-13. (Book review: describes the book as tracing the S.S. tradition from Richardson to RV, cites the Petrie house as an example.)


Lemann, Nicholas, “No Man’s Town,” *The New Yorker*, June 5, 2000, pp. 42-48. (Article discussing Philadelphia’s development, describes RV as “Philadelphia’s greatest architect” regarding the POH commission going to Vi oly)
Lerup, Lars. *After the City*. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press, 2000. (Specific mention on p. 26 of DSB & RV as “realists,” but RV has marked relevant passages throughout)

Levin, Anne, “Landmark design,” *The Times*, November 5, 2000, pp. AA-AA12. (Trenton Central Fire Headquarters – quotes from TK & RV - comments on the use of signage, the older firehouse building)

Lidz, Frank, “Brothers Who Practice the Art of the Put-On,” *New York Times*, July 2, 2000, section 2. (Article about the Coen Brothers, compares their reinventing film genres to RV “re-doing an art museum”)


“Many Faces, Many Voices: Reunions 2000,” *Princeton*, summer 2000. (Several quotes from alumni who attended the reunion, RV quote)


Muschamp, Herbert, “On Staten Island, the New Media Are the Message,” New York Times, February 27, 2000. (Staten Island ferry project)


Neon, summer 2000. (Magazine from the Nevada Arts Council- few paragraphs on RV, DSB Learning from Las Vegas)

“New Partners: The Aquarium & the Camden Children’s Garden,” Soundings, summer 2000. (Describes the garden and how it is associated with the Aquarium)

“News,” Domus, February 2000, p. xii. (Re: Max Protech Gallery and RV’s furniture design)

Nielsen, Tom, Boris Brorman Jensen, and Peter Hemmersam, Arkitecturgalleriet 18, Dansk Arkitektur Center: Denmark, April 2000, pp.2-3, 12-13, 20-21, 28-29. (Catalog from the exhibition- comprised of research Ph.D. students from Arhus, Denmark compiled when comparing Arhus to Las Vegas based on LLV)

“An Oasis of Architecture in Indiana’s Cornfields,” International Herald Tribune, January 15-16, 2000. (Short article on Columbus, Indiana’s architecture, RV Quote)

Ockman, Joan and Nicholas Adams, “Forms of Spectacle,” Casabella, December 1999-January 2000, pp. 4-5. (Mentions RV, DSB, SI, LLV; in Italian and English)

Ockman, Joan and Nicholas Adams, “Sign City: The Redevelopment of Times Square,” Casabella, December 1999-January 2000, pp. 24-31. (Mentions RV and DSB; in Italian and English)

“Off the Record,” Architectural Record, December 2000, p.34. (Announcement that VSBA will design a media center in Gary)

Officiana Edizioni, Rome: Officina Edizioni, 2000, p.29. (Catalog? “Roma Interrotta” is listed on this page.)

Olson, Sheri, “How Seattle learned to stop worrying and love Rem Koolhaas’ plans for a new Central Library,” Architectural Record, August 2000, pp. 120-125. (Recalls Seattle Art Museum’s initial public reception)


Pasanella, Marco, Living in Style Without Losing Your Mind, New York: Simon & Schuster, 2000, p.185. (Lists LLV as one of his resources- “in order to design well, it’s more important to be humble than to be graced by God.”)
Patrick, Reginald, “Officials really dig work at Whitehall,” Staten Island Advance, September 26, 2000. (Reports on Whitehall’s ceremonial “groundbreaking” and the history of the project. VSBA’s designs and involvement were mentioned.)


The Philadelphia Architect, June 2000, p.10. (Member news section, announces the summer ’99 opening of the Hotel du Département of the Haute-Garonne, Toulouse)

The Philadelphia Daily News, May 30, 2000, p. 44. News clipping (States that Billy Joel “will now live in a three-story house designed by RV, on Morgan’s Island” - though, not true)


“A Place for Mom,” Art & Antiques, March 2000, p.92. (Brief article, photo of interior & exterior)

Portoghesi, Paolo, "Introduction,” Materia, 2000 No. 31, pp. 2-7. (Image of drawing/writing of RV’s - “WHOM WE ADORE · LEARN FROM” …RV included in a list of architects that have in some way benefited from Borromini)

“Postings: Work Begins on Battery Landing for Staten Island Service; Coming Up: One Ferry Terminal, Hold the Clock,” New York Times, November 12, 2000. (Groundbreaking, history of the project & VSBA’s work - replacement of the clock design)

Princeton Alumni Weekly, July 5, 2000, pp. 16, 50, & President’s Page. (RV spoke at an alumni forum on campus architecture, also mention of the new Frist Campus Center opening and dedication.)

“Princeton’s Graduate School Celebrates the First Hundred Years” Princeton, spring 2000, pp. 4-5. (RV listed among renown graduate alumni, mentions Frist Campus Center design)


Rawson, Alex, “A sense of belonging,” Princeton Alumni Weekly, October 25, 2000, p. 19. (Students worry about finding their place at Frist)

“Red letter day,” Trenton Times, May 12, 2000. (Photo of workers installing letters on the new Trenton Fire Co.)

“Renowned design firm selected to build city’s new Media Center,” Post-Tribune, October 25, 2000. (VSBA selected · quotes from RV re: the building’s impact on the city)

[p. 66], RV [pp. 65-66, 73-74, 94-95, 98, 109-110, 119, 122-3, 126], and VSBA [pp. 42-44, 6566, 94]; also, forward by RV and DSB

Riordan, Kevin, “Camden on their minds,” Courier-Post’s South Jersey News, May 8, 2000. (Description of SI and Susan Snyder’s Penn studio, refers to Las Vegas studies)

“Rivers No Longer Beside the Point,” Pittsburgh Weekly, February 16-23, 2000, p. 11. (JD Pittsburgh Riverlife)

Rodin, Judith, “Hub of the University,” The Pennsylvania Gazette, September/October 2000, pp. 10-11. (Houston Hall)


Sherman, Jacob, “Cold Commons,” The Pennsylvania Gazette, November/December 2000, p.6. (Letter· pleased with Irvine and Houston, not with Wynn Commons)


Simpson, John, “Clips: Philadelphia Architects in the News,” AI|Architect, June 2000, p. 7. (Discusses DSB’s comments in the May 7 Inquirer article regarding Street’s proposal to attack blight)


Sphere 2000, March 2000. (World studio foundation publication, picture of chair designed by RV auctioned off for 3000 chairs benefit)

Spieler, Christof, “Rice to Add Two New Colleges,” Cite, #47 spring 2000, p.11. (Discusses expansion, mentions that RV & Shepley Bulfinch are reworking the Fondren Library.)


Stephens, Suzanne, “Rauner Special Collections, Hanover, N.H.,” Architectural Record, October, 2000, pp. 158-161. (Briefly describes the transformation/restoration of the library photos of the exterior & interior by Matt Wargo.)


“Structures for Inclusion Conference,” Design Corps, 2000, pp.42-43. (Lecture at conference discussed Fifth Ward/U. of Houston Project- VSBA donated plans to be used for affordable housing in Houston project completed in 1999.)


Wines, James, Green Architecture, Italy: Benedikt Taschen, 2000, pp. 12, 94, 154, 176, 210, 216. (Several references to C+C)


Xiaodong, Li, Dancing Dragon: Chinese Aesthetics since 1979, Netherlands: Drills Publishing, 2000, pp.4, 45. (RV and LLV mentioned)

“Yale to construct $176 million building for medical research and education,” Yale Bulletin [Yale University], March 3, 2000, pp. 1, 16.


Zuffì, Stefano, ed., The Dream Factory, Crusinallo, Italy: F.A.O. s.p.a., 2000, p.78. (RV quote, photos of RV's designs for a Cuckoo Clock and “Campidoglio” tray)

2001

Abercrombie, Stanley, “Divine Hodgepodge,” *Preservation*, July/August 2001, pp.36-40. (Bernard Maybeck’s First Church of Christ · RV mentioned -- reference to messy vitality & C+C)


“Abstraction & Representation Contemporary Architectural Drawings,” postcard for the exhibition at the Davison Art Center, Wesleyan University, Friday, November 9 · Friday, December 21, 2001.


“Art Museum reviews achievements of Venturi Scott Brown,” *Art Matters*, July 2001, p. 17. (Short article· discusses VSBA work and exhibit)


Bearn, Gordon, “Not a question of morality…meditations on a cigarette a machine,” 2001. (Speech/paper delivered at the VSB In Your Face lecture – 9/29/01)

Benten, Tim, “When Is It Right to Be Wrong,” *Harvard Design Magazine*, fall 2001, pp. 64-71. (Describes the Sainsbury Wing as designed to be a “witty dialogue with tradition.”)

http://www.findarticles.com/cf_0/m0268/2_40/79826051/p1/article.jhtml?term=venturi


Brant, Sandy, “Venturi Scott Brown, Talking to Two of the Most Visionary Architects of Our Time,” *Interview*, July 2001, pp.84-91. (Features images of Nikko, Brant House, Best, Exxon Station & others)
http://www.findarticles.com/cf_0/m1285/7_31/76638205/p1/article.jhtml?term=robert+venturi

http://www.findarticles.com/cf_0/m3575/1256_210/79759831/p1/article.jhtml?term=timothy+brittain-catlin


Charlie Rose Interview, PBS, November 17, 2001. (Interview with DSB & RV · shown after Madeline Albright)

http://www.thestandard.com/article/0,1902,27137,00.html?body_page=1

Colomina, Beatriz, “A Name, Then a Chair,” Harvard Design Magazine, fall 2001, pp. 32-37. (How an architect was made in the 20th century)

Cooperman, Emily, “Portrait Interview with Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown,” Woodmere Muse, Volume II, Number I, spring/summer 2001. (Also interviewed Nancy Trainer · discusses the Woodmere project)

Cramer, Ned, “Good Pop, Bad Pop,” July 2001. (In response to Lawrence Weshler’s 5/01 article · defends VSBA’s design)

Critchley, Jill, “Diversity in porcelain tile applications,” Stone & Tile Design, spring 2001, Volume 7, No. 2, pp. 40-43. (Reedy Creek Emergency Service Headquarters façade · comments on the project from Tim Kearney)


Dawkins, Pam, “School Builds Its Center,” The Trentonian (Business Section), December 9, 2001, p. 1. (Stuart Country Day School expansion – interior perspective image of Cor Unum Center)

Dillon, David, “Architecture: Junk-culture crusader,” The Dallas Morning News, September 2, 2001, p. 3C. (Letter about Steve Iz · “With the death last week of Steve Izenour, American architecture lost one of its freshest and most provocative thinkers.”)

“Excerpts from the Exhibition and Symposium,” Toward Making Places, autumn/winter 2001 #4, p. 3. (Charles Moore Symposium at Yale-RV & DSB participated)

“Exhibition-ists Photos by Jerry Oller,” Art Matters, January 2001, p. 34. (Photo of DSB & RV & Doris Brandes at Pennell Medal ceremony)

Falicki, Sandra, “Remembering a colleague,” The Review (Roxborough/Manayunk), September 5, 2001, pp. 13-14. (Photo of SI with signs at VSBA · writes about the ride for Steve · chalk drawings of flamingos & palm trees · Steve’s love of riding & kindness to people here at VSBA)

Farquharson, Alex, The Magic Hour: The Convergence of Art and Las Vegas, Weiz, Austria: Universitätsdruckerei Klampfer, 2001 (exhibition catalog, Neue Galerie Graz am Landesmuseum Joanneum, Vienna)

Fella, Edward, Edward Fella: Letters on America, July 2000. (RV mention · Las Vegas)

Field, Marcus, “Ha, ha: the National Gallery’s little joke, The Sainsbury Wing, 10 years on,” The Independent, July 29, 2001. (The end of the article describes the gallery as a billboard)

Filler, Martin, “Mies and the Mastodon,” New Republic, August 6, 2001, pp. 25-30. (Mies’s double-exhibitions · mentions that Bob wishes he could take back the “less is a bore” statement)


Fletcher, Juliet, “Taking Liberties,” City Paper, October 18-October 26 2001, p. 56. (Quick review of Dan Graham’s book · refers to RV’s intro)


http://citypaper.net/articles/060701/ae.pickb.shtml


Garrison, James B., “Architects in Museums,” *The Philadelphia Architect*, October 2001. (6 architecture exhibitions summer 2001 · Garrison thought Gehry’s was the best · includes image of OO catalog cover)


Gunßer, Christoph, “Learning from Denise and Steven,” *Baumeister*, October 2001, p. 8. (In German, mentions LLV and focuses on DSB’s background – talks about SI & VSBA)


Hinton, Kem, “Go for the Gold!” , December 2001, p. 28. (Letter to the editor RE: Flanagan’s “Born to be Bad” article • Hinton hoping it will help influence AIA to award Gold Medal jointly to RV & DSB)


Hoyer, Jackie, “Redefining Affordable Housing Major Architect Teams with Students on Low-Cost Housing,” Perspectives, December 2001, pp. 6-7. (Nice photo of houses designed by VSBA for Habitat for Humanity · discusses the process of building them · Drexel Turner approached VSBA with the idea & VSBA donated the plans)


Irving, Mark, “Another Lesson from Las Vegas,” Domus, 843, December 2001. (Guggenheim Las Vegas opening)


Jencks, Charles, “Evolutionary Tree,” Architecture, May 2001. (Reprinted from The Language of Postmodern Architecture, 1991 · part of the postmodernism issue · RV on cover)

Jencks, Charles, “Pomo Commotion,” Architecture, July 2001, p. 25. (Letter to the Editor in response to the May issue on Postmodernists · writes of when RV is “right” & “wrong”)


Kessler, David A., MD., “Congress Avenue Building Topping Off Ceremony,” March 21, 2001. (Remarks made at the ceremony, published on Yale School of Medicine’s web site)

http://www.med.yale.edu/cab/press/topping_off.html


Kershaw, Christine E., “Contradictions, Contextuality and the Campus: Venturi, Scott Brown and Associates’ Trabant University Center at the University of Delaware (19921996),” spring 2001. (Thesis submitted to the Faculty of the Univ. of Delaware) Kieffer, Jeffrey, Readings from the Architecture of Louis I. Kahn, USA: Self Published (Xlibris), p. 96. (The Whites criticism on the return of ornament into architecture as proposed by Robert Venturi)


Levin, Anne, “Building a sound foundation,” *The Trenton Times*, June 17, 2001. (Article on POH · describes the history of the project, mentions VSBA’s involvement briefly)


Lipstadt, Hélène, “Learning from St. Louis The Arch, the Canon, and Bourdieu,” *Harvard Design Magazine*, summer 2001, vol. 14, pp. 5-15. (“Less was a bore” reference)


Mahler, Jonathan, “Gotham Rising,” *talk*, December 2001/ January 2002, pp. 120-123. (Buildings planned for NY · mentions Whitehall and how VSBA walked after being asked to tone down the design of the clock · also shows image of Tschumi’s Museum for African Art)


“The mod squad,” The Philadelphia Inquirer, June 8, 2001. (Do This! Section – PMA exhibit – photo of Queen Ann chair)


Muirhead, Thomas, “This joke isn’t funny anymore,” Building Design, August 10, 2001, p. 19. (Review of the PMA catalog)


Muschamp, Herbert, “A Crystal Beacon Atop a 20’s Curiosity,” The New York Times, October 30, 2001. (Norman Foster’s design for the new Hearst Corporation headquarters - “RV’s conception of the building (Crystal Palace) as a "decorated shed" came as a liberation to one and all”)
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O’Gorman, Francis, “Ruskin and the Twentieth Century,” Times Literary Supplement, October 5, 2001. (Book review - mentions “John Unravu thinks Robert Venturi was the inheritor of a Ruskinian mantle in architecture…”)
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Stephens, Suzanne, “Rafael Viñoly’s arresting and controversial design for the new Kimmel Center offers the Philadelphia Orchestra a concert hall under glass,” Architectural Record, March 2002. (Background on Philadelphia architecture, history of the POH project, critical of Viñoly’s design)
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“Upcoming exhibitions,” Architecture Week, No. 100. May 29, 2002. (Out of the Ordinary at MCA La Jolla)
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Urgo, Jacqueline L., “Convention Center Raises Wildwood’s Hopes,” The Philadelphia Inquirer, April 7, 2002. (Mentions Steve Iz.’s Wildwood studio & his with influence, along with Jack Morey’s to help show Wildwood what it has to offer)


VIEW, Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego, April•May•June Quarterly Newsletter 2002, pp. 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9. (Coincides w/ exhibit opening · photos of Mother’s House, RV&DSB, museum merchandise, Knoll chair)


Volwahsen, Andreas, Imperial Delhi, New York: Prestel Verlag, 2002, p.301. (Learning from Lutyens mentioned in Biblio)


Webb, Michael, “More can be a bore too,” or “Anche il piu è una nova,” Domus 851, September 2002, pp. 21-23. (Out of the Ordinary· La Jolla, review · photos of Cuckoo Clock, V’Soske rug & La Jolla Museum) (Italian & English)  http://www.edidomus.it/Domus/review/singola_news.cfm?CodNews=14804&Tipo=1

Williamson, Sarah, “The art of design over the past 25 years,” Midwest Express, February 2002. (US Design exhibit · mentions Sainsbury Wing’s entrance)


Wines, James, “Gianni Pettena · Gentle Radical,” Catalogue foreword for the Gianni Pettena Exhibition Centre Frac · Orleans, France · Feb. 21 to Mar. 30, 2002. (RV · C+C)
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“1900 Cherry Street,” AdvoKids, Fall 2003. (Child Advocates newsletter · new building)
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“2003 SEGD Awards,” Messages (SEGD publication), Volume 17, No. 4 2003, pp. 26. (RV&DSB received Fellow award)


Allen, Isabel, “The Smithsons: true partners in practice and in life,” Architects’ Journal, March 13, 2003. (Discusses the private/professional relationship of the Smithsons · contrasts how DSB’s role at VSBA has been viewed with Alison Smithson’s role in her firm)
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Bhatt, Ritu, “Aesthetic or Anaesthetic: the Competing Symbols of Las Vegas Strip,” Visible Language 37.3, 2003, pp. 248-64. (draws parallels between LLV’s arguments and Nelson Goodman’s theory of symbols in Languages of Art [1968], argues postmodern rhetoric limits the book’s methodology and aim of making architects re-learn to see)

Blotkamp, Carel, “Tate Amsterdam,” De Volkskrant, February 20, 2003, pp. 7. (German · RV design for the Stedelijk museum was never realized)


*Chadvocate*, Vol. 1, June 2003. (CHAD Newsletter includes article on Scully Prize and CHAD Gala Champagne b-fast fundraiser · DSB & RV recipients of Designing Futures awards)

“Chamounix Mansion’s Friends Benefit Committee plans 40th anniversary,” *Main Line Times*, November 6, 2003, p. 15. (RV & DSB will be honored by Chamounix Mansion)
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Golec, Michael, “Doing it Deadpan: Venturi, Scott Brown and Izenour’s Learning from Las Vegas,” *Visible Language 37.3*, 2003, pp. 266-87. (discusses Muriel Cooper’s design of the 1972 first edition of LLV; argues that despite RV, DSB and SI’s misgivings, and more than DSB’s 1977 re·design, Cooper’s edition better realizes authors’ stated desires for the book)
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Stierli, Martino, “Das verdrängte Gedächtnis der Postmoderne,” Neue Zürcher Zeitung, December 13/14 2003, Nr. 290, p. 69. (German) (Features photo of Mother’s House)


Tesoriero, Heather Won, “In the City that Ben Loved,” Time, June 29, 2003, (Web). (Article on Ben F. & Philly - mentions Franklin Court)


Thomas, George, letter written to Peter Saylor of Dagit Saylor Architects, November 12, 2003. (unpublished, in response to earlier letters)

“UCSB has big plans for nanoscience research,” Santa Barbara News Press, October 23, 2003. (Lists Altoon & Porter + VSBA as architects for the project)

Upton, Dell, “Signs Taken for Wonders,” Visible Language 37.3, 2003, pp. 332-50. (reexamines LLV’s semiotic presentation of architectural symbolism, argues to approach architectural symbols technically, outside socioeconomic context, overlooks important aspects of signs’ functioning; empathetic and embodied meanings are essential to architecture’s symbolism)


“Venturi, Scott Brown and Associates,” Messages (SEGD publication), Volume 17, No. 5 2003, pp. 18, 20. (Member News: Radcliffe campus planning · Lehigh Valley Hospital expansion · Dumbarton Oaks · UKY Lab · OSU Lab)


Vinegar, Aron and Michael Golec, eds., “Instruction and Provocation, or Relearning from Las Vegas,” Visible Language 37.3 (Special Edition), 2003. (Scholarly journal contains five
articles on LLV. See Bhatt, Ritu; Golec, Michael; Upton, Dell; Vinegar, Aron; and Whitely, Nigel for articles.)


Wortman, Marc, “A Neighborhood for Cures,” *Yale Alumni Magazine*, March 2003, pp. 3035. (CAB building feature, includes several photos, focuses on the diversity of its inhabitants and what that means for Yale’s Medical School and research)


(Campidoglio Tea Set, Cuckoo Clock, Make-up vase)

**2004**


1000 architects, vol. 2, Mulgrave, Australia: The Images Publishing Group, 2004, p. 553. (Features Frist)


“The Anlyan Center for Medical Research and Education, Yale University School of Medicine,” *A+D Georgian Project: Public Space*, 2004, issue 1, pp. 76-81. (Notes VSBA as architects on project, RV in charge, Daniel McCoubrey as Project Manager, w/ DSB, Seth Cohen and Ian Smith)
Anton, Mike, “Some See UCI’s Arts Project as Overdue: Bland courtyard will become a high-tech plaza with video and ‘whispering benches,’” Los Angeles Times, October 7, 2004. (1980’s RV one of high-profile architects sought by universities.) http://www.latimes.com


Barone, Dennis, “Pike Pique,” Hartford Courant, January 18, 2004. (Refers to RV comments on sprawl, mentions Hartford Stage Company)

Behre, Robert, “Neighborhood concept built on bricks,” The Post and Courier, May 24, 2004. (Charleston.net) (Braunschweig Germany-competition -- RV one of judges)

Ben-Amos, Ariel, “Preservation Debate at PAFA,” The Philadelphia Independent, winter 2004, p. 3. (Quotes by RV, mentions DSB&R helped save Furness Fine Arts library)


http://www.boston.com/ae/theater_arts/articles/2004/12/19/readers_offer_favorites_debate_the_appeal_of_sever_hall/

Campbell, Robert, “WGBH looks to wrap new headquarters in digital skin,” The Boston Globe, February 2, 2004, (Web). (RV mentioned for saying “architecture as we know it will disappear, to be replaced by ever-changing information screens”)


“Chamounix Mansion’s patrons attend reception at architects’ studio,” Main Line Times, February 19, 2004, p. 19. (Includes several photos)


http://www.upenn.edu/pennnews/current/2004/011504/calendar.html


Churnin, Nancy, “Top-ranked Houston kids’ museum rides a happy whirl of activities,” The Dallas Morning News, April 2, 2004. (Brief mention of RV)

“Couples,” studio 360, May 15, 2004. (Radio show on NPR, RV & DSB interviewed by Kurt Anderson -- talk about the difficulties & opportunities of making art together)

http://www.wnyc/studio360/


De Long, David, “Beauty in Complexity: An Evocative Design That is More than a Sum of
Its Parts,” *Architectural Digest*, February 2004, pp. 94, 96, 98, 100. (Unbuilt Houses section · Adler House)


“Depth in Science, Promise in Medicine: Q & A with Medical School Dean Robert Alpern,” *Yale Today*, fall 2004, Volume 8, Number 1. (pictured: Anlyan Center for Medical Research & Education)


Dyckhoff, Tom, “The check is in the post · modernism,” *The Times*, March 9, 2004. (Interview w/ RV&DSB, RIBA lecture)

“Eisenman History Italy,” *Area* (Italian), May/June 2004, pp. 53, 82, 84, 85, 171-173. (RV referenced throughout for comparisons/contrasts to Eisenman)

“Eisenman, History, Italy.” *Area vol. 74* June 2004: 53, 82, 84·85, 171·72, 175. (issue on the work and career of Peter Eisenmen, with references to RV and his work, specifically Mannerism and C+C)


Feng, Ke, “University of Michigan Life Science Complex, USA.” *Time + Architecture*, 20045, pp. 102-109. (Chinese publication)


(DSB interview about U of M Frieze building - Ann Arbor News)


Groome, Clark, “Outside firms selected to help with the Cathedral and Wapiti,” *The
Pennsylvania Episcopalian, April 2004, p. 3. (VSBA to design new buildings for Philadelphia Cathedral)


Hughes, Thomas P., Human-Built World, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004, pp. 147, 150, 152, 200-01. (“Architects react against order and control”)


Jenkins, Tiffany, “Native Habitat,” Blueprint, November 2004, pp. 76-81. (Jamie Kolker, VSBA’s National Museum of the American Indian)


Kelly II, Joseph, “Refabricating the Ivy League,” Architecture, September 2004, p. 70. (references Robert Venturi as mentor to KieranTimberlake’s historic preservation ideas)


Litt, Steven, “New director likes Oberlin museum’s style,” Cleveland.com, May 1, 2004. (Mentions VSBA designed the addition to the Allen Memorial Art Museum)

http://www.thestar.com/ (RV Museum of Contemporary Art welcoming stage to festival)


Mannweiler, David, “Columbus is home to inspired designs,” The Indianapolis Star, August 20, 2004, p. 3. (names RV as one of architects linked to historic buildings)

Matthews, Maura, PennDesign Annual, Volume 13, Number 1, January 2005, pp. 1, 6, 15. (DSB & RV Alumni news, and DSB Speech for Holmes)


Miller, David R., “Michigan’s Mind Meld,” CAM Magazine, Fall 2004, p. 67. (LSI site at U of M fits in perfectly with master plan created by Venturi, Scott Brown, but location less desirable)

Mishak, Michael J., “Woodmere addition approved despite dissent,” Chestnut Hill Local Vol. XXXV, No. 28, June 10, 2004, pp. 1, 11. (VSBA’s WAM on 1, RV mentioned in Quote on 11)

“Modesty Blaze,” Architects Journal, October 28, 2004, p. 88. (DSB speaking at Self in the City, Tate)

“More Titles,” LD, June 2004, p. 91. (Crit/books section) (Review of Content - mentions RV & DSB interview)


Mullen, Ruth, “BIO: Roof Styles,” The Oregonian, September 9, 2004, (Web). (half-gabled roof with a single slope and a smooth roof-wall junction emerged in the 1960s in the work of modern architects such as Robert Venturi)


Olson, Sheri, “Seattle Art Museum unveils Allied Works’ expansion design,” Architectural Record, January 2004. (Record News section)


Pain, Richard, “Lost Property,” Blueprint, June 2004, pp. 50-53, 55. (Rediscovery of RV and DSB’s Abrams House with photographs of the house – including cover photo)

Penn Design Annual, vol. 12, number 1, January 2004, pp. 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 15. (Misc. VSBA news: Nancy Trainer new board member, DSB participated in Penn’s Landing forum, VSB

A--235
receive Scully Prize, D McCoubrey served as project manager for award winning Anlyan center, Mark Kocent named associate, DSB appointed to NYC Olympic design review panel

“Pennsylvania Governor Rendell Presents 2004 Awards for the Arts.” MySan.de, November 9, 2004 @ 23:50:02 CET. (PR News Wire – RV & DSB past recipients of Hazlett Memorial Award)


Radzievich, Nicole, “Project raises a healthy debate,” The Morning Call, July 22, 2004. (Lehigh Valley Hospital · H)


Riley, Rose Marie, “Chamounix Mansion Anniversary Celebration,” City Suburban News, March 24, 2004 pp. 1, 12. (DSB photo pg. 1, DSB, RV photos w/ captions, RV and DSB honored)


Ruby, Ilka, Andreas Ruby and Philip Ursprung, Images: A Picture Book of Architecture, New York: Prestel, 2004, pp. 56-57, 59, 75, 80, 115, 126. Translated from the German by J. Roderick O’Donovan and Fiona Elliot. (VSBA, Signs of Life exhibition, RV and
Vanna Venturi House, Franklin Court, Best Products Showroom, Penn. Ave. Projec, VSB
Izenour Comparative Matrix of Hotels along LV strip, pictured.)

(Conservative nature of recent Philly architecture: Robert Venturi, Kahn and Giurgola break away from this)

Saffron, Inga, “Changing Skyline: A symbol of city’s renewal deserves to be preserved,”


Schneider, Karin, “Venturi effect at the Venturi house,” A New Domestic Landscape, La Industria: Caracas, 2004 p. 36-42, 63 (Definition of Venturi effect from googlism.com juxtaposed to RV bio from Pritzkerprize.com mentions C&C, Mothers House as vacuum Cleaner)


“Sour Grapes,” Blueprint, May 2004, p. 21. (Suggests RV & DSB be nominated for RIBA Gold Medal)

Strauss, Robert, “History, no waiting,” Philadelphia Inquirer (online), November 6, 2004. (RV Benjamin Franklin home in Old City)


Truby, Stephan, “Fassade, Tektonik, Ornament,” Baumeister, March 2004, pp. 56-59. (German) (Duck, Decorated Shed, Guild House)

Van Allen, Peter, “Penn’s Landing plans remain questionable,” Philadelphia Business Journal, January 2-4, 2004. (VSBA mentioned for stating that “Penn’s Landing needs to fulfill the needs of individuals, small groups, “Sunday strollers” and the masses that congregate for events like 4s of July fireworks”)


Vécsey, Esther, “Will you be able to discover the vision inside?” The Budapest Sun, June 3, 2004, (Web). (RV and DSB quotes on boxes owned by Oscar Tusquets Blanca)


Woodman, Ellis, “Long time coming: The Venturis are back and eager to revisit their Sainsbury Wing,” *Building Design*, p. 10, March 19, 2004. (RV/DSB visit London · lecture at RIBA, visit National Gallery)


2005


Abramovitch, Ingrid, “American Scene This month on the design beat,” *House & Garden*, June 2005, p. 87. (RV’s Vanna Venturi house selected for “Masterworks of Modern Architecture” stamp)


AIA Philadelphia, Programs and Events Notice, “Dreams and Themes,” November 19, 2005, p. 2. (Lecture given by RV and DSB after accepting master builder award from Carpenters Company)


“Architectural Showcase,” *Healthcare Design* 5, no. 4 (September 2005), pp 152-153 (Lehigh Valley Hospital and Health Network, Muhlenberg Campus)


Becker, Lynn. “Landmark This!: A rare remnant of the partnership between Daniel
Burnham and John Wellborn Root gets the restoration it deserves,” Chicago Reader, December 16, 2005, pp.12-13 (RV on Mies)

Beijing Duck and Daily Bread: A Decade of Winning Competitions 1992-2003 (the University of Hong Kong Department of Architecture), Hong Kong: Hinge Marketing Limited, 2005. (introduction by Prof. David Lung equates title’s “daily bread” with RV’s “decorated shed” metaphor)


Biesek, Jack, “Critical Issues in Campus Wayfinding,” SEGDDesign, Number 08, 2005, p. 42. (VSBA Bryn Mawr)


Boney, Charles H., Jr., “Architectural Commentator Charles Boney reflects on a recent visit to Seattle,” ArcRADIO WHQR, May 26, 2005. (RV, DSB Seattle Art Museum is creation of urban oasis.)

Bottone, Edward and Michael W. Schantz, “Expansion critic has an ax to grind,” Philadelphia Inquirer, April 18, 2005. (Letters to the paper concerning Woodmere Art Museum expansion)


(Mayne first American in 14 yrs to win Pritzker, since Robert Venturi)

Campbell, Robert, “From neutral container to metaphor: MIT shifts gears in its approach to its buildings: Critique,” Architectural Record, April 2005, pp. 101. (Robert Venturi quote from MIT debate that domes and columns are merely gift wrapping for spaces behind and beneath them)

Campbell, Robert, “On the waterfront, not your average bus stop,” Boston Globe, March 13, 2005. (RV quote that “architecture is dead and is about to be replaced by ever-changing digital facades)

Carpenters’ Hall. “Announcement: Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown to Receive Master Builder Award” (RV and DSB award announcement)
http://www.carpentershall.org/more/announce.htm


Carrelli, Jon, “Drexel InterView illustrates diversity,” thetriangle.org. (Drexel University Student online publication. DSB and RV guests on Drexel InterView, among other prominent people of Philadelpha)

Carollo, Arlene, “Turnpike,” WNJN-TV, press release, October 17, 2005:
http://www.njn.net/about/pressrelease/05printerfriendly/05octpf/turnpike.html
(Documentary on NJ Turnpike, produced by Leandra Little: features interview with RV & DSB, cites LLV)


Claire van Rysin, Jeanne, “Art museum looking for building partner,” Austin American Statesman, October 8, 2005. (RV of VSBA’s plans for the AMA were not used)

Clark, Vernon, “Museum’s planned addition angers some of its neighbors,” Philadelphia Inquirer, April 12, 2005. (VSBA design for Woodmere challenged by residents)

Clark, Vernon, “Woodmere Art Museum receives OK for new wing,” Philadelphia Inquirer, June 24, 2005. (Despite criticism and complaints by residents city approval granted)


Croft, Catherine, “More Room at the Top,” Building Design, February 18, 2005, pp. 14-15. (Article about women in architecture, DSB exceptional in her reputation, though it was a long road, includes photo of DSB)

Crowe, Michelle, “A showplace showcase: Heights collector fills every corner of her home,” *Houston Chronicle*, April 22, 2005. (RV quote, “Less is a bore” appropriate to Kristal Kirksey home)


Davidson, Justin, “At last, ‘Welcome to Manhattan’: New Staten Island Ferry terminal is an elegant addition to city’s architecture,” *New York Newsday*, April 14, 2005. (Venturi, Scott Brown involvement and pull out from project)


Dillon, David, “Getting the city groove,” *Dallas Morning News*, February 1, 2005, (Web). (“Robert Venturi and other “star” architects noted as not having made it in Texas)

Dillon, David, “Main Strip U.S.A.,” *Dallas Morning News*, September 18, 2005. (LLV referenced in article critiquing Las Vegas)

Dumas, Timothy, “Our Buildings, Ourselves,” *Greenwich*, October 2005, pp. 112, 114. (Photo of RV’s Peter Brant at White Birch farm house design. RV hired to build modernist house)

Dumbarton Oaks Research Library Ribbon Cutting Ceremony, Monday, September 26, 2005 2:15 p.m. (VSBA newsletter. Includes DOM background and history. Remarks by Robert Venturi at the Ceremony)

Editorial, “Dilworth House,” *Philadelphia Inquirer*, August 12, 2005. (Pros and cons of Dilworth house demolition, it would be nice to have a Venturi building represented in Phila)


Eicher, Clay, “The Architecture of Effect,” *Esopus*, no. 1, fall 2003, pp. 18, 24. (Venturi’s Roadside Duck, how can such buildings be inhabitable – in relation to Gehry’s work)


Farr, Sheila, “One week left to take a peek at SAM,” Seattle Times, December 12, 2005. (RV credited as designer of existing Seattle Art Museum, as addition soon begins construction)

Ferrater, Carlos, “Ornament and Transversality,” 2G, n.32, p. 133. (RV, iconography not carved in stone.)

Filler, Martin, “Museums and the Maecenas Touch,” Architectural Record, November, 2005, p. 103. (Seattle Art Museum and Sainsbury Wing at London’s National Gallery, RV and DSB)


Fiske, Diane, “Architecture around town,” Art Matters, November 2005, p. 11. (RV and DSB will be presented the Master Builders Award Nov. 19 at the Friends Meeting House at 4th and Arch Streets… “Dreams and Themes” presentation)

Forti, Simone and Stefano Ciccani, Saper Credere in Architettura: quarantaquattro domande a VSBA Venturi, Scott Brown & A, Napoli, Italy: Clean Edizione, 2005. (interview booklet on VSBA, photographs by Matt Wargo. In Italian)


Glassman, James, “Nevada’s Fertile Valley,” The American Enterprise Online, September 2005. (Four Years Later publication. RV, DSB LLV; the “scandal” that the book created, and how it has changed architecture today)


Gordon, Douglas E., “Prince Charles Honored with Scully Prize,” AI Architect, November 2005. (Robert Venturi one of the previous recipients)

Grossberg, Deborah, “(Campus Life) Yale University,” *The Architect’s Newspaper*, September 21, 2005, p. 16. (profiles Yale's architecture and master planning against other NYC-region schools. Mentions work by VSBA and shows photo of Anlyan Center)


Hacket, Regina, “Mimi Gates, Seattle Art Museum’s director, doesn’t shy away from a challenge,” *Seattle Post-Intelligencer*, March 29, 2005. (Even one building project can be “messy.” Such as deadlines and such of the Venturi building in 1991)


Children’s Aid Society of Pennsylvania Helping Hands Newsletter, spring 2005, p. 1. (VSBA window design for 122nd year celebration of Children’s Aid Society of Pennsylvania)


Hogan, Meghan, “Lapidus Building Partially Demolished, Two Others Threatened,” *NationalTrust.org*, April 6, 2005. (‘Lapidus’ work, later followed by modernist architects such as Frank Gehry and Robert Venturi…”)

Holcomb, Henry J., “Heavyweight to go condo,” *Philadelphia Inquirer*, November 8, 2005. (Sam Switzenbaum hired RV of VSBA to come up with new concept for his South Bridge condos)


Howard, Edgar B. (producer) and Murray Grigor (director), “Sir John Soane: An
English Architect – An American Legacy,” Checkerdboard Film Foundation, May 19, 2005. (Film premiere booklet. RV, DSB pictured)


The Kale Group of Companies, Many Colors, One City, Istanbul: Kale, 2005. (souvenir photo book from the International Union of Architects XXII World Congress of Architecturein Istanbul. Three photos of RV and DSB.)


Kamin, Blair, “Tapped for Pritzker, California architect Mayne fought for ‘own voice,’” Chicago Tribune, March 25, 2005. (RV was last to win Pritzker in 1991)


Lauver, Sara, “Congregation Beth El plans to rebuild synagogue,” The Daily Item, November 10, 2005. (Web). (VSBA, led by Robert Venturi, will work with the group to begin rebuilding next spring)


Levin, Lynn, Executive Producer, The Drexel Interview, Drexel University, PA, April 19, 20, 23-24, 26, May 17, 24 (rebroadcast). (Part 1 and 2 of Denise and Robert’s interview.)

Levinson, Nancy, “Pixel Points,” *Arts Journal.com*, March 2, 2005. (Denise Scott Brown’s “Room at the Top” and feminism today)


Lotozo, Eils, “Celebrating a new identity,” *Philadelphia Inquirer*, April 1, 2005. (Robert Venturi and Louis Kahn two of more influential thinkers of modern architecture.)


Matthews, Maura, *PennDesign Annual*, vol. 13, no. 1, January 2005, pp. 1, 6, 15. (DSB & RV Alumni news, and DSB Speech for Holmes)


http://www.aiaweb.org/aiarchitect/thisweek05/tw0520/0520conv_stamps.htm


Nance, Kevin, “The man of steel,” Chicago Sun-Times, November 27, 2005. (“Avoiding the wild eclecticism associated with postmodernist structures by Michael Graves, Robert Venturi and others, Smith [Adrian] produced a series of buildings in the 1980s that worked hard -- at times too hard, as he later thought -- to fit in.”)


Neiman Marcus essentials catalogue, The Neiman Marcus Group, Inc. 2005, p. 27. (Model posing in front of Whitehall Ferry Terminal Sign)

“News,” Architecture Magazine May 15, 2005. (excerpts printed from ASSFMT)

Nickels, Thom, “‘Dilworthing’ the Athenaeum,” Philly1.com, July 15, 2005. (Dilworth controversy. Venturi kept his word to Athenaeum with Dilworth Plan)


Orazi, Manuel, “Nothing is Fair or Good Alone” (Ralph Waldo Emerson), domus 883, July/August 2005, pp. 106-107. (Review of ASSFMT)
Orvell, Miles, “American Literary History,” forthcoming. (RV and DSB among most influential architects and theorists in 20th century)


Özkan, Suha, “UIA 2005 İstanbul’dan artık dendimizle yarışıyoruz,” Yapi, 283, June 2005, pp. 24, 25. (DSB and RV pictured with comments. Turkish publication)


Pogrebin, Robin, “Colossal Las Vegas project enlists army of architects,” Arkansas Democrat-Gazette, (Northwest Arkansas Edition), September 18, 2005. (DSB quoted on the change experienced by Las Vegas since the 1960’s)


Radzievich, Nicole, “$60 million expansion has been two years in the making,” The Morning Call, March 9, 2005. (Lehigh Valley Hospital. RV quoted)


Rashid, Hani, “Installing space,” Archit, online, May 2005. (RV, DSB: iconography an symbolism tied to commerce and the generic...)

Richards, Larry Wayne, Canadian Architect, August 2005, p. 29. (Brief discussion of C+C and LLV)

Risen, Clay, “Phyllis Lambert wins 7th Vincent Scully Prize” The Architects Newspaper, December 14, 2005, p. 12. (mentioning RV and DSB as previous Scully prize winners)

Risen, Clay, “Prince of Wales wins Vincent Scully Prize” The Architects Newspaper, November 16, 2005, p. 12. (Article mentioning RV and DSB as previous Scully prize winners, and also mentions Charles disdain for a modern addition to the National Gallery)

Rosenfeld, Lucy, Inside Art Deco: A Pictorial Tour of Deco Interiors From Their Origins To Today, Atglen, Penn.: Schiffer Publishing Ltd., 2005 pp. 192-3, 202, 239. (Examples of Art Deco, Memorial Hall in Hartford praised for a faithful restoration of interior decoration, and the Metropolitan in Philadelphia, a Deco interpretation. Also provides VSBA contact info)

Rybczynski, Witold, “When Architects Plagiarize,” Slate.com, September 14, 2005. (RV quote: “at least we had an idea)

Saffron, Inga, “Design prophet may be cherished by hometown yet,” FortWayne.com, April 7, 2005. (same as Inquirer article titled, “The Prophet Phila. may yet cherish)


Salisbury, Stephen, “Panel: Dilworth home is significant,” Philadelphia Inquirer, July 29, 2005. (a meeting considering a request to demolish)


Satullo, Chris, “Center Square: Iraqis now have the freedom to choose a theocracy. How much stranger can it get?” Philadelphia Inquirer, July 31, 2005. (Venturi/Dilworth House irony: “preserving history vs. making history?”)

Saumarez Smith, Carles, “Making An Entrance At The National Gallery,” Apollo: The International Magazine Of Art and Antiques, September 2005 pp. 27-8 (Current gallery director discusses history & evolution of the National Gallery, including Sainsbury Wing)


“Sir John Soane: An English Architect – An American Legacy,” *Checkerboard Film Foundation*

Steinberg, Harris, “Designing the Barnes: Philly firm is ready, able,” *Philadelphia Inquirer*, p. A11. (“Architects Denise Scott Brown and Robert Venturi would create just the right building for the Barnes Foundation, adding to the allure of the Parkway.”)


Stierli, Martino, “Interview 4: Denise Scott Brown and Robert Venturi,” *SVM Die Festschrift*, Zürich: Autoren und gta Verlag, pp. 8-9, 249-258. (Book dedicated to Stanislaus von Moos: pp. 8-9 gift drawing to SvM from RV. Interview with DSB and RV, March 21, 2005 @ VSBA office)


Sudjic, Deyan, “Building blocks for future dreams,” *Guardian Unlimited*, June 26, 2005. (40 under 40 architects in Britain: Sean Griffiths dedicated to recycling the works of Robert Venturi)

Swanson, Stevenson, “Franklin’s Philly: Our nation’s nursery takes a year to celebrate the 300s birthday of its legend” *Chicago Tribune*, December 18, 2005, (Web). (credits RV with design for Franklin Court)

Tan, Ekim, “A tram runs through it, or not?” *TUDELTA*, NR JAARGANG 37, April 20, 2005. (RV, DSB trip to Delft. Comments on the campus)

“The Prince of Wales to Accept Award and Speak in Washington,” *PR Newswire.com*, October
2005. (notes RV and DSB as past recipients, after Vincent Scully received it from the National Building Museum)

Theunissen, Karin, “Architectuur als beeldwerk,” de Architect, April 2005, pp. 18-31, 117. (Dutch publication. Article and Interview on DSB, RV and VSBA)


Thomas, Marita, “Switzenbaum Plans $80M Conversion of Artillery Depot,” GlobeSt.com, November 11, 2005. (VSBA hired as architect for the project. RV and DSB names mentioned. “Venturi will retain the building’s 1940s industrial look and feel…”)


Tobias, Peter, “Wrapping up the holiday shopping,” Philadelphia Inquirer, December 24, 2005, pp. A1 (Photograph only (no text) of VSBA store window on Christmas eve on front page of Inquirer)

Tschumi, Bernard, “Tschumi on Moneo,” The Architect’s Newspaper, #10 May 25, 2005, p. 10. (review of Rafael Moneo’s Theoretical Anxiety and Design Strategies in the work of Eight Contemporary Architects; includes RV and DSB)

Twardy, Chuck, “Culture Club: Architects’ Olympics, Does the convention signal Vegas is at a crossroads?” Las Vegas Weekly, May 19-25. (Venturi, Scott Brown and Izenour LLV impact on the city and where Las Vegas is headed)


Vanderbilt, Tom, “Circuit City,” Artforum, November 2005, p. 65. (RV quote from ASSFMT: “Viva the façade as computer screen!... Viva iconography... not eternally, proclaimed!”)


Williams, Candice, “New building offers hi-tech health care,” NJ.com, March 9, 2005. (Lehigh Valley Hospital)


2006

20 Lectures on Postmodern Architecture, p. 9-24. (in Chinese, information unknown) (includes essay on RV with images of work)

“A Chat with the Venturis,” Hinge, April 2006, p. 36-38.


The Architectural League, “Published on the occasion of the dinner celebrating the 125th anniversary of the founding of the Architectural League,” The Architectural League of New York 125 Years, January 18, 2006, p. 93. (mentions RV & DSB presented with 1985 Presidents Medal in recognition of 20th anniversary of C+C)

“Archives of Venturi Scott Brown Associates Donated to School of Design at University of Pennsylvania,” University of Pennsylvania Office of University Communications, November 9, 2006. (press release noting VSBA’s gift to Penn)


Art Matters, November 2006, pp. 17, 21. (photo of DSB and RV at Woodmere exhibit, advertisement for “Mother’s House” exhibit)


Barker, Jeremy, “Museum features influential architects,” The Review [Manayunk and Roxborough], November 9, 2006, (Web). (Mother’s House and Decorated Decorative Arts exhibits at the Woodmere Art Museum)


“BOLD Move: The Episcopal Academy’s New Campus – Opening Fall 2008,” The Main Line Times, August 31, 2006. (Advertisement for Episcopal’s new campus)


Castner, Joseph, “From the President: Busy Fall for Emerging Professionals,” The Philadelphia Architect, September, 2006. (Article highlighting AIA assoc. events for fall, Learning from Bob and Denise trailer to follow my architect)

Chaffee, Kevin, “British Embassy marks 75th,” Washington Times, October 20, 2006, (Web). (the 75th anniversary party for the Embassy residence included a guest list of notable architects, RV quoted.)


Cofiell, Trish, “In Search of Franklin’s World – on Foot,” The Daily Times, February 3, 2006, (Web). (Franklin Court credited to RV)
Columbia University Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Design, “125 Anniversary,” September 2006. (Columbia lecture schedule celebrating 125th Anniversary)

“Con H de Hospital,” Summa+ 82, September 2006, pp. 104-07. (profile of Lehigh Valley Hospital, including plans, interior, exterior images. In Spanish.)


Dunlop, Beth, “Silver Linings: Wolfsonian-FIU show reflects both art and life in the 20th century,” Miami Herald, November 12, 2006, (Web). (show includes silver pieces by RV)


Haughney, Christine, Michael Corkery and Alex Frangos, “Venturi’s Venture,” *Wall Street Journal*, August 9, 2006. (article on Episcopal Academy, RV and DSB mentioned)

“Herzog & de Meuron win Gold Medal,” *Building Design*, October 6, 2006, p.? (RV and DSB were also considered for Gold Medal, DSB receives international RIBA fellowship)


Johnson, Patricia C., “My, how children's museum has grown,” *Houston Chronicle*, October 11, 2006, (Web). (Children’s Museum of Houston is experiencing huge attendance and plans to expand, former VSBA associate partner Jeffrey Ryan is new architect, design has been approved by RV)


Katsilometes, John, “John Katsilometes gets Frank Gehry’s succinct opinion of architecture in Las Vegas,” *Las Vegas Sun*, December 14, 2006, (Web). (Gehry mentions RV and DSB’s take on Las Vegas architecture, “on the Bob Venturi level, Las Vegas is appealing.”)

Leffingwell, Edward, “Mel Leipzig at Gallery Henoch,” Art in America, April 2006, p.? (on Mel Leipzig’s methods, painting of RV and DSB at VSBA discussed)


Lewis, Hilary, “Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown: Talking Buildings,” Home Fort Lauderdale, September 2006, pp. 55-58. (interview with RV and DSB about their feelings on Miami and its Art Deco and Modern architecture, how these styles influence their work)


Lewis, Michael J., American Art and Architecture, London: Thames & Hudson Ltd., 2006, pp. 281-84, 312, 317. (summary of RV’s influence on American architecture: “Venturi was a protégé of Kahn, who inculcated in him a humanist understanding of architecture. But their critique of modernism took entirely different paths: Kahn confronted the modernist box with the archeological ruin, Venturi with the highway billboard.”)
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O’Malley, Christine, “Journey to Japan: Modernist Visions,” SAH (Society of Architectural Historians) News, December 2006, pp. 5, 7, 8. (SAH study tour to Japan included stay in VSBA’s Kirifuri Resort in Nikko, mentions RV and DSB as modern Western architects who have built in Japan. Same trip to be offered in May 07)
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The Architect’s Table: Swid Powell and Postmodern Design, New Haven: Yale University Art Gallery, 2007. (show includes decorative arts by RV and DSB, including Knoll Chippendale chair, Notebook buffet plate, Five-Piece Place Setting, Grandmother cup and saucer)
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“Editors,” The Architect's Newspaper, February 14, 2007, p. 3. (editorializes the marginal role women have played in architecture field, quotes from DSB preview interview with her to be published in next issue)
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Filler, Martin, Makers of Modern Architecture, From Frank Lloyd Wright to Frank Gehry, New York: NYREV, Inc., 2007, pp. xvi, 50, 51, 82, 110, 127, 149-168, 195, 227, 283. (chapter 10 is “Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown,” plus other references to RV and DSB in chapters on other architects)

Filler, Martin, “Through a Glass Brightly,” House and Garden, February 2007, pp. 48-52. (profile of new laboratory building at University of Arizona cites VSBA’s influential body of academic science facilities, mentions decorated shed/flexible loft idea)

Fortmeyer, Russell, “Signore Piranesi on his own terms,” Architectural Record, November 2007, pp. 61-2. (RV, DSB included in exhibition, quotes from RV and DSB on Piranesi)


Gammage, Jeff, “Episcopal Academy prepped for big change,” Philadelphia Inquirer, October 21, 2007, (Web). (profile of the school and its relocation to a new campus, mentions RV as notable alumnus and architect of school’s new chapel)

Gammage, Jeff, “Venturi’s new chapel: a design ‘that pays reference to the past’,” Philadelphia Inquirer, October 21, 2007, (Web). (RV discusses new chapel at Episcopal Academy)

Gardner, James, “The Skyline of Architectural History,” The New York Sun, December 17,
2007, (Web). (review of Felicity D. Scott’s book Architecture or Techno-Utopia: Politics After Modernism [MIT Press], which suggests that Postmodernism’s inaugural moment was 1972 publication of LLV)


Graves, Jen, “Shock and Awe,” The Stranger [Seattle], May 2, 2007, (Web). (“the new Seattle Art Museum blows the old one away… So much better than the old… it’s shocking”)

Gray, Lisa, “The perfect finish,” Houston Chronicle, October 10, 2007, (Web). (Philip Johnson’s last design is built, mentions Johnson’s appropriation of Venturi’s ideas)

Greco, JoAnn, “Building a Collection,” Portfolio.com, July 13, 2007. (architects’ drawings as art/collector’s items, mentions RV with quote from J. Izenour about VSBA archives)


Hawthorne, Christopher, “A paean to art, not the architect,” Los Angeles Times, May 2, 2007, (Web). (RV and DSB’s 1991 Seattle Art Museum is “tinny and overly mannered” yet also “a reminder of what the new wing is missing.”)

Hacket, Regina, “Fans flock to reopened SAM,” Seattle Post-Intelligencer, May 5, 2007, (Web). (original RV staircase re-named “art ladder” and re-programmed for hands-on art education)

Hackett, Regina, “SAM’s modern art curator has high hopes for his expanded collection,” Seattle Post-Intelligencer, March 15, 2007, (Web). (new installation will “enliven RV’s grand staircase”)

Hackett, Regina, “Seattle Art Museum rises artfully to a whole new level,” Seattle PostIntelligencer, May 3, 2007, (Web). (“Venturi’s 1991 building is a faux art deco merger of a traditional Chinese palace and a McDonald’s drive-through, five stories of muted razzle dazzle… Cloepfil’s work recedes as Venturi’s advances.”)
Hartevei, Maurice and Denise Scott Brown, “On Public Interior Space,” AA Files, no. 56, 2007, pp. 64-73. (An article in interview format that examines DSB’s thoughts on interior space, the street-through-the-building concept, and its manifestation in VSBA work. Includes project images and dwgs, see also Section C)

Harvey, Michael, “Twelve Letters on a Grand Scale,” EJF Journal, no. 12, November 2007, pp. 11-23. (memoirs of designing and carving the lettering in the Sainsbury Wing’s stair hall, with construction and final photos)


Heller, Karen, “Gala night for one who gives much,” Philadelphia Inquirer, June 19, 2007, (Web). (86th annual Philadelphia Award presented to Leonore Annenberg, won also by Walter Annenberg in 1993, the first married couple to win it in separate years, notes RV and DSB shared award in 1992)

Hess, Alan, “Rethinking Suburbia,” San Jose Mercury News, February 18, 2007, (Web). (“a much more daring and useful exhibit would have attempted to balance perception and reality... we should hear from observers like Bruegmann, Denise Scott Brown, …”)


Iams, David, “Auctions: 20th-century furniture of fine design,” Philadelphia Inquirer, April 13, 2007, (Web). (RV-designed Queen Anne chair to be auctioned at Solo Rago’s auction in Lambertville, NJ)


Kamin, Blair, “Favorite buildings poll has some design flaws,” Chicago Tribune, February 7, 2007, (Web). (quotes “less is a bore” and “learning from Las Vegas” in terms of the public’s tastes in architecture, via AIA poll)


Franklin Court, South Street Expressway proposition, Louis Kahn, Bicentennial, Orchestra Hall)


Litt, Steven, “Long Inner belt project will be a bridge from progress in 2007 to an uncertain future,” *Cleveland Plain-Dealer*, December 30, 2007, (Web). (Recap of year in architecture lists 30th anniversary of Allen Art Museum with RV and DSB as highlight)

Litt, Steven, “Oberlin celebrates addition that launched a design,” *Cleveland Plain Dealer*, March 20, 2007, (Web). (A look back at the Allen Memorial Art Museum addition and coverage of 30th anniversary symposium at Oberlin College, attended by RV and DSB)
“LSI Today: Pushing the Boundaries of Big Science,” *Explore LSI*, vol. 3, no. 1, March 2007, p. 1, 6. (UM’s Life Science’s department newsletter shows image of Life Sciences building)


Murdock, James, “AIA Announces Awards – Piano Wins Gold,” *Architectural Record* (online), December 12, 2007. (KieranTimberlake wins Firm Award, notes association with VSBA)


O’Reilly, David, “Mt. Sinai in the suburbs,” *Philadelphia Inquirer*, May 7, 2007, (Web). (Frank Lloyd Wright’s Beth Shalom Synagogue gains National Historic Landmark status, VSBA has been hired to design visitors’ center)


Pearman, Hugh, “If that’s art, I’m a Dutchman,” RIBA Journal, 114.2, February 2007, p. 42. (“RV and DSB were roughed up by the Establishment over the National Gallery extension and never worked here again,” among references to famous overseas architects who have built in the UK)


Pimlott, Mark, Without and Within, Rotterdam: Episode Publishers, 2007, pp. 182, 223, 225, 226, 228, 238, 239, 273, 299, 300, 315. (essays on territory and the interior include references to C+C, LLV, RV, DSB; Sainsbury Wing brought American typology to European museums)

The Planning of Center City Philadelphia: from William Penn to the Present, Philadelphia: The Center for Architecture, Inc., 2007, p. 39, 57. (DSB profiled among nine eminent Philadelphia planners, includes photo and image of U. Michigan, also mentioned for work against South Street expressway)


“Record News” Architectural Record, July 2007, p. 40. (Cooper-Hewitt 2007 National Design Mind Award to DSB and RV)

“Robert Venturi – American Academy in Rome Photographs 1954-1956,” AA Files, no. 56, 2007, pp. 56-63. (selection of RV’s photographs from his years in Europe while at the American Academy. See also: M. Stierli’s “In the Academy’s Garden” in same issue)


Robson, John, “Ottowa needs a castle,” Ottawa Citizen, September 21, 2007, (Web). (uses RV’s C+C theories as launching point to criticize proposed Ottowa Congress Centre)


Rybczynski, Witold, “In Praise of the Anti-Icon,” Slate.com, October 3, 2007. (slide show essay includes Philadelphia Orchestra Hall project as an example of ordinary and fitting architecture replaced by heroic grandeur, with consequences)


Saffron, Inga, “As Charles visits, his village reveals his mix of passions,” Philadelphia Inquirer, January 25, 2007, (Web). (Prince Charles’s criticism of first design for National Gallery addition led to the commission going to RV and DSB, to mixed reviews from British critics)


Salsbury, Stephan, “Society Hill condo plan advances,” Philadelphia Inquirer, November 8, 2007, (Web). (Historical Commission’s architectural committee approves condo plan with stipulation that south facade be re-worked and re-submitted for approval)


Shinn, Dorothy, “Anniversary event Saturday in Oberlin,” *Beacon Journal* [Akron], March 8, 2007, (Web). (RV and DSB to celebrate 30th anniversary of Allen Memorial Art Museum’s Ellen Johnson Gallery and Art Building addition, RV architectural drawings on display)

Small, I. Polarités, “Piranesi’s Shape of Time,” *Image & Narrative* 18 (e-journal), 2007. (paper on Santa Maria del Priorato, Rome, compares it to decorated shed, cites RV, DSB, SI, *LLV* and includes VSBA image of Golden Nugget casino)

“Sneak Peek,” *The Philadelphia Inquirer*, September 23, 2007 (Spread inviting the public to attend Fall Open House at Episcopal Academy to showcase new campus)


Stierli, Martino, “In the Academy's Garden: Robert Venturi, the Grand Tour and the Revision of Modern Architecture,” *AA Files*, no. 56, 2007, pp. 42-55. (chronicles RV’s two years at the American Academy and documents his design for studios in the Academy garden, includes many images and dwgs. See also: “Robert Venturi – American Academy in Rome Photographs 1954-1956” in same issue)


Theunissen, Karin, “Re-opening the Dutch city block: recent housing projects as experiments in the public domain,” Architectural Research Quarterly, vol. 10, no. ¾, 2007, p. 207-09. (references VSBA’s redevelopment plan for Austin, with images)


Tung, Jennifer, “Designing the perfect New Year’s Eve,” *Food & Wine*, January 2007, pp. 6, 76. (subjects’ dining table has two RV Knoll chairs, photos by James Merrell)

“UCI’s grand designs,” *Orange County Register*, February 11, 2007, (Web). (mentions RV with other “prominent postmodern architects” who built at the university during 1980’s expansion)


“VSBA Archives Coming to Penn,” *PennDesign Annual*, 15.1, January 2007, pp. 1, 7. (RV and DSB’s gift to Penn)

Weber, Cheryl, “‘Report From the Front: Are Women Architects Still Waging War Against the Glass Ceiling?’,” *Residential Architect*, May 2007, pp. 24-37. (DSB quoted throughout, on glass ceiling, white male clients, Pritzker Prize and overall satisfaction with a strong, lifelong collaborative partnership)


Williamson, James, The Architect, Nashville: Cold Tree Press, 2007. (Williamson worked with VBSA from 1984-1986, at VSBA from 1986-1988, and with VSBA again through the mid-1990’s. His hero’s experiences and opinions reflect those lived and heard at VSBA at the time. DSB and RV provide blurb on back cover, see also sections E and F.)
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“As Opening Day Approaches, Campus Takes Shape!” Ever Episcopal, Summer 2008, p. 8 (EA Chapel)

Azara, Pedro, Ciudad del espejismo: Bagdad, de Wright a Venturi (City of Mirages: Baghdad, from Wright to Venturi), Barcelona: Departament de Composició, Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, 2008, pp. 185, 186, 230, 231-239, 307,308-311 (Project for the Competition of the National Mosque of Baghdad (1982) and Project for a Commercial and Residential Block on Khulafa Street (1981-1982))

Barone, Dennis, “Seeing Sprawl From Students’ Perspective,” Hartford Courant, March 30, 2008, (Web). (Barone’s course, The Literature of Sprawl, at St. Joseph’s College, included essays from LLV as part of its reading list)

Bayley, Stephen, “You want the brutal truth? Concrete can be beautiful,” The Observer, March 2, 2008, (Web). (Smithsons’ Robin Hood Gardens, mentions RV’s support to save it from demolition)

Bernstein, Mark F., “Princeton’s Most Influential Alumni,” Princeton Alumni Weekly, January 23, 2008, pp. 30-53. (RV ranked #19 on list of 25 that includes presidents Monroe and Wilson, Dr. Benjamin Rush, Alan Turing, and F. Scott Fitzgerald. RV falls between Laurance Rockefeller and Jeff Bezos. See seperate profile by Deborah Fauch.)


Blauvelt, Andrew, ed., *Worlds Away. New Suburban Landscapes*, Minneapolis: Walker Art Center, 2008, pp. 43, 49-69, 265, 268, 276. (essays on suburban landscapes include Beatriz Colomina’s interview with RV & DSB, references to LLV and LLT by Robert Bruegmann, and the definition of “Duck” in the Lexicon of Suburban Neologisms; see also Section D)


Brainard, Gabrielle, “Is and Ought,” *Yale Perspecta* 41, 2008, pp. 36-41, 126-129 (interview with RV and DSB)


Cadman, Emily, “Everyone’s talking about Robin Hood Gardens,” *Building Design*, May 30, 2008, (Web). (RV one of “big names” to sign petition to save Robin Hood Gardens)

Carpetbomberz, “Gordon Bunshaft vs. Robert Venturi,” Carpet Bomberz Inc. (blog), November 12, 2008; http://carpetbomberz.com/2008/11/ (reflection on RV battles with Bunshaft over Transportation Square office bldg, as described in LLV)


*Connections: The Magazine of the Episcopal Academy*, Fall 2008, pp. 4-5. (Features new Episcopal Academy Chapel)

Conniff, Richard, “The Patriarch,” *Yale Alumni Magazine*, March/April 2008, pp. 36-47. (Vincent Scully’s close relationship with RV and his foreword written for CtC)


Czarnecki, John E., “Filmmaker Son of Scott Brown and Venturi to Set Record Straight?” *Architectural Record*, June 2, 2008, (Web). (Jim Venturi’s upcoming documentary on RV and DSB)


Dove, Chris, “Where are the female architects?” Modern Design, January 2008, p. 32. (DSB profiled among other prominent female architects, includes portrait, brief overview of career, and image of Toulouse capitol building)


Fiske, Diane, “Architecture,” Art Matters, December 2008, p. 8, 13 (Woodmere Art Museum controversy with neighbors over design)


Frank, Frédéric, “La reception critique de Learning from Las Vegas dans le context Suisse des années 1970,” Matières, No. 9, 2008

FYI: Mildred Lane Kemper Art Museum Newsletter, Spring 2009, pg. 5 (Mentions Eero Saarinen: Shaping the Future catalog which features RV)


Gehrman, Elizabeth, “Panel discusses paucity of designing women,” Harvard University Gazette, March 20-April 2, 2008, p. 13-14. (discussion quotes from DSB on women working in the field and women's solidarity, with image of panel)

Gleiniger, Andrea and Georg Vrachliotis, eds., Complexity: Design Strategy and World View, Boston: Birkhäuser, 2008, pp. 9, 10, 13-34, 83, 89, 90, 119, 121,123,127. (published in German and English; essays by RV and DSB, see Writings by RV and Writings by DSB)


Goldberger, Paul, “Closing remarks,” 2008 American Planning Association Conference, Las Vegas, May 1, 2008. (summarizes RV and DSB's ideas in LLV, which he feels were ahead of their time and are no longer scandalous)


Hawthorne, Christopher, “At auction: architectural history,” Los Angeles Times, June 3, 2008, (Web). (auctioneer of Kahn’s Esherick House would love to auction off the neighboring Vanna Venturi House)

Hawthorne, Christopher, “Chinese architects the winners in Games, Los Angeles Times, August 4, 2008, (Web). (Olympic Water Cube building is “ultimate ‘duck’”, reference to LLV)

Hawthorne, Christopher, “Exhibition offers new views of suburbia,” Los Angeles Times, February 25, 2008, (Web). (Worlds Away exhibit at Walker Art Center echoes “the populism of RV’s hugely influential declaration in his 1966 book C+C that ‘Main Street is almost all right’…”)
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“In the News,” Princeton Alumni Weekly, May 14, 2008, (Web). (Ron McCoy, named new University architect at Princeton, was project manager of Lewis Thomas Labs when he worked for VSBA)


Jackson, John Brinckerhoff, ed. Helen Lefkowitz Horowitz, Landscape in Sight: Looking at America, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1997; p. 269 (cit C&C)


Kucharek, Jan-Carlos, “Eisenman unwrapped,” RIBA Journal, November, 2008, pg. 18. (Brief mention of VV House)


Lang, Brent, “Living in a Venturi,” Block Island Summer Times, July 2008, p. 1, 5, 6. (profile of Weld Coxe and his Coxe-Hayden House and Studio)


Lubell, Sam, “Las Vegas is Learning,” The Architect’s Newspaper, July 09, 2008, p. 17. (on Las Vegas’s changing face, leads with reference to ‘RV and DSB changed the way we think about Las Vegas’)


Morris, Chris, “More on the ‘most influential list’,” Princeton Alumni Weekly, April 8, 2008, (Web). (cheers RVs inclusion)


“The Open Campus: A Conversation about the Changing Nature of Campuses and Campus Planning”


Pitz, Marylynne, “Modern Venture: Home designed by famous architect on history group’s East End tour,” Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, May 31, 2008, (Web). (Abrams House part of Pittsburgh History & Landmarks Foundation home tour, with background information on house's history and design)

Pogrebin, Robin, “I'm the Designer. My Client's the Autocrat.” New York Times, June 22, 2008, (Web). (RV and DSB's work on mosque for Saddam Hussein puts them on list of architects who have worked with political despot or totalitarian regimes.)

Puglisi, Luigi Prestinenza, New Directions in Contemporary Architecture, West Sussex: John Wiley & Sons, Ltd, 2008, pp. 50, 60, 199, 233. (Sainsbury Wing, with photo, catalogued in Post-Modern era, RV's IAE cited in recommended reading)


Rauterberg, Hanno, Talking Architecture: Interviews with Architects, Munich: Prestel Verlag, 2008pp. 144-149 (Interview w/RV & DSB)

Rhys, Richard, “Why are Men Who Build Skyscrapers Afraid of this Woman?” Philadelphia Magazine, March 2008, pp. 160. (DSB says that Inquirer architecture critic Inga Saffron’s lack of a formal architecture education does not mean she isn’t qualified for her position)

Richards, Ryan, “Sacred space transcends time and place,” Suburban Spotlight, July 31, 2008, 1-D. (Episcopal Academy chapel)

“Robert Venturi commented about our architecture” www.zokazola.com (RV endorsement blurb on website homepage)

“Robert Venturi Q&A,” Dwell, June 2008, p. 70. (Questions for RV in honor of his 83rd birthday, photos of RV, LLV, Vanna Venturi and Brant houses)


http://www.philly.com/philly/entertainment/20081128_Changing_Skyline_For_real_this_time.html (Episcopal Academy Chapel)


Saffron, Inga, “On the market: Masterpieces to live in,” Philadelphia Inquirer, March 28, 2008, (Web). (auction of Louis Kahn’s Esherick House, but the neighboring Vanna Venturi House is the most important on the block)

Salewski, Christian, “A Duck is Not a City,” 2008. (presented at conference on urban history in Lyon in August 2008, Salewski is a researcher at ETH Zurich)

Schoenmann, Joe, “Planning official up in arms over putdowns of Las Vegas,” Las Vegas Sun, May 3, 2008, (Web). (about P. Goldberger’s closing remarks at APA conference, which talked about LLV, see also Goldberger, 2008)

Schwaner-Albright, Oliver, “In Brooklyn, Ikea Will Quack Like a Duck,” New York Sun, June 13, 2008, (Web). (new Ikea is a “decorated shed that quacks,” says Ikea has created a decorated shed so iconic it’s become a duck)
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Menétrey, Sylvain, and Catherine Rüttimann, eds., “The Big Architect’s Quiz,” Dorade No. 2, Summer/Fall 2010, pp. 84-85 (Charles Holland and Étienne Descloux both cite RV’s Vanna Venturi House: also includes RV contribution, see Writings by RV)
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Ollwerther, W. Raymond, “Historic building to be history,” Princeton Alumni Weekly, April 28, 2010 (re Osborn Clubhouse to be demolished: cites RV as one of those who wrote letters opposing the measure)
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Rambow, John, “Creative Destinations: Manayunk, Philly’s Own Piece of the San Francisco Vibe,” www.fastcodesign.com, October 28, 2010: http://www.fastcodesign.com/1662568/creative-destinations-manayunk-phillys-own-piece-of-the-san-francisco-vibe (Cites VSBA as one of the earliest businesses to set up along Main Street following the slump that ensued from the Great Depression; also includes comments by JET about VSBA and Manayunk).
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Schwartz, Alexandra. Ed Ruscha’s Los Angeles, Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2010, pp. 131, 143, 146, 152-160, 162, 288n16 & n21, 292n43 & n44, 294n48 (mentions RV & DSB, inter alia, with regard to “the relationship between Ruscha’s photographic projects and new developments in contemporary urban theory”)


Sharif, Amir. “School of Architecture runs on starpower,” Yale Daily News, Vol. CXXXII, No. 114, April 2, 2010, pp. 1, 6: http://www.yaledailynews.com/news/features/2010/04/02/school-architecture-runs-starpower/ (re Pritzker Prize laureates (including RV) who have taught at Yale, how they perceive themselves as well as how they are perceived by students and the public)


Society of American Registered Architects, “International Award,” SARAscope, July – August 2010, pp. 11-12 (biographies of RV & DSB, who were 2010 awardees)


We Learned and other works by RV and DSB within the contemporary context of the younger generation of architects

Stabert, Lee, “Face Lift: The Curtis Institute of Music’s expansion project goes green while preserving the character of an historic block,” Grid, February 2010, pp. 10 (Highlights Seth Cohen)


Stierli, Martino, Las Vegas im Rückspeigel: Die Stadt in Theorie, Fotografie und Film, Zurich: gta Verlag, 2010 (in German; cites RV, DSB, VSBA, LLV throughout)
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Tenenbaum, Jeremy, with Denise Scott Brown, “DevOut of the Ordinary,” Faith & Form, Vol. XLIII, No. 2, 2010, pp. 18-21 (interview w/ RV & DSB re VSBA's religious architecture, specifically Episcopal Academy and Temple Beth El, as well as their personal thoughts re religion, design, and religious design)


Tigerman, Stanley and James Stamp, “Learning from Las Vegas reviewed by Stanley Tigerman and James Stamp,” Constructs (Yale Architecture), Spring 2010, pp. 7.
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Barba, José Juan. “ROBERT VENTURI. Contemporary classicals, TODAY,” metalocus (blog), November 20, 2011: http://www.metalocus.es/content/en/blog/robert-venturi-contemporary-classicals-today (features John Thornton’s video of RV, see below; also Frank Hanswijk portrait of RV & DSB and photos of Vanna Venturi House)
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“Obituary: Weld Coxe, 81,” Block Island Times, March 21, 2011; http://blockislandtimes.com/bookmark/12408931#site_footer_container (cites RV, but names him as William Venturi!)


“Park & Ride at Pembroke North in Wayne,” Main Line Times, September 21, 2011, p. 1 (Real Estate section, ad cites RV)

Pearson, Marjanne, “A Tribute to Weld Coxe,” Market, Vol. 30, No. 4, August 2011, pp. 7, 8-20 (cites RV, VSBA and Coxe-Hayden House and Studio, Block Island: RV’s tribute on p. 18, also in Writings by RV)


http://media.vam.ac.uk/media/website/uploads/files/teachers_resource_postmodernism.pdf

“Profile: Denise Scott Brown,” Wits Weekly. Issue 29, August 10, 2011:
http://www.wits.ac.za/newsroom/newsitems/201108/13487/news_item_13487.html (e-newsletter that links to DSB bio and video address on occasion of her receiving Honorary Doctor of Architecture degree, July 21, 2011; see also Writings by DSB)


Russell-Clarke, Jo. “Venturi, the Platypus and 5000+,” PLACE, November 2011, p. 9:


Saffron, Inga. “Respectable Lenfest Hall,” Philadelphia Inquirer, August 19, 2011, pp. D1, D5:
http://www.philly.com/philly/columnists/inga_saffron/20110819_Changing_Skyline_Design_of_Curtis_Institutes_Lenfest_Hall_has_strong_points_but_lacks_spark.html

Saitowitz, Stanley. “Learning from the Veld,” Architecture South Africa, September/October 2011, p. 12 (Tribute to DSB)

Sarfatti-Larson, Magali. “Unanswered query about the Kimmel,” Philadelphia Inquirer, May 5, 2011 (letter to the editor reminding that RV won the int’l competition to build the Kimmel Center)

Semes, Steven W. “Modern Roman Masters: Armando Brasini,” The View from Rome (blog site), October 25, 2011: http://traditional-building.com/Steve_Semes/?m=201110 (cites RV, C&C)


Society of American Registered Architects, SARAscope, November-December 2011, pp. 32, 43 (DSB & RV listed as Honorary Members and winners of 2010 International Award)


Stierli, Martino, Venturi’s Grand Tour, Basel: Standpunkte, 2011 (in German)


Thomas, Helen and Adam Caruso, “Signs of the times,” Building Design, September 30, 2011, pp. 20-21 (review of PoMo show at V&A; main illustration is of Franklin Court)

Thornton, John, “Robert Venturi: Architecture’s Improper Hero,” YouTube video in two parts, 2011; http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BPuM7_5QPAg

Triennale Design Museum, Dream Factories: People, ideas and paradoxes of Italian design, Milan: Triennale Design Museum, 2011, pp. 36-37, 317 (exhibition catalog; mentions RV and includes passage from C&C)

Van Schaik, Leon, Meaning in Space: Housing the Visual Arts, or, Architectures for Private Collections, Victoria, Australia: Lyonhousemuseum, 2011 (makes references to VSBA/RV/DSB’s Sainsbury Wing addition to National Gallery, London)

on April 19, 2011, and links to RV & DSB interview with Andrea Tamas, posted to ArchDaily on April 25, 2011, both listed above)


**Zalot, Morgan,** ed., “How to Save Your Marriage (In Only Six Words): Wisdom in coupledom from around town,” *Philadelphia Magazine,* June 2011, p. 71; posted online May 23, 2011, [http://www.phillymag.com/articles/how_to_save_your_marriage_in_only_six_words/?&&slide_jump=12](http://www.phillymag.com/articles/how_to_save_your_marriage_in_only_six_words/?&&slide_jump=12) (BIBLIO A: includes a quote and photo of DSB & RV; also in BIBLIO E)

---

**2012**


**Abraham, Ben.** “This week in Video Game Criticism: From the state of music games to Wu-Tang Clan,” *Gamasutra,* May 1, 2012: [http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/169393/This_week_in_Video_Game_Criticism_From_the_state_of_music_games_to_WuTang_Clan.php](http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/169393/This_week_in_Video_Game_Criticism_From_the_state_of_music_games_to_WuTang_Clan.php) (cites RV on LV in an exploration of architecture as art form and how that relates to linear vs. nonlinear space)

**A Student, An Architect and 2 Chapels: Robert Venturi and Episcopal Academy’s Class of 1944 Chapel,** Newtown Square, PA: The Episcopal Academy Crawford Campus Center Gallery, 2012 (booklet to accompany exhibition on EA campus, March 1 – April 5, 2012)


**Baer, Geoffrey, Dan Andries, and Liz Reeves,** Producers, *Architect Michael Graves: A Grand Tour,* Chicago: WTTW, forthcoming 2012 (documentary film; features brief interview footage of DSB; also in Writings by DSB)
Barnett, Robert Spencer. *Hindsight Foresight: From the Founding to the Future of Five Ivy League Campuses*, Creative Commons, October 2012 (references works and plans by VSBA)


“Beyond Retro X Fashion Bloggers,” “Trendstop” (Blog), February 9, 2012: http://blog.trendstop.com/2012/02/beyond-retro-x-fashion-bloggers/ (cites PoMo show at V&A and RV & DSB in particular as inspirations for collage-style art)


Décima, Juan, “Adiós a Las Vegas,” Arquitectura, July 25, 2012:  
http://arg.clarin.com/arquitectura/Adios-Vegas_0_743325913.html (in Spanish: re RV retirement)


Esperdy, Gabrielle, “The Incredible True Adventures of the Architectress in America,” The Design Observer Group, September 9, 2012:  
http://places.designobserver.com/feature/incredible-true-adventures-of-the-architectress-in-america/35578/ (References DSB's article “Room at the Top”)


Frankowski, Meg, “Philadelphia architect Robert Venturi retires at age 87,” NewsWorks, July 26, 2012:  
http://www.newsworks.org/index.php/local/item/41987

Friedman, Nicole, “Center for Architecture Opens Two Exhibitions on Middle Eastern Architecture and Engineering in February,” PR Newswire, February 21, 2012:  

http://www.plataformaarquitectura.cl/2012/07/27/robert-venturi-se-retira/

Hahn, Ashley, “Robert Venturi retires, VSBA is born,” PlanPhilly, July 24, 2012:  
http://planphilly.com/eyesonthestreet/2012/07/24/robert-venturi-retires-vsba-is-born/

Hawthorne, Christopher, “Critic’s Notebook: Matthew Marks Gallery design blurs line between art, architecture,” LA Times, January 29, 2012:  

Hawthorne, Christopher, “Pritzker Prize goes to Wang Shu, 48-year-old Chinese architect,” Los Angeles Times, February 27, 2012:  
http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/culturemonster/2012/02/pritzker-prize-wang-
shu-architect.html (“In 1991 the Pritzker jury blundered by giving the award to Robert Venturi without honoring Denise Scott Brown, his wife and collaborator.”)


Koehler, Myrta. BauNetzWoche No. 276, June 29, 2012 (features RV’s drawing, “I AM A MONUMENT.” German online architecture magazine BauNetz (www.baunetz.de): an article on the conference "Spatial Perspectives", held at the University of Oxford on June 22.)


Lind, Diana, “Philly Forward,” Architectural Record, June 2012, pp. 54-56 (cites RV/DSB “I am a Monument”)


Mazzaccaro, Pete, “Architecture’s dynamic duo retiring after whirlwind careers,” Chestnut Hill Local, August 2, 2012

McGuigan, Cathleen, “Designing Women,” Architectural Record, May 2012, p. 22 (Editor’s Letter: cites RV & DSB as famous example of Pritzker Prize being awarded to half a couple, as foreshadowing to 2012’s prize going to Wang Shu and not to his wife as well)


Raman, Pattabi Ganapathi. “Pop Culture, Ordinariness, City Form,” Art South Africa, March 2012, pp. 40-43 (feature on DSB & her work)


Szenasy, Susan S. “In Search of Excellence,” Metropolis, June 8, 2012: http://www.metropolismag.com/story/20120608/in-search-of-excellence (re Columbus, OH; cites RV among work done there by famous architects)


Watanabe, Naoko. “Mr. Izutsu and Birdhouses,” Kurashi No Tetyo (Notebook of a Beautiful Life), 2012:56:161-167 (photos include miniature and full-size Knoll chairs, and Alessi cuckoo clock)


2013


Capps, Kriston, "Media Ratchets Up the Pressure on Pritzker Prize Jury," ARCHITECT Magazine, April 18, 2013: http://www.architectmagazine.com/design/media-ratchets-up-the-pressure-on-pritzker-prize-jury.aspx (Cites DSB in Pritzker Prize inclusion debate)


Caspersy, Uta, Ornamente Der Fassade: In Der Europaischen Architektur seit den 1990s Jahren, Berlin: Jovis Verlag, 2013 (Cites VSBA’s 1964 Guild House and 1978 Best Products Catalog Showroom)


Chan, Kelly, "Denise Scott Brown Reveals Shocking Details About Sexism in Architecture," Art Info, April 5, 2013: http://blogs.artinfo.com/objectlessons/2013/04/05/denise-scott-brown-
reveals shocking details about sexism in architecture/ (Cites DSB, links interview from ARCHITECT Magazine)

“Chestnut Hill Historical Society’s 20th Century Program is a success!,” Chestnut Hill Local, June 12, 2013: http://chestnuthilllocal.com/blog/2013/06/12/chestnut-hill-historical-societys-20th-century-program-is-a-success/ (Cites Vanna Venturi House and exhibition sponsored by VSBA LLC)


Comaroff, Joshua and Ong Ker-Shing, Horror in Architecture, ORO Editions, 2013, pp. 78-79 (References Lieb House)

Cook, Gareth, "What About Denise?,” The New Yorker, April 15, 2013: http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/culture/2013/04/what-about-denise.html (Cites RV and DSB in Pritzker Prize inclusion debate)


Fiske, Diane; “New, improved Franklin museum to pay just tribute to Philly’s ‘first citizen,’” Main Line Media News, September 1, 2013, p. 14 (References RV and DSB re: Ghost House)


Goldhagen, Sarah Williams, "Yes, Denise Scott Brown Deserves a Pritzker Prize: She shared the work with her husband. She should share the prize, too," The New Republic, May 24, 2013; http://www.newrepublic.com/article/113264/denise-scott-brown-deserves-pritzker-prize# (References RV and DSB in Pritzker Prize inclusion debate, focus on RV and DSB teamwork during their shared architectural career)

Goldhagen, Sarah Williams, "Crashing the Boy's Club" Architectural Record, June 2013; http://archrecord.construction.com/features/2013/1306-Women-In-Architecture-Now/1306-women-in-architecture-now.asp (References RV and DSB in Pritzker Prize inclusion debate)


Klettner, Andrea, "Koolhaas: 'Embarrassing injustice must be undone," Building Design, April 5, 2013: http://www.bdonline.co.uk/news/koolhaas-embarrassing-injustice-must-be undone/5052885.article (References RV and DSB in Pritzker Prize inclusion debate)

Ladwig, Boris, “Ind. Fire Station Dazzles Architecture Enthusiasts,” The Republic, June 12, 2013: http://www.therepublic.com/view/story/28e622f51fc2493c996b26d6e180a7d6/IN--Exchange-Star-Fire-Station (Features Indiana Fire Station no.4)


Lang, Alexandra, “Architecture’s Lean in Moment: The recent controversy over Denise Scott Brown and the Pritzker Prize served as both a litmus test on the status of women in the field and a wake-up call for an entire profession struggling for relevancy and respect,” Metropolis Magazine, July/August 2013: http://www.metropolismag.com/July-August-2013/Architectures-Lean-In-Moment/ (Cites DSB in Pritzker Prize inclusion debate)


Lipton, Jane, “The Places They Built: Reflecting on the Storied Careers of Two of Philadelphia’s Most Prominent Architects,” Manayunk.com Magazine, Summer 2013 (Interview with DSB and RV)


Miranda, Carolina A., "Denied: Despite a Public Outcry, the Pritzker Architecture Prize Committee will not Honor Denise Scott Brown’s Request For Pritzker Recognition," ARCHITECT Magazine, June 14, 2013; http://artsbeat.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/06/14/no-pritzker-prize-for-denise-scott-brown/ (Cites DSB in Pritzker Prize inclusion debate)


Ng, David, “Pritzker Prize jury won’t retroactively honor Denise Scott Brown,” Los Angeles Times, June 17, 2013; http://www.latimes.com/entertainment/arts/culture/la-et-cm-pritzker-prize-denise-scott-brown-20130616,0,5507897.story (References RV and DSB in Pritzker Prize inclusion debate)

Olgiati, Valerio, The Images of Architects, Lucerne: Quart Publishers, 2013 (Includes 15 images submitted by RV and DSB, and a short biography. Book has no page numbers.)


petition-for-denise-scott-brown-s-retroactive-award/ (References DSB in Pritzker Prize inclusion debate)


Rose, Steve, “Pop Art Design at the Barbican Art Gallery,” bdonline.co.uk, October 22, 2013; http://www.bdonline.co.uk/culture/pop-art-design-at-the-barbican-art-gallery/5062403.article


Saffron, Inga, "Changing Skyline: Online petition seeks to right a Pritzker Prize wrong," The Philadelphia Inquirer, April 2, 2013: http://www.philly.com/philly/columnists/inga_saffron/20130402_Changing_Skyline__Online_petition_seeks_to_right_a_Pritzker_Prize_wrong.html (Cites DSB in Pritzker Prize inclusion debate)

What She Thinks about the Pritzker Flap.html (References DSB in Pritzker Prize inclusion debate)


Seelig, Thomas, Daniela Janser and Urs Stahel, Concrete: Photography and Architecture, Winterthur: Verlag Scheidegger and Spiess, July 15, 2013, pp. 67-69, 435, 438 (Cites Las Vegas photography and LLV research)


Varnelis, Kazys, “Good Riddance, Pritzker,” Varnelis.net, June 14, 2013: http://varnelis.net/blog/good_riddance_pritzker (References DSB in Pritzker Prize inclusion debate)


Wilding, Mark, “Pritzker Rejects Calls to Honour Denise Scott Brown,” BDonline.co, June 17, 2013: http://www.bdonline.co.uk/news/pritzker-rejects-calls-to-honour-denise-scott-brown/5056417.article (Cites RV and DSB in Pritzker Prize inclusion debate)


"Women In Design Call For Denise Scott Brown's Pritzker Prize Recognition," The Huffington Post, April 1, 2013: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/04/01/women-in-design-call-for-denise-scott-brown-pritzker-prize_n_2991734.html?utm_hp_ref=tw (Cites RV and DSB in Pritzker Prize inclusion debate)

Woodman, Ellis, "Scott Brown deserves her Pritzker," Building Design, April 5, 2013: http://www.bdonline.co.uk/comment/scott-brown-deserves-her-pritzker/5052756.article (Cites RV and DSB in Pritzker Prize inclusion debate)

2014


**Colomina, Beatriz.** *Manifesto Architecture: The Ghost of Mies*, 2014, pp. 8-9. (Reference to C&C)


**Comaroff, Joshua and Ong Ker-Shing.** *Horror in Architecture*, 2014, pg. 78-79 (References Lieb House)


**Fausch, Deborah.** “Can Architecture Be Ordinary?” *MAS Context*, Issue 23 / Fall ’14, pp.16-27. (Mentions LLV, Lieb House)


**Glancey, Jonathan.** “Mies by Detlef Mertins, review,” *The Telegraph* online, May 4 2014: [http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/books/bookreviews/10802186/Mies-by-Detlef-Mertins-review.html](http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/books/bookreviews/10802186/Mies-by-Detlef-Mertins-review.html) (Cites RV on Mies / “Less is a bore”)


**Lew, Mike.** “On Gender Parity,” *Dramatist Guild* March/April, March 2014. (Features DSB re: 2013 Lilly Award)


**McGuigan, Cathleen and Laura Mirviss.** “AIA Chooses Moshe Safdie Over Venturi Scott Brown for Gold Medal” *Architectural Record*, December 11, 2014:


Nelson, Robert, “Fresh perspective: Learning From Surfers Paradise by John Gollings at the RMIT Design Hub,” The Age online, April 11, 2014:


“Robert Venturi,” Arredamento Mimarlik Eylul, Issue 282, September 2014, pp. 81. (In Turkish)


van Raaij, Michiel, “Building as Ornament,” Rotterdam: nai010 publishers, 2014, pp. 58-75

Vassallo, Jesús, “Signs in Sand” (with Denise Scott Brown), Harvard Design Magazine, Spring/Summer 2014, pp. 113-124. (features photographs by DSB) – see also BIBLIO C


Yes! 2014 calendar, features RV in Week 26
2015


“Chestnut Hill Architectural Hall of Fame Cocktail Gala,” Saturday, November 14, 2015. (photo of Vann Venturi House courtesy of VSBA)


Hirst, Arlene, “Work Hard, Play Harder,” AN Interior, October 2015, pp.36 – 38 (features salvaged BEST Products Showroom panels)


Howarth, Dan, “‘There is still a lot to be learned from Postmodernism’ says Denise Scott Brown,” dezeen magazine online, 18 August, 2015: http://www.dezeen.com/2015/08/18/denise-scott-brown-interview-still-a-lot-to-be-learned-from-postmodernism-pomo-robert-venturi/

“Imparare de Las Vegas,” internazionale.it, September 11, 2015:
http://www.internazionale.it/foto/2015/09/11/las-vegas-studio-foto


Keskeys, Paul, “Listen to These Words of Wisdom from Denise Scott Brown, the ‘Grandmother of Architecture’,” Architizer online, December 3, 2015: http://architizer.com/blog/denise-scott-brown-the-grandmother-of-architecture/


Miranda, Carolina A., “Roundup: stabbing at Art Basel, Brown/Venturi receive AIA prize, Pantone’s colors of the year,” Los Angeles Times online, December 7, 2015:


Post: Architektura postmodernizmu – 50 lat na fail,” Architektura, Issue 253, October 2015, pp. 26 (Vanna Venturi House mentioned)


Tanenbaum, Michael, “Chestnut Hill’s Vanna Venturi House nearing historic designation,” 


(The podcast featuring DSB re: Vanna Venturi House up for sale)


Vente aux Enchères Caritative: Au Profit de la Fondation Architectes de L'urgence, May, 21, 2015, p. 72 (image of “I am a Monument”).


Yes! 2015 calendar, features RV in Week 26


Dugmore, Heather, “First Couple to Be Awarded the 2016 AIA Gold Medal” WITS Review, Volume 35, August 2016, p31


Farrow, Claire, “Denise Scott Brown,” Childhood Recollections: Memory in Design. London: Roca London Gallery, 2016 (contains excerpts from Wayward Eye and other texts in addition to interview with curator Claire Farrow)

Ferro, Camilio Salazar, Comprender Para Incidir: analisis y proyecto en la ciudad durante la segunda mitad del siglo xx, Bogota, Colombia: University of the Andes, April 2016, pp. 166-167


“From Venice to Venice Beach: Denise Scott Brown’s ‘Wayward Eye’,” Metropolis Magazine online, July 8, 2016: http://www.metropolismag.com/July-August-2016/From-Venice-to-Venice-Beach-Denise-Scott-Browns-Wayward-Eye/


Gunts, Edward, “Vanna Venturi House to be preserved by new buyer,” The Architect’s Newspaper online, May 6, 2016: http://archpaper.com/2016/05/vanna-venturi-house-found-buyer/


Kulić, Vladimir and Mira Stanić, “Form, Forces and Functions/Forma, sile i funkcije,” Oris 100, 2016


Melvin, Jeremy, “2016 AIA Convention in Philadelphia,” Architectural Review online, June 3, 2016: http://www.architectural-review.com/10007109.article?WT.tsrc=em%E2%80%8A6YjlvVXc4Y1PtR2UwU1k0enNRbz3R3pnekpvNmRyR3pObWt4cGRFRzQ9In0%3D

Menking, William, “Denise Scott Brown on the unknown history of architecture and planning at the University of Pennsylvania,” The Architect’s Newspaper online, May 19, 2016: http://archpaper.com/2016/05/denise-scott-brown-architecture-planning-university-pennsylvania/


“National Treasure” and “Denise Scott Brown,” The Architect’s Newspaper. April 6, 2016 (feature on the AIA Convention and Philadelphia)


“Robert Venturi ’44 & Denise Scott Brown Honored By the AIA,” Connections, Spring 2016


Sample, Brendan, “Vanna Venturi house sold after 9 months to local buyer,” Chestnut Hill local online, May 4, 2016; http://www.chestnuthilllocal.com/2016/05/04/vanna-venturi-house-sold-after-9-months-to-local-buyer/


Shaw, Matt, “Denise Scott Brown on AIA Gold: ‘It was worth being a witch’,” The Architect’s Newspaper online, May 24, 2016; http://archpaper.com/2016/05/denise-scott-brown-robert-venturi-aia-gold-2016/


Szacka, Léa-Catherine, Exhibiting the Postmodern: The 1980 Venice Architecture Biennale, Venice: Marsilio, 2016 (references to VSB throughout)


Yes! 2016 calendar, features RV in Week 26


2017


Crimmins, Peter. “Fabric Museum bares all for 40th anniversary,” WHYY, December 15, 2017 (RV and DSB mentioned as erstwhile artists in resident at the Fabric Workshop); https://why.org/segments/fabric-museum-bares-40th-anniversary/


Keane, Katharine, “First Office: This Los Angles pair selected their studio name because it is ‘meant to be our first office — and not our last’,” Architect, November 29, 2017 (DSB briefly mentioned); http://www.architectmagazine.com/practice/first-office_0


Lewis, Nathaniel and Stephen Tatum, Morta Las Vegas, Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2017


Mark, Laura, “Denise Scott Brown: ‘People have learnt from Las Vegas, but they haven’t learnt the half of it yet,” The Architect’s Journal online, February 6, 2017: https://www.architectsjournal.co.uk/news/denise-scott-brown-people-have-learnt-from-las-vegas-but-they-havent-learnt-the-half-of-it-yet/10017081.article


Shaw, Matt, “Protest planned as controversy erupts over AT&T Building,” The Architect’s Newspaper, October 31, 2017: (Quotation from DSB on Philip Johnson's original design, the planned design, and postmodernism); https://archpaper.com/2017/10/protest-planned-controversy-erupts-att-building/


Tucker, Emma, “Rebel Architecture: in praise of Britain’s Postmodern oddities,” The Spaces, November 17, 2017; (DSB and RV mentioned as the founders of postmodernism before it was transported to the UK); https://thespaces.com/2017/11/17/britains-postmodern-oddities/

Vance, Kelly, “Context is Everything: Columbus,” East Bay Express, August 9, 2017; https://www.eastbayexpress.com/oakland/context-is-everything-columbus/Content?oid=8299741

Wainwright, Oliver, “Rocket ships, eagles and wedding cakes: the Chicago contest that led to a skyscraper explosion,” The Guardian, September 12, 2017; RV’s “complexity and contradiction in architecture” theory included as a goal behind the 1980s “Late Entries” to the Chicago Tribune Tower competition held in 1922: https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2017/sep/12/chicago-tribune-chicago-architecture-biennial-skyscraper-contest


“We what is Urban Planning without women?” exhibit at Columbia’s Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation, November 10, 2017.


“Yesterday’s Factories Could be Tomorrow’s Offices and Homes,” The Albia Newspapers, September 12, 2017; Mentions master plan done by VSBA for the Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art; http://www.albianews.com/online_features/real_estate/article_a6cd5611-0b3e-52c1-87eb-17f97ee2d2b7.html


2018


Adams, Cathy, “Mimetic architecture: Why does the building look like a fish?” CNN, January 28, 2018 (Learning from Las Vegas mentioned)


Corcoran, Heather, “Façade fragment of Robin Hood Gardens will be shown at Venice Biennale,” The Architects Newspaper, March 6, 2018 (RV mentioned as a supporter of the preservation of Robin Hood Gardens before its subsequent demolition): https://archpaper.com/2018/03/robin-hood-gardens-travels-venice/


Fahringer, Margaret, “Interview: GHS Hall of Fame Nominee, Betty Turne,” Chestnut Hill Local, June 7, 2018 (RV and DSB mentioned briefly):


“Five top women in world architecture: ‘Now is out time’,” CNN, March 8, 2018


**Holland, Charles.** “Postmodern architecture wasn’t meant to last – but now it’s part of the establishment,” Apollo, May 18, 2018 (Sainsbury Wing briefly mentioned): https://www.apollo-magazine.com/postmodern-architecture-wasnt-meant-to-last-but-now-its-part-of-the-establishment/


**Kafka, George.** “A New Show in London Celebrates Postmodernism’s Comeback,” Metropolis, May 18, 2018 (RV and DSB mentioned briefly):


Lamster, Mark, “’Learning from Las Vegas’ (again),” Dallas News: https://www.dallasnews.com/arts/books/2017/12/01/learning-las-vegas

Mafi, Nick, “Al_A’s Amanda Levete Wins the Biggest Architecture Award for Women,” Architectural Digest, February 2, 2018 (DSB mentioned as a past recipient of the award): https://www.architecturaldigest.com/story/amanda-levete-wins-biggest-architecture-award-women


Morrison, Jonathan. “From carbuncle to postmodern gem: gallery wing is listed.” The Times, May 10, 2018: https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/from-carbuncle-to-postmodern-gem-gallery-wing-is-listed-fs8jflg5n


Rambin, James. “Chasing the Ghosts of Towers Past at Downtown Austin’s 308 Guadalupe Site,” Towers, April 26, 2018 (Mentions the conceptual design of the Laguna Gloria Art Museum or the Austin Museum of Art); https://austin.towers.net/chasing-the-ghosts-of-towers-past-at-downtown-austins-308-guadalupe-site/

Ravenscroft, Tom. “It would not be surprising to see every one of architecture’s major awards presented to women this year,” Dezeen, March 5, 2018 (Mentions DSB and RV’s AIA Gold Medal Award); https://www.dezeen.com/2018/03/05/it-would-not-be-surprising-to-see-every-one-of-architectures-major-awards-presented-to-women-this-year/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Daily%20Dezeen%20Digest&utm_content=Daily%20Dezeen%20Digest+CID_8a166020577fcc3f2efbc543a64c11aa&utm_source=Dezeen%20Mail&utm_term=It%20would%20not%20be%20surprising%20to%20see%20every%20one%20of%20architecture%20awards%20presented%20to%20women%20this%20year


Thorpe, Harriet, “Photographer Bas Princen explores the relationship between image and architecture,” Wallpaper, March 5, 2018 (Mother’s House mentioned as part of the exhibit): https://www.wallpaper.com/architecture/bas-princen-image-and-architecture-exhibition-vitra-museum


Wilson, Rob, “Amanda Levete Q&A: ‘Architecture is a tough profession but if you love it, the rewards are immense,’” Architects Journal, March 7, 2018 (DSB mentioned briefly as a past recipient of the Jane Drew Prize):
Woodman, Ellis. “Serious books on architecture struggle to find a publisher,” Architects Journal, March 19, 2018; (briefly mentions Complexity and Contradiction)
https://www.architectsjournal.co.uk/opinion/serious-books-on-architecture-struggle-to-find-a-publisher/10029233.article


Sayer, Jason. “Learning from Lost Photos: Denise Scott Brown’s Wayward Eye comes to London in new show of her photography”, The Architects Newspaper, July 16, 2018;


Ramirez, Andres. “Still Learning from Las Vegas”, BD Online, July 23, 2018; https://www.bdonline.co.uk/still-learning-from-las-vegas/5094696.article

“Postmodern architecture: from Las Vegas to Japan”, Wallpaper*, July 25, 2018, (Slideshow of Postmodern architecture, with Denise Scott Brown and Robert Venturi mentioned in introduction); https://www.wallpaper.com/gallery/architecture/postmodern-architecture#pic_238507


https://www.architectmagazine.com/design/exhibitions-that-transformed-architecture_o


Wong, Alex. “The Legacy of Leadership: D.C. Exhibit chronicles the history of diversity in American architecture”, The Architects Newspaper, July 31, 2018, (Mention of Denise Scott Brown as the first woman to receive the AIA Topaz Medallion);


Der Architekt, Bund Deutscher Architekten BDA. Magazine, April, 2017.


Mrduljas, Maroje, “Glenn Murcutt: One House”, Oris Publisher, Zagreb, 2015, (Exhibition pamphlet).


2019


“Architektur im Portrait,” Architectural Digest, March 2019, p. 82


Becker, Jochen, “Bummel durch die Fake Street,” TAZ, 19 December 2018, p. 17


Gerfen, Katie, “The Sainsbury Wing at the National Gallery Wins the 2019 AIA Twenty-Five Year Award,” Architect Magazine, January 8, 2019:

Gibson, Eleanor, “Five movies not to miss at New York’s Architecture and Design Film Festival,” Dezeen, 7 October 2019
https://www.dezeen.com/2019/10/03/haas-library-exhibit-showcases-school-of-arts-history/


Levine, Ayala, “Biography and Contradiction: Unpacking Denise Scott Brown’s ‘African View’ of Las Vegas,” 10 February 2019, Yale University, New Haven, CT


https://architecturenow.co.nz/articles/once-more-with-feeling/


Moody, Sharla, “Haas Library Exhibit Showcases School of Art’s History,” *Yale News*, 3 October 2019
https://yaledailynews.com/blog/2019/10/03/haas-library-exhibit-showcases-school-of-arts-history/


https://www.architectsjournal.co.uk/news/critic-kenneth-frampton-awarded-soane-medal-for-contribution-to-architecture/10044458.article

“Professor of Architecture David Leatherbrow Awarded Topaz medallion for Excellence in Architectural Education,” *Archinect*, 16 December 2019,


A—375


Stevens, Philip, “Kambel Smith Uses Salvaged Materials to Recreate Buildings by Frank

Stinson, Liz, “Making a Home in a Famous House,” Curbed, 21 August 2019,


https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2019/oct/15/charles-jencks-obituary


**2020**


Fiske, Diane, “Chestnut Hill Architects Reflect on Retirement After Closing 30-Year-Old Studio,” *Chestnut Hill Local*, 24 January 2020,


Hall, Jane, Breaking Ground: Architecture by Women, New York: Phaidon, 2019


1950


1952

Letter to the Editor, The Architectural Review, August 1952. (Regarding the rear facades of the demolished Pennsylvania Railroad Station)

1953


1960


1961


1965


1966

Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture, New York: Museum of Modern Art and Graham Foundation, 1966. (Translated into Japanese, 1969; Spanish, 1972; French, 1976, 1996 - 2 editions; Serbo-Croatian, 1983; German; Greek; Italian; Chinese; Hungarian; Czech, 2001/2003 (Samizdat); Russian; Turkish; Portuguese; Korean, 2004; Polish; Urdu; Farsi; Finnish, 2006)

1967


1968

"A Bill-Ding Board Involving Movies, Relics and Space," Architectural Forum. April 1968, pp. 74-76. (Football Hall of Fame Competition)


1974

"Functionalism, Yes, But...," A+U Architecture and Urbanism. vol. 4 no. 47, 1974, p. 33.


1975

"Architecture as Shelter with Decoration on It, and a Plea for a Symbolism of the Ordinary in Architecture," 1975. (Unpublished)

1976


1977


1978


"La arquitectura sencilla y extravagante de Cass Gilbert y la ampliacion del Museo de Venturi y Rauch" *Arquitectura No. 210*, January – February 1978, p.66 (Spanish version

1979


"Une Galerie d'Art a Oberlin, Ohio," *Werk-Archithese*, January-February 1979, pp. 31-32, and 96.

1980


MacNair, Andrew, "Venturi and the Classic Modern Tradition," *Skyline*. March 1980, pp. 4-5. (Interview with Robert Venturi on Knoll Showroom)

1981


1982


**1983**


**1984**


Healy, Peggy and Iris Ihde Frey, Eds., *Salute to Italy : Celebrity Cookbook*, JC Penny Co, p. 108. (RV recipe for “Pasta for a Hot Summer Day”)


Sanmartin, Antonio (interviewer), "Robert Venturi," *Quaderns*, 162 (1984), pp. 96-101. (In Spanish and English)

**1985**


Interview, Eisenmann, Peter, "Interview of 1982," Werk, Bauen + Wohnen, January/February 1985, pp. 44-51. (In German)

1986


"The Importance of Contrast of Scale in Urban Design," The Institute Newsletter (The Dallas Institute of Humanities & Culture), Fall 1986, pp. 4-6. (Excerpts from RV’s talk at the Dallas Institute’s May 1985 conference "What Makes a City: Growth and Undergrowth")


“Robert Venturi: Learning from Trafalgar Square?” Art & Design, March 1986, pp. 6-7, Back Cover. (RV’s speech at National Gallery press conference announcement, color spread of Trafalgar Square with superimposed VRSB projects, back cover is RV with Nelson's column in background. See also “Here We Go Round the Square Again,” 1986, in same issue)


1988


"From Invention to Convention in Architecture," RSA (Royal Society of Arts) Journal, January 1988, pp. 89-103. (The Thomas Cubitt Lecture by RV delivered to The Royal Society of Arts in London on April 8, 1987)


In the Nation's Service: Twenty-six Princetonians Reflect on Their University -- Then and Now. Princeton, NJ: 1988. (RV on pp. 154-159)

1989

"From Invention to Convention in Architecture," Arquitectonica, No. 4, October 1989, pp. 25-
40. (Excerpted from Thomas Cubitt Lecture by RV delivered to The Royal Society of Arts in London on April 8, 1987; originally published in its entirety in RSA Journal, January 1988, pp. 89-103.) (In Spanish and English)

1990


"Culture Shock," Vogue, October 1990, p. 382. (Article by Jed Perl includes statements by various people including RV about the relations between high art and popular culture.)


"JA Interview: Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown," Japan Architect, May 1990, pp. 6-8. (Interviewer: Toshio Nakamura, in English)


Lecture and Question & Answer session in Korea, June 28, 1990, Plus: Architecture + Interior Design, August 1990, No. 40, pp. 124-138. (Special Issue on Robert Venturi, including articles about RV and illustrations and descriptions of: Sainsbury Wing, Philadelphia Orchestra Hall, Seattle Art Museum, Expo '92, Gordon Wu Hall, State Mosque of Iraq Competition, Laguna Gloria Art Museum, Furniture and Decorative Arts) (RV lecture and Q&A session in Korean and English; other articles in Korean only)


"We are Architects Who Love Classical...," Materia (An Architectural Review), 1990, pp. 1831. (Brief statement by RV on architectural orders; illustrations of Swid Powell serving set, Butler College column, Allen Art Museum column, Sainsbury Wing iron column sketches, House in Northern Delaware, House on Long Island Sound exterior columns, House in Seal Harbor interior and exterior columns, La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art central court, Gallo Winery Visitor's Center facade sketch, Children's Museum facade sketch, Thayer School interior columns, UCLA MacDonald Medical Research Laboratories facade showing cast iron columns, Sainsbury Wing model) (In Italian and English)

1991


Introduction to Documentos De Arquitectura 17, monograph about José María Torres Nadal, July 1991, p. 3. (Barcelona) (in English and Spanish)


"From Invention to Convention in Architecture," Zodiac 6, March/August 1991, pp. 126-135. (From the tenth Thomas Cubitt Lecture by RV delivered to The Royal Society of Arts in London on April 8, 1987; originally published in its entirety in RSA Journal, January 1988, pp. 89-103.) (In Italian and English)


1992


"Homage to Louis I. Kahn: Extracts from the 1991 Kahn Lectures," *Penn in Ink*, May 1992, Volume 1, Number 1, p. 6. (Extracts from R. Venturi and D. Scott Brown from the Kahn Lectures at GSFA)

"Learning from Philadelphia", *Abitare*, November 1992, pp. 146-152, 204, (Furness Library) (Italian and English)


"Some Words Concerning Designing for Architecture on American Campuses," *Zodiac 7*, March/August 1992, pp. 72-75. (In Italian and English)

1993


"Does The Sainsbury Wing Fly?" *The Pennsylvania Gazette*, April 1993, pp. 24-25. (Excerpts from Sainsbury Wing Pro Con panel of ICA exhibit, "On Architecture: An Installation by VSBA"


"Robert Venturi", *Materia*, February 1993, pp.12-17. (In Italian and English) (RV essay on Classicism)

1994


Interview, Conforti, Claudia, "Venturi antieroe dell'abitare," L'Informazione [Rome], May 26, 1994, p. 17. (in Italian)


1995


“Complessitá della memoria storica e dei significati nel contesto urbano,” paesaggio urbano, November, December 1995, pp.27-37. (Essay on the results of the “Planning Course” delivered by Jean Marc Lamunière with RV’s cooperation at Penn, David Leatherbarrow participated as well. – in Italian)


“Mals Mots: Aphorisms · Sweet and Sour · By an Anti-Hero Architect,” Grand Street. 1995, pp. 82-87. (RV Aphorisms)

1996

Colafranceschi, Daniela, Sull'Involucro in Architettura. Rome: Edizioni Librerie Dedalo, 1996. (chapter 6 is an interview with RV, in Italian)


“La Chiesa A Recoaro (The Church at Recoaro),” Edilizia Popolare 243, January/February 1996, pp. 22-25. (in Italian and English)


1997


1998

“Chaotic Integration and its Valid Aesthetic,” Materia No. 28, June 1998, pp. 6-11. (Nikko, “Two Naifs in Japan”)


1999


“Unpublished letter to David Owen,” June 8, 1999. (letter prompted by Alex Shear describing RV and DSB’s relationship with popular culture)

*XY Dimensioni del disegno*, Italy: Officina Edizioni, January-December 1999. (“Sweet and Sour” and “A Not So Gentle Manifesto” with other writings on RV published in this edition)

2000


2001


“A bas Postmodernism, Of Course,” Architecture, May 2001, pp. 154-157. (RV also on cover)


“From Tesserae to Pixels,” L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui, March-April 2001, pp. 88-89. (Published in French & English - photos of Whitehall, Best Showroom, Frank G. Wells building, & Lewis-Thomas Lab - originally published in Iconography & Electronics)

Introduction to Taking Liberties, photography by David Graham, Boston: Pond Press, 2001, p. II.

2002

“Fat News 30/5/02: Fat Design World Cup!” (RV quoted in newsletter: “Fat: Not boring, but in a good way” www.fat.co.uk)


“The World Trade Center -- Hesitant Thoughts,” Metropolis, April 8, 2002. (Written in reaction to 9-11 - DSB contributed an article as well - only available online) http://www.metropolismag.com/html/wtc/wtc_robertventuri.html

2003

“And…,” Oscar Tusquets Blanca Enciclopedia, Juli Capella editor, Barcelona: Electa, 2003. (Statement from RV admiring Oscar Tusquets's work)


[http://www.ucpress.edu/books/pages/9405.html](http://www.ucpress.edu/books/pages/9405.html)


(RV's "In Your Face" lecture text & images, given September 2001 only available online) [http://www.metropolismag.com/html/vsba/robert_venturi.html](http://www.metropolismag.com/html/vsba/robert_venturi.html)


**2004**


“Disney Goes Pop,” *Metropolis Magazine*, April 2004. (“The authors of Learning from Las Vegas – early proponents of the bold and the garish— take a look at King Mickey’s latest resort,” RV&DSB wrote separate pieces)

“Monticello,” *Nest*, summer 2004, pp. 32-37. (Text by RV and Paolo Portoghesi)
2005


“What’s the Matter with Mannerism,” *Architecture*, May 2005, pp. 27, 28. (excerpt from RV, DSB’s ASSEMT)

“News to Me,” *The Architect’s Newspaper*, September 21, 2005, p. 2. (“Letters” section, appreciates the content of AN and will read it in the future)


“Architecture as Paradox within the Urban Complex,” *Oris*, Volume 36, 2005, p. 124-139. (RV Lecture Held in Istanbul 5-30-05, Architecture where universality and multiculturalism are juxtaposed)

2006


“To be or not to be...,” *Indian Architect and Builder*, September 6, 2006, pp. 74-5. (RV ponders on being labeled a radical)

“Viva Pugin!,” December 2006. (with Daniel Libeskind image from *International Herald Tribune*, November 28, 2006; RV compares Libeskind high-rise to VSBA’s Shanghai highrise: ‘decorate construction, don’t construct decoration!’)

2007


“In His Own Words,” *Ever Episcopal: the Episcopal Academy Campaign Newsletter*, spring 2007, pp. 2, 6. (RV writes about designing Episcopal’s new chapel)

2008


“Robert Venturi Q&A,” Dwell, June 2008, p. 70. (Questions for RV in honor of his 83 birthday, photos of RV, LLV, Vanna Venturi and Brant houses)

“Viva Mannerism for Architectures for Our Age,” Log 13/14, 2008: 152-153

2009


2010

“Villa Savoye,” in: “The Big Architect’s Quiz,” ed. Sylvain Menétrey and Catherine Rüttimann, Dorade No. 2, Summer/Fall 2010, p.84

2011


2012

Endorsement blurb, W. Barksdale Maynard, *Princeton: America’s Campus*, University Park: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 2012 (see also Writings about VSBA)
1962

“Form, Design and the City,” *Journal of the American Institute of Planners* 28, November 1962. (film review) [PDF link]

1963


1964


1965


“Determinants of Urban Form,” 1965, unpublished in seven chapters, (Stored in Architectural Archives at the University of Pennsylvania along with Denise Scott Brown’s Tenure application materials)

1966


1967


1968


1969


1970


“Learning from Levittown or Remedial Housing For Architects” Studio Handouts, Yale University Department of Architecture, Spring 1970


1971


“Reply to Frampton,” Casabella, 359-360, May/June 1971, pp. 41-46. (counter-rebuttal to Kenneth Frampton’s “America 1960-70: Notes on Urban Images and Theory,” a rebuttal to “Learning from Pop” by DSB; see entry above, all three articles appear in same issue)

1972

1974

“A post-construction evaluation,” (with Elizabeth and Steven Izenour), Architectural Record, October 1974, p. 122-124. (evaluation, with images, of the Humanities Building at SUNY Purchase, in conjunction with magazine’s profile of the building; see also: Allen, Gerald, 1974, in Writings about VSBA)


1975


1976

“House Language” (with Elizabeth Izenour, Missy Maxwell, and Janet Schueren), American Home, August 1976. (on “Signs of Life”)

“A House is More than a Home,” (with Steven Izenour, Dian Boone, Missy Maxwell, Robert Venturi, Elizabeth Izenour, and Janet Schueren), Progressive Architecture, August 1976, pp. 62-67. (excerpts and illustrations from “Signs of Life”)


1977


“Suburban Space, Scale and Symbol” (with Elizabeth Izenour, Missy Maxwell, and Janet Schuener), Ornament: Via III, University of Pennsylvania, 1977. (excerpts from “Signs of Life”)

1978


“Ordinances Design Neighborhoods” (with Mary Yee and Frances Headley [Hundt]), HUD CHALLENGE, September 1978, p. 22.

1979


1980


1981


“Historic Jim Thorpe” (with Frances Hundt and David Marohn), *Solutions*, fall 1981, pp. 31-32. (excerpt from Jim Thorpe planning proposal)


1982


“Drawing for the Deco District,” Archithese, 2-82, March 4, 1982, pp.17-21. (in German and English)


1983


1984

1985


1986

“Addressing the American City: Four Interviews,” Crit 17, fall 1986, pp. 6-8. (includes interview with Denise Scott Brown)


“My Miami Beach,” Interview, September 1986, pp. 156-158.

“Republic Square District, Austin, Texas,” *Lotus International*, 1986/2, pp. 90-105. (excerpts from “Plan for the Republic Square District”; in Italian and English)

1987


1988


1989

1990

“Between Three Stools,” (excerpt) in The Book of the School: 100 Years of the Graduate School of Fine Arts of the University of Pennsylvania, Ann L. Strong and George E. Thomas, Philadelphia: Graduate School of Fine Arts, 1990, pp. 153-155. (see also Sections A, B: exhibition publication also features biographical entry for RV, RV essay on Vanna Venturi House, biographical entry for DSB, references to RV, DSB, VSBA throughout)


“On Values,” Penn in Ink (Graduate School of Fine Arts, University of Pennsylvania), summer 1990, pp. 10-12. (transcript of talk given by DSB during GSFA Centennial Celebration in May 1990: Herbert J. Gans makes corrections to this article in “Letter to the Editor,” Penn in Ink, spring 1991, p. 5)

“Room at the Top? Sexism and the Star System in Architecture,” Space Design, June 1990, pp. 54-57; 73-75. (in Japanese and English)

1991

The New Older Woman, A dialogue by Group 4, at Esalen Institute, Pacific Grove, California: Group 4, July 1991. (summary of dialogue from a conference about older women)

1992


1993

“Design for the Deco District,” *Lotus International*, 1993/III, pp. 119-120. (drawing and presentation style for urban design projects, the Deco District, Miami Beach)

“The Electric Vehicle and the American Community: A National Planning and Design Competition, Competition Results Summary,” Edison Electric Institute, 1993, pp. 7-8, 11-13. (DSB served on jury, is quoted)


1994


1995


“Honor the mother,” *APA Planning*, December 1995, p. 4-5. (DSB’s answer when asked “to cite the single thing that would most improve our communities in the 21st century”)

“The Perelman Quadrangle as Campus Center,” *University of Pennsylvania Almanac*, April 25, 1995, p. 3. (excerpts from report)


1996

***Downes, Peggy, Ilene Tuttle, Patricia Faul, and Virginia Mudd***, eds., *The New Older Woman: A Dialogue for the Coming Century*, Berkeley: Celestial Arts, 1996. (DSB participates in the dialogue and her career is described by editors)


1997


1998

“Our Best Main Streets” (with Robert Venturi and Steven Izenour), Travel and Leisure, April 1998, pp. 105-107.


1999


“Unpublished letter to David Owen,” June 8, 1999. (letter prompted by Alex Shear describing RV and DSB’s relationship with popular culture)


2000

“Between Three Stools” (excerpt) in L'Architecture et La Ville Mélanges offerts à Bernard Huet, Paris: École D'Architecture, 2000, pp. 193-204. (in French, also includes RV’s article “Sweet and Sour,” 1994, see also: Section B)

(Article prompted by Harris Steinberg and Sandy Garz, who requested a reaction to Mayor Street's blight removal campaign, with photo)

2001


2002

“De la place au sommet?” Faces 51, autumn 2002, pp. 28-35. (French translation of “Room at the Top? Sexism and the Star System in Architecture,” translation done by Jean-Paul Jaccaud, includes images of recent work)

Interview with Jo Procter, “The Big Picture,” Williams Alumni Review, winter 2002, p. 18-23. (Williams planning with several images from final report)


“What Shall We Do About The World Trade Center?” MetropolisMag.com, April 8, 2002, <http://www.metropolismag.com/html/utc/wtc_denisescottbrown.html> (RV contributed an article as well, see also: Section B)

2003


“Activities as Patterns: Lessons About Architecture from Planning,” MetropolisMag.com, February 2003. (DSB's “In Your Face” lecture, given September 2001)
Links:
Link to DSB’s images
Link to Introduction
Link to RV’s talk & images

http://www.philly.com/mld/philly/5247886.htm


“The Philadelphia School,” The Philadelphia Architect, September 2003, p. 8. (article by RV also in issue, see also: Section B)

2004


“Disney Goes Pop,” Metropolis Magazine, April 2004. (“The authors of Learning from Las Vegas – early proponents of the bold and the garish – take a look at King Mickey’s latest resort,” RV also wrote separate piece, see also: Section B)


2005


“So, do you like it?” Philadelphia Inquirer, July 31, 2005, p. C5. (comments on Cesar Pelli’s new Cira Centre building in Philadelphia)

< http://www.architectureweek.com/2005/0406/design_1-1.html >
“Thoughts on New Orleans,” *Domus* 885, October 2005. (discussing next steps for planning in post-Katrina New Orleans)


“What’s the Matter with Mannerism?” *Architecture*, May 2005, pp. 27,28. (excerpts from RV, DSB’s *ASSFMT*)

2006


“Denise Scott Brown Points of View,” *Domus* 888, January 2006, p. 10. (editors publish DSB’s letter to Manuel Orazi thanking him for his review of *ASSFMT* in previous issue, DSB also clarifies definition of mannerism and collaborative work with RV)

“Foreword,” in: *Contemporary Public Space Un-Volumetric Architecture*, by Aldo Aymonino and Valerio Paolo Mosco, Milan: Skira, 2006, pp. 9-13 (See also Writings about VSBA; reprinted in Italian and English for *Area*, July/August 2010, pp. 33-37)

“In the past,” *Building Design*, March 31, 2006. (DSB writes about continued influence of Modernism, Architects can still learn from Modernism)


“Is the future in the past?” *Building Design*, issue 1715, March 31, 2006, p. 15. (history of and what can be learned from Modernism, original manuscript called “Has Modernism Had its Day?”)

“Tributes,” *Penn Design Annual*, January 2006. p 10. (DSB pays tribute to David Crane, excerpt from *ASSFMT*)


2007

“Comments on the Design of the First Edition of *Learning from Las Vegas*,”


“Learning from Pop,” in *Essential Writings from Vitruvius to the Present: the Architecture Reader*, ed. A. Krista Sykes, New York: George Braziller, Inc., pp. 206-214. (DSB’s essay is included in compendium as Chapter 23 of the book, essay was originally published in *Casabella* in 1971)


“On Public Interior Space” (with Maurice Harteveld), *AA Files* 56, 2007, pp. 64-73. (an article in interview format that examines DSB’s thoughts on interior space, the street-through-the-building concept, and its manifestation in VSBA work; includes project images and drawings, see also Section A)

2008
“Context and Complexity,” in Complexity: Design Strategy and World View, eds. Andrea Gleiniger and Georg Vrachliotis, Boston: Birkhäuser, 2008, pp. 24–34. (published in German and English; originally appeared as Chapter 8 of ASSFMT, with images of Toulouse adapted from Ch. 9)


2009


Lafore, Benjamin and Aurélien Gillier, “The Prima Donnas Are All Male,” face b// architecture from the other side, Paris: faceb_paris, 2009, pp. 2, 4, 8-71 (in English and French; interview with Denise Scott Brown)

“My Kind of Town,” Architecture Today, No. 200, July 2009, p. 104-105 (DSB; re LV)


2010


Class Day Address (notes), Graduation June 2010, Harvard Graduate School of Design, May 2010 (unpublished)


“The Lieb House,” January 2010 (unpublished)


“A Philadelphia Story” (notes for a lecture given on occasion of receiving Bacon Prize, December 7, 2010; unpublished)
“Questions of Style,” ARTFORUM, September 2010, pp. 254, 255, 264, 265, 352 (also in Writings about VSBA):
http://artforum.com/inprint/issue=201007&id=26154

Tenenbaum, Jeremy, with Denise Scott Brown, “DevOut of the Ordinary,” Faith & Form, Vol. XLIII, No. 2, 2010, pp. 18-21 (interview w/ RV & DSB re VSBA’s religious architecture, specifically Episcopal Academy and Temple Beth El, as well as their personal thoughts re religion, design, and religious design) (also in Writings about VSBA)


2011


dos Sousa, Paulo, “Dialogue between Denise Scott Brown and Robert Venturi,” Jornal Arquitectos, No. 242, July/August/September 2011, pp. 32-33 (recorded March 4, 2011; in English & Portuguese; also in Writings About VSBA)


Endorsement for The Transatlantic Collapse of Urban Renewal, by Christopher Klemek, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2011, on dust jacket (See also Writings about VSBA for expanded listing re DSB’s role as advocate for communities along South Street during Philadelphia’s fight against the Crosstown Expressway)

Erbani, Francesco, “La Post Citta,” La Repubblica, Vol. 36, No. 26, February 1, 2011, p. 55 (interview w/ DSB; also in Writings about VSBA)

Figueira, Jorge, “Interview: Denise Scott Brown – I Encourage Young Women to Risk It and Young Men to Discipline Themselves,” Jornal Arquitectos, No. 242, July/August/September 2011, pp. 28-31 (in English & Portuguese; also in Writings About VSBA)

Kullack, Tanja, Architecture: A Woman's Profession, Berlin: Jovis Verlag, 2011, pp. 40-41, 45-46, 113-114, 126-127, 132, 134-139, 149-150, 170-172 (English and German editions; changing demographic toward more women entering field of architecture and how that stands to change the profession; includes segments by DSB; also in Writings about VSBA)

McGetrick, Brendan, “Interview: Denise Scott Brown, Philadelphia – Beijing, April 10th, 2011,” Domus China, No. 055, July 2011, pp. 129-144 (in Chinese with English introduction; interview w/ DSB re. growing up in post-war South Africa, researching in America, and working in China; also in Writings about VSBA)

Micheli, Silvia, ed., “Learning from Denise Scott Brown,” gizmoweb, December 13, 2010; http://www.gizmoweb.org/2010/12/learning-from-denise-scott-brown/ (interview w/ DSB, conducted June 24, 2010; also in Writings about VSBA)


“Profile: Denise Scott Brown,” Wits Weekly, Issue 29, August 10, 2011; http://www.wits.ac.za/newsroom/newsitems/201108/13487/news_item_13487.html (e-newsletter that links to DSB bio and video address on occasion of her receiving Honorary Doctor of Architecture degree, July 21, 2011; also in Writings about VSBA)

Scott Brown, Denise, and Manuel Orazi, “Letter from Las Vegas,” ed. Anna Foppiano, ABITARE, No. 516, October 2011, pp. 82-91 (in English and Italian)

“To University of Witswatersrand from Denise Scott Brown,” July 21, 2011, https://vsba.sharefile.com/d/s8911e34649b498f8 (video address, with transcript, on the occasion of receiving honorary doctorate in architecture)

“To the University of the Witwatersrand, from Denise Scott Brown: 21 July 2011,” Architecture South Africa, September/October 2011, pp. 10-11 (transcript of video address; see above in Writings by DSB)


**2012**


**Baruffi, Kathy**, “Insider’s Guide to Philadelphia,” Wall Street Journal, May 18, 2012; http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304743704577384031369215446.html?KEYWORDS=denise+scott+brown#articleTabs%3Darticle (DSB among those interviewed re favorite places in Philadelphia to visit; also in Writings about VSBA)


"FUSE: In, Re, De, Pro, Con," Columbia University GSAPP, October 3, 2012; http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X_6KKw0SUg (Lecture by Denise Scott Brown)

Interview footage, in: *Architect Michael Graves: A Grand Tour*, Geoffrey Baer, Dan Andries, and Liz Reeves, Producers, Chicago: WTTW, forthcoming, 2012 (documentary film; features brief interview footage of DSB; also in Writings About VSBA)


**McGetrick, Brendan**, “Interview: Denise Scott Brown, Philadelphia – Beijing, April 10,

**Millard, Bill,** “The Mosque that Might Have Been,” *Oculus: Reports from the Field*: May 9, 2012; [http://www.aiany.org/eOCULUS/newsletter/?p=13238](http://www.aiany.org/eOCULUS/newsletter/?p=13238) (DSB participated in panel discussion of 1982 VRSB Baghdad mosque project)


**Van Raaij, Michiel,** *The Building as Ornament*, Amsterdam: NAi Publishers, January 2013 (Interview w/ DSB conducted September 23, 2012)


**Williamson, James F.** , “Louis I. Kahn’s Lasting Legacy: the Master’s Class at the University of Pennsylvania,” September 20, 2012; (Unpublished, interviews DSB and her thoughts on the professorship of Louis Kahn)

2013


http://www.residentialarchitect.com/design/denise-scott-brown-interview.aspx?rssLink=Denise+Scott+Brown+Interview


2014


Vassallo, Jesús, “Signs in Sand,” Harvard Design Magazine, Spring/Summer 2014, pp. 113-124. (features photographs by DSB) – see also BIBLIO A

2015


2016

Farrow, Claire, “Denise Scott Brown,” Childhood Recollections: Memory in Design, London: Roca London Gallery, 2016 (contains excerpts from Wayward Eye and other texts in addition to interview with curator Claire Farrow)


Korody, Nicholas, “Learning from ‘Learning from Las Vegas’ with Denise Scott Brown, part 1: The Foundation” Archinect.com, September 28, 2016:


Kulić, Vladimir and Mira Stanić, “Form, Forces and Functions/Forma, sile i funkcije,” Oris 100, 2016 (interview with DSB)


2017


“Reclaiming Frank's Seat at the Table,” Very Vary Veri 3 (Harvard University Graduate School of Design), pp. 83-96 (reprint, originally published 2012)

2018


“Learning from Las Vegas,” 99 Percent Invisible, April 9, 2018 (A podcast episode interviewing DSB)

“Wayward Denise Scott Brown, 1950s to 1960s,” exhibit, the University of the Arts, July 10-August 27, 2018 (exhibition displaying photographs by DSB in conjunction with her Honorary Doctorate from the University of the Arts); http://events.arts.ac.uk/event/2018/7/10/Wayward-Denise-Scott-Brown/
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